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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origé nal 
‘ and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 

of a etterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled SPEECH BY 
WALTERXUL FIRST SECRETARY, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST 
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furnished on 5718 and 19/66 by CG 5824-5 to SAs WALTER A, 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, The text of WALTER ULBRICHT's 
Speech was received at a Solo drop address in Chicago on 
5/17/66 from the. USSR. 
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In regard to the security classification of the 
enclosed LHM, the following is noted. ULBRICHT addressed 
the Congress on 3/30/66. On Page 6, Columns 1-8, of the 
3/31/66 issue of "Pravda," the morning daily organ of the 
Central Committee, Commu nist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU 
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language .. Although excerpts from ULBRICHT's speech 
may have appeared in the public. press, we have not seen a 
full translation of his remarks either in the press or in 
"The Daily Review; Translations from the Soviet Press," 
issued by Novosti, Press Agency, Moscow, USSR, Furthermore, 
CG 5824-5* advised on 5/19/66 that he was informed by the CPSU 
that the translation enclosed here'in was prepared in limited 
numbers. CG 5824- S* also stated that to his knowledge this 
is the only such full translation in this format received 
by the CP, USA. Therefore, in order not to jeopardize 
the security of this highly placed source by unauthorized 

_ disclosure of this information, thus adversely affecting the 
‘national security, Chicago recommends that the enélosed LHM 
bear a classification of at least ἜΔΕΣΕ με However, 
recognizing the public nature of the information involved, | 
no security classification has been placed on the LHM and the 
final determination of this matter is being lest for the 
Bureau's decision. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὦ, C. 
File No. May 27, 1966 

SPEECH BY WALTER ULBRICHT, FIRST SECRETARY, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY 
OF GERMANY (GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC), 
TO XXIII CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION, MARCH 30, .1966 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the period 
March 29 ~ April 8, 1966. On the second day of the Congress, 
March 30, 1966, Walter Ulbricht, First Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and Chairman 
of the State Council of the German Democratic Republic, speaking 
as the head of the East German fraternal delegation to the 
Congress, addressed the assembled delegates and fraternal 
delegations to the Congress. The official English translation 
prepared by the CPSU of the full text of Ulbricht's speech 
is attached hereto. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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‘SPEECH BY WALTER ULRARICHT, 

PIRST SECRETARY CENTHAL COMMITTER , 

SOCTALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY RL NA en 

Party of the Soviet Union, 

Esteemed Comrade Brezhnev, 

| 
\ 

| 
Comrades delegates to the cord Congress of the Communist | 

Dear comrades and friends, 

On behalf of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and 
‘its Central Committee, on behalf of our people and their 
, Sovernment, I convey to the 23rd Congress of the glorious 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to all delegates and 
guests fraternal militant greetings, (Applause. ) 

We have attentively listened to the Report of ‘the Central 
Committee dolivered by Comrade Brezhnev and the 

_in the debate, 

first speeches 

The Congress and its decisions-~of this we are 

be of tremendous importance for , the further 
development not only of the Soviet Union but also for 
the shaping of the relations of world forces in favour of 
socialism. We fully agree with the fundamental propositions 
expounded in the Report of the CPSU Central Committee, 

The barbarous aggression of the US imperialists against 
the Vietnamese people who are waging a heroic struggle for 
their freedom is alsw a ies nite influence on the work of this 
Congress which focuses attention on such far-ranging problems 
as the ensuring o£ peace, development of human culture. and 
peacefui co-operation among the nations. We are 
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a striking manifestation of the fraternal solidarity of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union and all the Soviet 

people, the friendly Communist and Workers! Parties and social- 

᾿ ist states with the Vietnamese people and their heroic 

struggle, ( Applause.) 

We know that this solidarity is not confined to words. 
And we express our gratitude to the Soviet Union which in 

the spirit of proletarian internationalism is rendering such 
* substantial help to the fraternal Vietnamese people. (Applause.) 

We are also grateful to the Central Committee of the Connunist 

Party of the Soviet Union for the patient efforts aimed at 
strengthening co-operation between all the socialist countries 

and ali the Communist and Workers! Parties SO essential for 

repulsing aggression and for the Victory of our common sreat 

cause. We are giving every support to thesé efforts. (Applause. ) 
A relaxation of international tension demands above all 

agreement of all states on the non-proliferation of nuclear 
weapons in any form and prohibition of underground nuclear 

tests, 

Inasmuch as a serious threat to peace has arisen in 
Europe as 8 result of the arms build-up and the revanchist 
policy of the government of the West German Federal Republic, 
we welcome the efforts aimed at reaching agreement on 

.Huropean security. Moreover, we are aware of the particular 

danger implicit in the military alliance of US and = West 

German imperialism in NATO, I would like to draw your attention . 

to the point that this Washington-Bonn axis also threatens the 
΄ 
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2 European capitalist states, soma of which prefer a nore 

“ realistic policy and seek to get rid of baneful dependence 

.o£f the US imperialists and on NATO in which they rule the 

roost. 

-Our Party, the National Front and the people of the 

* German Democratic Republic understand the.concern of the 

Soviet people caused by the revanchist intrigues of the West 

German militarists. The Soviet people and the anti-fascists — 

in the European countries who made incalculable sacrifices 

in the struggle against the German fascist invaders, want 

Germany , at long last, to cease being a source of war con- 

flagrations., Hence the need for a peace settlement which, 

proceeding from the historical fact of the existence of two 

German states, must ensure disarmament in Germany, her 

neutralisation and Buropéan security. The German Democratic 

. Republic will do everything in its power, together with the 

working class, progressive intellectuals and all other peace~ 

loving forces of West Germany, to achieve peaceful develop- 

ment. (Applause.) 

‘Dear comrades, we have studied with especial interest 

the decisions taken by the Plenary Meetings of the Central 

Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union on the 

development of agriculture, on eoonomte reforms in industry, 

improvement of management and planning and greater economic 

stimulation of production. The 23rd Congress offers a model 

or the further creative development of Marxism-Leninism in 

solving the new problems of the economy, socialist democracy 
~“ 
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facing now the Parties in the socialist countries. We attach 

special Significance to the fact that the 23rd Congress works 
on the problem of establishing harmony between centralised 
scientifically-based management and planning and the stimulat~ 
Lon of the widest creative initiative of the people, establish~ 
ing firm unity and unbreakable links between politics, economics 

and culture, 

This important achievement of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union is of significance for all the socialist countries, 
As we master and introduce the new system of planning and 

managing the socialist economy, there will be greater 

Comoperation ‘and division of labour between our countries, 

The Socialist Unity Party of Germany fully agrees with 
the Proposition on the need for purposeful and dynamic develop~ 

‘ment of co-operation between the socialist states in the 

economic, scientific and technical spheres, 

We in the German Democratic Republic have gone over to 

Single guidance of science as a productive force, Introduction 

of the new system of planning and management has strengthened 

“our balanced economic development, The effectiveness of our 
efforts is largely stimulated by the trade agreement with the 
Soviet Union con luded for the entire Five-year plan period, 

Goods exchange under this agreement will exceed the volume of 

any trade treaty ever concluded between two states, 



On the basis of our Treaty of Friendship, Mutual 

Assistance and Co-operation we are raising to a higher level 

not only economic relations, but also political and ideologi~ 

cal co-operation, Conditions have thus been created for the 

. further extension of fraternal ties between our Parties, 

States and peoples, for the further strengthening of our 

dynamic co-operation, 

We wish the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the 
entire Soviet people successfully to fulfil the five-year plan 

and to score further big victories in building communism, in 
our common struggle for the unity of the international 

communist’ and working~class movement and for peace, (Applause .) 

May the work of the Party Congress be fruitful. We wish 
the Soviet people success in accomplishing the magnificent 

tasks which will be set by Party Congress. (Applause.) 

Long live the Glorious. Party of Lenin, the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Union and its Central Committee! (Applause. ) 

Long live the victorious doctrine of Marxism-Leninism! 

Friendship! (Storay, prolonged applause, All rise. Comrade 

Uloricht hands to the Presidium of the Congress a message of 

grectings from the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity 

Party of Germany to the 23rd Congréss of the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Union, ) 
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se. furnished on 5/18. and 19/66. by CG 5824-=S* τὸ SAs WALTER A, 
% BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. ‘The text of SHOLOKHOV's 

spéech was received at a Solo drop. address in. ‘Chicago on 
5/17/66 from the USSR, 
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there appears the text of SHOLOKHOV's speech in the Russian 
language... Furthermore, an abridged version of SHOLOKHOV's 
speech appears in Part I, Volume XXII, No. 78 (3229); Monday, 
4/4/66, issue of "The Daily Review; Translations from the 
Soviet Press," published by Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, 
USSR. However, although excerpts from SHOLOKHOV's speech 
may have appeared in the public press, we have not seen a 

full translation of his speech in any public media. 
Furthermore, CG 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 that he was informed 
by the ΡΒ, that the translation enclosed herein was prepared 
in limited numbers. CG 5824-S* also stated that to his 
knowledge this is the only such full translation in this format 
received by the CP, USA. Therefore, in order not to jeopardize 
the security of this highly placed source by unauthorized 
disclosure of this information, thus adversely affecting the 
national security, Chicago recommends that the enclosed LHM 
bear a classification of at least ‘Wen@'e@SEcaal.” However, 
recognizing the public nature of the information involved, 
no security classification has been. placed on the LHM and the 
final determination of this matter is being left for the 
Bureau's decision. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to. Washington, D. C. 
File No. May 27, 1966 

SPEECH BY MIKHAIL A, SHOLOKHOV, WINNER OF 
NOBEL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE, TO XXIII CONGRESS 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, 
APRIL 1, 1966 - ΜΕΝ 

In May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 - April 8, 1966, On the fourth day of the 
Congress, April 1, 1966, Mikhail A, Sholokhov, winner of the 
Nobel Prize for Literature and a delegate to the Congress 
from the Rostov Region organization of the CPSU, addressed 
the assembled delegates and fraternal delegations. The 
official English translation prepared by the CPSU of the 
full text of SHOLOKHOV's speech is attached hereto. 

This document contains neither recanmendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency. 

Attachment 
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SPEECH BY MIKHATE SHOLOKHOV 

(WRITER, ROSTOV REGION PARTY, ORGANISATION) 
Retaataisetntabo Donk Se ones 

Comrades, 

_You can no more perceive the vast scope of building and 

accomplishment in our land by reading random press reports 

about our daily labour and achievement than you can perceive 

the enthralling grandeur of the Volga by viewing its tributaries, 

imbued though they are with a unique splendour and Russian 

- charm, 

It is when we gather at our Party congresses, when we hear 

the Report and reflect on the figures that aggregate what has 

been accomplished in past years by the people and the Party 

that we come to see the results of the titanic effort and 

feel the vastness of what the people are going in the name of 

their future. 

If I were to revert after this lyrical introduction to 

ordinary prose, I should have to say in 811 frankness that 

I envy the delegates who can speak from this rostrum of 

imposing successes in this or that field of industry, science 

or education. I speak here as a representative of Soviet 

literature and have to say sadly that our successes are not 

as great as you, ovr readers, and we, the writers, would like, 

I am not half as: optimistic as the Tula funcbionary οἵ 

the popular joke who declared in reply to an inquiry about the 

development of literary cadres: "Normal! Good even! There was 

one writer in Tula Gubernia in the past--Leo Tolstoi. Today, 

. 
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few. This is illustrated by the fact that the list of works 

‘notable works do not appear each year, and it would indeed 

‘pad years, So what can you expect of literature? 

CQ OQ 
- Dm " 

. Writers," . ‘ 

we have 23 members in the Tula division of the Union of Soviet | 

We are indeed oxpanding numerically, but, as the whole-~ 

saler says, “the offered product does not quite live up 

sometimes to the desired quality." 

There ig no denying thet good books did appear in recent 

years. Good books of poebry, and of prose too, but they are 

recommended for Lenin Prizes is obviously meagre and that, 

save for two or three worthwhile books, the rest is not likely 

τὸ stand up to the scrutiny that ought to be given them even 

in the initial discussione 
. 

a 

That is not stagnation. The writers keep writing. But 

be futile to expect them to appear frequently. Even a fertile 
é 

place like Krasnodar Territory has its hervest failures and 

-As for, say, war literature, its slow headway. is due, 

I think, to the complexity of the topics It is only in the 

Last few years that the writing of war memoirs became popular 

in our country. Many of our renowned generals and military 

Leaders have not so far had their say, Yet it ig much easier 

writing a book of memoirs than a work of fiction, Don't think 

I'm trying to make oxcuses: I'm not the only one writing anous 

τ 

the war, and there'll be many more who'll write about it after ; 

us, I am just stabing facts. 
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I don't want to expose you to a detailed analysis of | 

Literary affairs. What‘s MOLE that is more than- one man can | 

do, A big discussion on the subject is in the offing at our 

writers? congress scheduled this year. 

-I should like to say a few words of what is usually 

called the writer's place in the life of society, What are © 

the most typical features of the society we live in, and what 

should be the writer's attitude, as a cultural worker's, 

towards these features? 

It is absolutely clear to any impartial observer, I think, 

that the kind of processes underway in the world today prevent 

the honest writer, or artist, to look on from the sidelines. 

On the fact of it, this is a simple truth, But it has to be 

recalled now and then. Gontemporary man is living through events 

the flow of which is anything but smooth, The American aggression 

in Vietnam is contzm ing. Dreadful weapons of destruction are 

being tested, The West-German militarists and revenge~seokers 

ave striving to lay their hands on these wéapons. Reactionary 

bourgeois art is going out of its way to nourish baseness, 

acting like the evil spirits in the ancient legends of all 

nations in their eagerness to turn man into his opposite, to 

rob him of his human image and soul, Those are different 

same kind. 

Ours and the other socialist countries have become the 

citadel of hope, the citadel of faith in a kind and attractive 

fSusure for millions of workingmen of different nations, 
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different political creeds and different Solours of skin. 

All the things we are building, all the things our workers, 

peasants, scientists and artists are working on, all the 

things our Party is inspiring us to do--are all done for 

the sake of peace on earth, for the triumph of free labour, 

in the name of the ideals of democracy, socialism, the 

fraternal friendship and co-operation of the peoples, for 

man, for mankind. | 

| Maxim Gorky's question, addressed to the artists of the 

world, sounds just as urgent today as in the past: "Who are 

you with, men of culture?" The overwhelming majority of 

Boviet writers and the progressive weiters in other countries 

provide the answer to this question in their writings. 

TI have spoken about the artist's place in social life 

with other writers, with newspaper and magazine correspondents | 

and at lerge representative gatherings time and time again. 

1 devoted quite a lob of space to it in my speech in Stock- 

holm!s city hall during the Nobel festivities Last year, The 

audience there differed considerably from today's, and, 

accordingly, so did the presentation of my ideas, I speak 

of the form! Not of the content. 

Wherever we Communists speak, whatever language we speak | 

in, we speak a8 Communists. It may go against the grain of | 

certain people, but they have already Learned to reckon with iv: 

What is more, it is just this that everybody respects. whexew?" 

ὁ. Soviet citizen gets to speak, he must speak as a Soviet : 
᾿ 

patriot. We, Soviet writers, define the writer's place in 
i 

{ 

H 

| 
| 
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social life as Communists,as sons of our great Motherland, as 

citizens of the country building communist society, as 

spokesmen of the revolutionary humanist views of the Party, 

the people, the Soviet man, - 

But the picture is entirely different when at inkslinger 

au . : 
comes along who writes one thing for home consumption, and 
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gets something entirely different published abroad; He uses 

the same Russian language, but in one .case he uses it for 

camouflage and in the other to defile this Language with 

frenzied venom with hate for all the Soviet, for all that 

we hold dear, all that we hold sacred, 

I am one of those writers who, like all other Soviet 

people, are proud to be a tiny particle of a great and noble . εἰ 

people, We are’ proud to be sons of a mighty and magnificent 

lend, Our Motherland made us, it gave us all it could, it 

* gave us imieasurably much; All we have we owe to it. We call 

pO our land Mother, All of us are members of one immense family. 
᾿ How are we expected to react then to the behaviour of traitors 

who raise their hand against the things we hold most dear? 

A Russian proverb says sadly "There's a black sheep in every 

‘fanily." But there are different kinds of black sheep. I think 

all will agree that there is nothing more profane and 

detestable than to malign your mother, to insult her basely, 

to raise your hand against her! 

I em not ashamed for those who maligned their country and 

slung mud at all that we cherish. They are immoral. I am ashamed 

for those who tried, or try now, to stand up fox them, no 

| 

i | 
natter what the motive that prompts them. 
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I am doubly ashamed of those who offer taoir services and 

request that the convicted apostates be tarned over to them 

on parole. 

We have paid too high a price for all.we rave gained, 

Soviet power 4g much too precious to us to let anyone slander 
ee ak EE ἐπῶν i eT * 

a 
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and defile it with impunity, 

-Some use words about humanism as a shield and deplore 

. the severity of the sentence, There are delegates from Party 

organisations of our Soviet Army in this hall, What would 

they do if vraitors were discovered in any of their unite? 

They, our soldiers , know perfectly well that humanism has 

nothing to do with drivelling weakness. 

And there is this other thought that occurs to me, If the 

scoundrels were caught doing their black deeds in the memorable 

1920's when sentences were not based on strictly defined artioes 

les of the Criminal. Code but on "nevolutionary justice", these 

werewolves would have paid an entirely different penalty! 

Yet now, -of all things, people discourse about the "seve-~ 

rity" of the sentence, 

T should like to say a word to the bourgeois defenders of 

the lampoonists abroad: don't worry about the welfare of critic~ 

ism in our country, gentlemen. We have every respect for cri- 

ricism, We promote it. At this Congress , too, criticism is 

sharp. But slander is not criticism any more than the dirt of 

a puddle is the paint of an artist's palette, 

| Comrades, I have occupied enough of your time with questions 
- 

of a literary order. Don%t think that we writers feed 

| 
} 
i 
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. only on literary matters, We take many other things close to 

the beauty and wealth of our countryside. Other problems, too, 

- sort of planning is this? 

-~ ~- 
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heart, Take writer Leonid Leonov. He devoted many years of 

his Life to ἃ staunch struggle for the preservation of forests, 
~ 
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are apt to trouble us, This is where I'll deal with problems 

of en entirely different kind, Let's solve the problem of 

Lake Baikal! And permit me to speak a little about our planning, 

The March 5 issue of Pravda contains a satirical article 

vy V. Titov, entitled "Administrative Lyrics." A few words 

about this article. Once upon a time the Ministry of the Food 

Industry of the RSUSR decided -to build a vegetable dehydration 

plant in the town of Kalyazin. The plant was indeed built, but 

could not be supplied with enough vegetables. So it was 

re a ον νι A | ICT 
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decided to convert it to the manvfacture of soya seasoning, 

The reconstruction was carried through, But it turned out that 

the Moscow and Serpukhov factories supplied more of this 

seasoning than the capital and its énvirons could consume, 

An attempt was made to turn the plant into a milk factory. 

Expensive equipment was imported for this purposs, but no 

sooner was it installed than someone decided tn vebuild it 

for poultry dressing, The bank granted a sizable loan, but it ° 

turned out in the long run that the factory's capacity exceeded 

the supply of poultry several times over, The factory has 

existed for about ten years and nearly a million new rubles 

have been: spent on the various reconstructions. This may not © 

be a fact of great import, But one may ask legitimately: what. 

= SE τας πώρβκεύπων. 
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Last ee Volgograd, due to negligence or, perhaps, 

to faulty planning and building, impure water was drained 

into the Volga by one of the local factories, Perished fish . 

was spotted as far as 400 kilometres downstream from the 

place of contanination. Controllers recorded the losses: 

842,000 red fish (that is, fish of the sturgeon family), and 

733 5000 of other fish, What they could not record was the 

loss of perished fry, larvae and spawn, The damage is 

estimated at 11,000,000 rubles, But considering the fact that 

well over half of the sturgeon sinks to the bottom when it 

perishes, the losses are probably at least double that figure. 

Back to the Baikal. A lot has been said and written about 

kts However, all too often no heed is paid to what the press 

has to say. Yet what happened with the Volga fish, may also 

happen with Lake Baikal. Perhaps it would be wiser to give 

up timbering on the shores of the Baikal. Perhaps it would be 

wiser to stop building paper factories there, and build 

"Factories instead that will not endanger the Baikal, that 

pearl of Russian nature? In any case, all necessary measures 

ought to be taken to save the Baikal. The coming generations, ' 

I'm afraid, will never forgive us if we do not, to use αὶ line 

‘from the Russian song, preserve the "glorious sea, the sacred 

Baikal." 

There is also a personal matter I want to raise, comrades. 

The Quiet Don is perishing. Each year, experts estimate, some 

7 Million cubic metres of polluted water is drained into the 

river by factoriose The Azov basin faces the very’ real danger 

RE amr ae rR τας: i? τα 
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of Losing all its fish population in the near future, In the 

past, the catoh of gust the valuable fish amounted to over 

1,500,000 centners a year, Today, it does not exceed 150,000 

‘ centners, or only one-tenth of the old figure. | 

Drainage of industrial waters, regulation of Don water — 

by the Tsimlyansk dam, coupled with the none-too-wise manage- 

ment of Comrade Ishkov, the Minister of the Fish Industry, has 

already brought the Azov basin to the brink of disaster. After 

the long Silence that was his only response to the legitimate 

attacks of Literaturnaya Gazeta and Komsomolskaya Pravda, 

Comrade Ishkov published an inconclusive article entitled 

‘he Azov Sea Today and Tomorrow." But the Azov Sea may not 

have a tomorrow if Gomrade Ishkov carries on as he does today, 

It is his fault that nearly all the year round, save the two 

summer months, abcut 200 vessels fish in the Azov for bullheads 

and sardelle. It is of his making that mechanised bullhead 

dredge annually destroy more than 10,000,000 zander fry, 

‘reducing to naught all the efforts of the spawn~breeding 

_ projects in the Azov basin, 

Comrade Ishkov refers for support to the conference of 

fish research bodies and fishery groups and claims that 

400-500 controns of sardelle may be hauled in annually to this 

day. But he fails to mention how much valuable fry of other 

fish is hauled in with the sardelle. 

I'll confess that yesterday, March 31, I wanted to let 

Comrade Ishkov have it, dub in the evening I met a few old 

army friends and the devil enticed me to show them the script 

"» 
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of my speech, They said that it was a bit rude and that 

Gomrade Ishkov was not a bad chap, and I promised them I would 

pull my punches. Don‘*t misunderstand me, please! There's 

nothing a man won't do for his army friends! I wanted to 

' criticise the sturgeon, that is, the Minister, As for the 

sardelle, that is, the Rostov fishery, there is no point in 

criticising 1%. That is more than I can do. A promise is 4 

promise, and I shall keep my peace, All I can do is to 

pronounce solemnly to Comrade Ishicov; "May you fare well.ee 

on sardelliesi" 

I want to say, too, that the contribution of our fish 

experts has been insignificant. end far removed from the needs 

of our economy. In Japan, Rumania, and many other countries 

the catch per hectare of pond is several times higher than 

. ours. As you see, the comparison is anything but in our favour 

and the people in charge of the fisheries ought to give it 

due thought. They ought to be quick about it because with the 

rapid exhaustion of our rivers, the issue of pond fishing is 

soon going to be pretty urgent. | 

I have devoted as much attention to fish in my speech 

as to literature, Don't think this is an accident. Tt would - 

like to see us have an abundance of fish~~an abundance of sea~ 

roach, rybets and herring, rather than sea weeds, Those who 

like it, may eat sea weed, I am for conserving fish because. 

it contains a lot of phosphorus, They say phosphorus ,is good 

for man's brain, but it stimulates the mind, And brains is 

something not only writers need. 
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May I say a few words about planning? Here is an example, 

Generally, I an for planriing, but Ian also for abundance, 

The collective and state farms of Rostov Region now need two 

thousand tractors, I am for the kind of planning whereby the 

Minister of Agriculture, Comrade Matskevich, would himself 

offer these tractors to us, instead of our sending regional 

officials to hunt for them. Here is what nappens: our regional 

officials come to Moscow to get one thing and then another, 

Bad examples are contagious. I see them go, and follow then. 

_ Naturally, my business is somewhat snaller: to get a school 

project endorsed, or to get roofing slate cr timer for some 

collective farm building project. I come to the Minister and. 

say: "Comrade Minister, please give me 3,000 sheets of roofing 

slate for our collective-farm cow and calf sheds." The Minister 

replias: "Don't you know we nave a planned economy? You have 

received what you were entitled to under the plan," I say to 

him: "I know we have a planned economy, but the cows, let 

alone the calves, don't know why they have to soak in the rain 

in autumn and freeze in winter," Roofing slate is used not for 

beauty, but for a sound reason, Besides, if the cowshed were 

covered with straw, there would be no incentive to stock up fod- 

der: if the fodder runs out. @ straw foot can be used for as 

8 substitute, Roofing slate, on the other hand, won't do for 

fodder; Running around begging for things one becomes conscious 

of unwelcome changes in one's character, even in the stance, 

The proud stance of a writer vanishes into thin air, and so 
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does the old soldier's smartness. Your back bends obsequious) 
you stop calling the minister "Comrade Minister" in an 
official manner , and address hin fawningly as "My dear Ivan 

Ivanovich." As time goes on, the corrections you make in our 

planning, prompted by the hard facts, develop predatory incli- 

nations in you; ) 

During the intermissions at this congress even, you walk 
about the lobby and keep a sharp look~out for a minister, 

wondering all the time what you might get from him, Whenever 

you phone a Minister and ask for an audience, you no longer 

Say a Supreme Soviet Deputy is asking for it, but the writer, 
Ministers are more sensitivo to a writer's needs, In a nut 

Shell, you develop a scrounger‘s Ways. So, a8 you see, a 

writer's job has its drawbacks too, - 
I beg tyour pardon for smiling from this solemn rostrum, 

To speak in a more’ serious vein, all of us have a strong faith 

in the powerful intellect of our Party and in the fulfilment 

of all the tasks the Party may set us, 

May I assure you, dear Comrade Delegates, that the many 

thousands of writers, all of them deeply devoted to their 

country and Party, share the views on art and literature set 

out in the Report of our Central Committee, and give whole-~ 

hearted support to the policy of our Leninist Party, 
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a an. tone) 1 - πὶ W. Smith WAL Bate: May 26, 1966 1 - Branigan. 
9 To: Director 1 ~ Liaison 

" _ Bureau of ‘“Intelligenco ahd Research 1 ~ Mastrovich 
Department of State \ 

Prom: John Edgar Hoover, Dirootor: . i hy ‘fi 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF -CancHOsLOVARIA me 

Tho Lolloving information provided by ἃ souree 
which has furnished relinble information in tho past is. 
nto pecueke to your attention as a matter of possible 

OPES ᾿- 

Durine arch, 1968; tho: ido anid: daughter of 
Willie Hireeh, piso know as "John Gilnore, informed the 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. (CPC) of thoir desire 
‘to return to the United States. irsch's wife and daughter, 
as tnited States citizens, requested the assistance of the 
cre in facilitating. their return to the United States.. 
Willie Hirsch. was posthunously avardod a modal by tho 
Soviets for the work he had donc on pehait of tho 
Sovict Union. 

; Telative to. this reqwent by Direch!arize and 
daughtor to roturn to the United States, 2 vopresontative o 

_ of the CPC requested that this matter bo taken up With the 
Comminiet Party of the Sovict Unio. (CPSU) by 2 reprosenta=. 

_ tive of the Cormmunist Party, USA. (CPUSA).. Tho CPC ropre« 
sentative tioted that his party had nothing to de with: Hirsc} Al 

yo and had ὉΔῚ done the Sovicts ἃ aver Jin in allowing hin to 6 
iO gecure. political asytun, in Chel ἘΠ 510, δ. 8,50 4}-- 

In April, 1966, a nattor Sailing Wfcen's wile: δ 
᾿ and. daughter was taker ub a ropresontative of the CPUSA 
οι aoe WA ropresontatives of the CPSU. At the ting tie CEeSu 
μον στε τσ: refused to discuss thig‘mattor furthor ‘and indicated that, 
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Director __ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Reséarch 
Department of State 

the CPC comrades were attémpting t6 gét the CPsu to assume 
all of the responsibility in the Hirsch matter and pay the 
fares for these individuals back to the United States. Thé 
CPSU commented that the CPdishould te téld that. the matter 
regarding Hirsch should he taken up officially on a diract ' 
party-to-Party basis through channels utilizing: the Soviet 
Enbassy in Prague, Czechoslovakia, | | 

. The foregoing response of the CPSU was relayed to 
ἃ representative of the CPC in mid-April, 1986, No current 
information is available regarding whether ‘thére has been’ | 
any further ‘action concérning Hirsch's-wifé and daughter, - 

7 | “Willie Hirsch yas:.at one tine in ‘the custody of 
the United States Government on a charge of conspiring to 
commit espionage, Thése charges Were subsequently dropped 
by the United States Govornment and in early 1961 Hirsch 
voluntarily left the United States and was granted political aor 

asylum in Czechoslovakia. 

᾿ Because of the sensitive nature of the source which - 
mag nished this information, this commuhication is. classified 
ἐν eu 

1 + Director +BY LIAISON 
Centrai Intelligence Agency Gb 

‘Attoutton: ponsty αν pane PE 
Attention: Deputy Director, Plans Or 

Classified Ἀν τόν since wiguthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could resuit in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, 
Source obtained this information while on Solo Mission 20 . 
in the Soviet Union and other communist countries from 3/18/66 
to 4/25/66, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/16/66, captioned "Solo, IS = Cc," 
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To: Director 1 = RCPutnam 

Bureau of {intelligence and, Research . 
Departuontof State 

| | : L ἢ 
Fron: John Ldgas Hoover; Director x ον yy 

ῃ - ον ‘ μὲ σ' " ww ἢ ᾿ 

Subject: GRACE ANELTA ΟΛΏΡΟΣ: ~ δὰ ohh’ 
SECURETY WATTER ~ C | hr σν 

Tho Loliowine 4nfornation provided by sources which. 
hove suppiicd relioble information in the past is being 
brought to your attontion as a matter of possible intoront. 

‘Gineo Amolig Gardos, who woo born January 17, 1911. 
jin Borin, Wisconsin, has been residing in Budapest, Hunsary, 
since 1948, She is married to 152} Gardos, who was ordored 

deported to Hungary-in 1936 aftor his United States citizen« 
ι δι ship was rovoked asa result of donaturalication proccodings 
ΨΝ instituted because of hig activity in the Communist Party, 
We TSA (CPUSA). Tho doportation drdor: waa sucponded until τόδ 

whon ho voluntarily roturned to Kuncary. Grace Anolia Gardes 
accompanied ker husband back to Kungary in 1045, Sho has a . - 
United States passport and -viskted thé ho United States in 1964. ~ 

Graco Amolia Gardos vould lite to return. to the 
United States for anothor visit which would dst for onc. or 

r ft two years, Sho would Like to:coo hor velativos, including 
¢ Feed Blair, Chnirnan of the Yascougin District of tho CPUSA. 

Howovor, cho ig concorned that ἘΦ she visits tho United States 
eho would not bo pérnitted to rojoin hor husband in ΤΉ ΤΩΡ 
She also is concorned that 42 cho viaited tho United States. 

ΕΣ hor husband would lose his pension in Hungary ox that they 

= 880 requested acsistonee fron the CPUIA on hor problens. fey " oon 
- {oo oat, ' J “ποτα ated P ae \v MBSE / 00 990 9/- 9034 bi ‘onra ea ἐς : 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

Recently a representative of the CPUSA discussed 
this matter with Zoltan Konocsin, ἃ member of the Political 
Bureau of the Central Committee of ‘the Hungarian Soclalist 
Workers Party; During this discussion it was ‘pointed ‘out. 
that ‘the CPUSA woltld like to ‘have Grace Amolia Gardos visit ον 
the ‘United States ‘and that the ‘CPUSA would like. to: use ‘hér . 
services duvinethis! visita. It ‘Was. ‘also. pointed: out ‘that... ; 
Grace Amelia. Gardos: ‘was ‘Acting ‘as ‘the ‘Hungarian correspondent 
Lor "The Worker," United States east coist ‘communities. news my 
paper. . Ε΄ γ{ς δ! took , 

ear ἃ As ΠΝ result ‘og ‘this discussion; yoltan Komoegin Ly 
promised ‘that'.Grace ‘Amelia Gardos-would -receive:every ‘ 
assistance in making: her trip, to, the United States, and’ that 
‘Her'.departure. fron Hungary. would. not affect..her present ot 
status: nor prevent’ her: from. rejoining: hor: ‘husband: ae a code! 
later’ "date. She fe ay cas μ᾽ 

εν Because: of tha: senaitiye. nature: of ‘the. gources: 
which furnished_the: ‘above information; this ‘communication 
ἘΠῚ classified | Μη Ὁ 

Vege 

. ι- “ Direétor:.. eek oy ‘EIATSON. ᾿ 
ΠῚ 

Central’ Thtelligence Agency: “gt 

' Attention: | Deputy ‘Director, Plans a 

De We, - ar ς Walter: Yeagiey- ma 
Assistant Attorney General 

NOTE = 

Classified ΓΝ Ν since unauthorized disclosire 
‘of this: information could reveal the. ideiitity of the. source . 
{CG 5824-S*). who is of continting value’ and such revelation | 
‘could result in éxceptionally grave damage -to, the Nation. Data 
in second paragraph extracted fron 100-9306-97 ». page 2. Balance 
of data obtained from CG 5824-S* who obtained it While on. Solo 
Mission 20, . 
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: From: Soha Τῶτον Ucovar, Director. \ ve 

Sobject ://LENINISE YOUNG COMIUNIGT ZEAGUS 5 

Tho 
havo supplicd roddable information in the past 4c bo 

‘prrive about TUR 2, 

Tele, Room , 
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following information. provided by soutces which 

brought to your attention πα d.mattor of possible 
ing 

interont. 

Agtcor thd 25rd Concresa of the Communist Party ΝΑ of 
the Sovict Vaion, hold March (29 through April ὃ, 1000, in 
Hasecow, Rucoia, répracontativyes of the Comminist Part 

_ (CPUSA}, mot Infornally with ronvosontatives of the Loniniat 
Youns Communist Lonrue (LYCL} of tho Soviet Uniox.. 

ΩΡ» 

tho United States. 

ECL is: not. alsays ancrerod. 6 JUN 

ἐπ οἰ τισί αι fox the | LYCL wad WH. Z, Shursviyova and the 
poconce.of hor ronarig. je a ΠΝ 

Rho ΝΟΣ, knows very Littic OO: youth organizations 
Tho IYCH would Like to iepreve re 

vith youth and student orpanirations in tho- United state CBs 
orzvocpondence sont to cuch ground in: tho United Ἐς ἡ by tho. 

-23 041 

> UGK 

SEO 

fhe LCL has contact with the Stutenté Nonvinrcdt 
Coordinatins Camittcoa (1 0} (a nilitant civil vickts prow). 
in tho Unlied States but thin contsct is caly through carro~ 
spondence.. Tho LYCL extended an invitation to tho SNC ta 

56? 
otions 

ΟΣ a Colovation of four individvale to the Sovict Union to 
εἀθῶῦι thig. 

John Lovis, noconthy deposed National the £2 int 10s. 

SNC dolegation is: to: include 
Chairman ¢ 

——— Thig group ia gohoduicd to cnond thires wooks in. the Soviet Unios.. 

(SEE Ῥ PAGE 74 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

A youth delegation sponsored by the National Council 
of American-Soviet. Friendship (NCASF) is also scheduled to 

: Seen.« to the Soviet Union in the near, future. (πιο NCASY has. 

assistance of the CPUSA an this matter; 

5 ΤΌΣ, does not knoy much. about the ἢ, Be Be | 
DuBois ciuba® of America (DCA) since thd only contact with 
that. organization ‘has been through correspondence. (The 
DCA dg the ‘thinly disguised. youth group of ‘the -CPUSA;) 

The LXCL is. interested in. developing contacts. with. 
youth organizations ain the United States πη, désires the <° 

Coiicernitig activities fo the future, the LYCh will 
give a siimmér course on students and social progress this 
summer and repifesentatives of ove? 100 student organizations 
from all over tha world have been invited to the Soviet Union 
to participate, In addition; the LYChL has invited aver 100 | 
‘youth delegations δ visit the Soviet Union in 1966, ‘The. 

. LYCh. plans to publish a big) nev youth magazine in séveral | 
languages in the near future, And; in 1967, the 50th annie 
‘versary of the O¢tober. Revolution in the Soviet Union, the 
LYCL: wiil invite a large number of foreign youth to visit 
‘the .Soviet Unions 

. Beécatise of thé pensitive hature of » thie sources which 
furnished | the above information > this commuhichtion is classi« 

é 

1 , Director | BY’ LIAtgon 
Central Intelligence Agehoy 

Attention: Deputy: Director; Plans 

14 ir, J, Walter Yeagley . ee - 
Assistant Attorhey Geneial ' 

1 wm Nr. John Doar 

Assistant Attorney Gedoral 



Director _ 
Bureau of Intelligence: atid Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: . — Classified εν ΠΥ unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source 

a (CG, 5824~S*) who is of continuing value and such revélation 
could result. in-exceptionally grave. damage to the Nat‘ion, 
CG 5824-S* is referred to as "sources" in order to further 
protect the identity of this valuable informant, Source Ὁ 
obtained data while in Moscow, Russia, on Solo Mission 20. 
Data extracted fron CGairtel 5/12/66, captioned "Solo, IS ~ Cc," 
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Priors: Edgar Hoover, Dircetor 

Subjeat ive PARTY OF wonkrNG [ on 4 “i procnessive | 
PEOPLE OF CYERUS: 

π-π--.-----"Ὄὄ-....--. 

‘The. Lolleving inZorantion provided. by a&.source 
ΜῊΝ has furdistcd roliablia. information ΔῈ the past. is. 
being. peonet to -your atgontion, ὍΣ matter of possible 

‘ erost. 

During. the 23ra. Gongrosa- of the Communist Party of 
tie: Loviet Union, » held in ποσοῦ» Russia, March 29 through | 

Agra 8, 1966, a brio? mecting ‘vag hold botween the fraternal. 
; ‘delegations fron the Progressive Party of Working People of . 

} - Cyprus and the Conmunist’ Party, USA {CPUSA). Ezokial 
Papaioannu, Genoral Secretary, Proyressive Party of Vorking 

᾿ People of Cyprus, was presentod with.an invitation for his 
᾿ Party! to ΕΣ) ἢ, fraternal dolegation and/or greeting to ἐμὰ 

forthcoming 18th National Convention of the CEUSA scheduled 
to be held in Now. York, New York, in Junc, 1966. Whon pre~ 
‘sentdd with this invitation,. Papadoonnu Anformed the CPUgA 
tvaternal delegation that ho was “rather angry" with the 
"United States commmists."” Papaioanny pointed out that his 
Party had recontly. held its Congress and not even so much as ~ 
ἃ erecting x Wa, reetived Zrom the CPUSA to acknowledge this 5 ( 29 
ovent. 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State 

NOTE: 
Classified Tete! since unauthorized disclosure _ 

of this information could. reveal the identity of the Source 
(CG 5824~$%) who. As of continuing value and such revelation 
colild result ih’ grave damage to the Nation. Source obtained 
this information while on Solo Mission 20 in the Soviet Union 
and other communist countriés from 3/18/66 to 4/25/66. Data 
exthacted from CGairtel 5/18/66, captionéd “Solo, IS - σοῖς 
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To; .- Director . ΞΕ Ι : 
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Departnoent, of State 

Pron: Sohn Edgar Hoover, Divector μ , 

ΞΌΡ2 668: CONIUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION μ' υ ' 

_. . he following information provided by a source 
which has furnished relinbie information in the past is 
boing brought to your attention as a matter of possibie 
Anterust. 

Boris N.. Ponomerey wad olected as a Scerdtary of 
the Contral Committee, Communist Party of the Sovict, Union 
(CPSU), at the 23rd Congress of tha CPSU held ‘in Hoscoy, 
Russia, March 29 through April G, 1966. It. wis ἃ bitter 
disnprointnent to him that he was not given a scat on -the 
Pokitical Eureau, Contral Committed, CPSU. Hovover, it 
nust siso bo noted that, while Pononarov was not clected 
to the Political Cureau, his procent standing among the top -. 
icedorship of the CPSY is very high. Ho received a "Leather 
in hist hat" Zor the outstanding organigntional vork ho had 
done as head of the International Department, Central Comite 
tes, CPEU, when he mobilized 97 per cent of 512 the communist. 
ani workers’ parties behind the CPSU's position in regard to 

~¥AY Virtnsm. Ponomarev also succeeded in’ having such parties a 
iP resect the line of the Communist Party of China..—-———" Bb ay 

-10 φτοῦ [00-4 R94) -- 
- , Because of the sonsitive natura of thecomrcel 1966 
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Director. 
Bureau of Intelligence ἀπά. Research, 
Department of State 

NOTE: : 
Classified ἐς SESEEE" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this infortiation could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG, 5824-S*) who is of continuing, value ‘and such revelation ὁ 
could result in exceptionally grave: ‘damage to: thé Nation. 
Source obtained this information while on the 20h Solo Mission 
in the Soviet Union and other communist countries from. 
3/18/66 to. 4/25/66, Data extracted. from CGairtel 5/19/66, 
captioned "Sol6;IS - ον" 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ST = (15) s00~48c002 BY Eratcoy 

Dato: λίην 81, 1006 π᾿ ἘΦ Branigan 
1-28, W; Smith 

Tos Divastor 1 ~ Liaison 
Duron of Intellironcs and Regoarch, 1 - Mastrovich 
Depertnent of State: 

Froa: ὅσια, τόσον Hoover, Dircstor 

Subjest: GUS TALL — . | ut wd 

‘Tho following information provided by 8 source - 
which has furnished roliablc Ainforontion in tho past ist . 
bodn ea pena to your attention ag anatter of pocaibie 
-Intora 

. “ ¥a Aprak, 1966, several Joading meabersa of tha 
Communist Party of the Soviet Haion (CPSU), who are onzaned 
in. theoreticn! work and writints on Moxrxsict-Loninics, 
esprossed their opinidas concerning the position of Gus Wail, 
ἀφο, Goerotary, Coomumict Par arty NSA (CPUSA), the ποῦ 

᾿ς dot cosmunset theoretiolans. In view of their Mt dtdonn, at 
ic: Dodoved their opinions réfleat the attitude of the 

eicindoratip ΟΣ tho Contral Comittee, CPSU. 

St Oho of those cxpressing hig opinion of Mall was #f 
| “WAhexandor Coltolav, Excoutive Seorotary of tho "Vorld tarciat -{ [ Ε΄, 

Revie," official theoretical organ of the international 15 
Jecmminiat movesont koadquarterca. In Proms, Cacchoslovatzia. 
Althouwsh "Workd Earrist. Naview" in teaudd frod. Eranvo, its 

᾿ς editor in chief, &. Ὅν, Feantcov, is 2 candidate tenber of the 
δ΄ Contral Copnittes, CPSU. Also, the loadin; editorial positions 

) of this magazine aro occupied by menbors of the ΟΡ, Sobolev 
recently stated that, in hic opinion, Gus Holi is, without o 

of daabt, ono of tho best Marxist theorcticiang in the cntire 
¥ _ antornatioray.- commutes sovennt. Eoebolov stated that kd 

Tolson aus, WORLG defy contradiction on: wade and vould eae this penstton 
Dol.oceh mF EH maven ὥρβολον eas : 
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Director , 
Bureau. of Intelligence ‘and Research 
Department of ‘State 

définite contribution. to Navxisnedeninisn and that Hall does 
‘mot spdéak just for himself,. but speaks for the entire world 
communist ‘movement; 

Also. indicative of the high regard held for Hall's 
abilities :was @ recent admission by ‘Timur. Timofecev, Deputy 
Director of the Institute for. World Economyand: international 
Relations, Union » of ‘Soviet Socialist Republics: ‘Academy’ oF 
Sciences, Moscow, Russia, ‘Timofeev. acknowledged that he had 
written, an article refuting the ‘position of ‘the Conmunist © 
‘Party of Ching of ‘revolution and ‘the. national liberation. ove. 
nent, particularly as formulated ‘by Natshal ‘in Piao, ἃ Deputy 
Premier and the Defense Minister of the People! Ξ Republic ‘of: 
China, in ‘an article ‘published September 3, 1965, in major 
Chinese. dewspaperss. | 

: Wnofeev's. artielé was pitepaxad for piibiication an 
Vigonmunitst ," the official theoretical ‘and political organ of 
the Central Committee, CPSU, ‘Mmofeav stated that, although he, 
Tinofeav, had ‘not. actually plagisrizdd to the extent of copying 
verbatin, ‘the nidin idéas ‘nnd theoretical content of his article 
had been Lifted from tio: unsigned editorials appearing inthe 
January and February, 1966; issues of "Political Affaixs ,"* the 
theoretical journal of, the .CPUSA, Tinofecv stated. that. these - . 
two -cditoriats yore excellent and the- CPSU leadership Ammaédiately 
recognized phat, : ‘Sithough. unsighed,. these alitorials were veally 
Hall's Gontz ‘ibutions 

Attached héréto-resz ὁπ copy each oF ‘the tio editorials 
referred to above; Whichnare entitled "Way ‘and Revolution” and > 
"National Liberation and the Anti=Imperdalist. Struggle," dated 
January and February. 4966, respectively, 

Bécdiisé. of the sensitive iature: of. the source which | 
unde ὃ ig information available, this. communication ig classis 
fied "" 

Enclosures @) 

i=. Director BY LIAISON. (Enclosures + 2), 
- Central Intelligence Agency. oO 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

lie. J. Walter Yeagléy (Bnelosures = 2) 
Assistant Attorney General - 



Director  - - _ ; 
Bureau -of Intelligence and Research: ΒΝ 
Department of State 

— Classified "Sef 3aec6k" since unauthorized disclosure, 
‘of this information. could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG_5824-S*) ‘who: ig of continuing yalue and ‘such reyélation, 

| could result in. exceptisnally graye damage to the, Nation. 
| Source obtained this: informationiyhile on Sold Mission 20 

in the Soviet Union and other communist countries’ from - 
3/18/66 to 4/25/66. Data éxtracted from CGairtel. 5/13/66, 
captioned “Solo, IS ~ C." - - . 
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Communist Party’ of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held in ποσοῦ, 

ated 

CRREOK, AUTHORLTY DEE 
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‘BY LIAISON oo * 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE. 

(18) 100«428091 

. ΠΩ 

“May 26, 1966. 
τας. L ~ ἸΔΏΣΒΤΙ 

Dates i ~ Liaison 
Tos Director 1 - RCPutnam 

Bureau of Ynteliipence and Research 
Department of State \ | 

Pron: John Edgar Hoover, Director 6A ΣΙ 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF VENDZUELA ΤΩ ́ aD 

‘The following informition provided by = source 
which bas furnished velisble information in the past is 
being brought to your attention as a matter of possible 
intorest,. 

ing. the course of the 23rd Congresa of the .- 

Rugsia, March 29 through April 8, 1966, representatives of Fy 
the Comunist Party, USA (CPUSA), met. with Jesus Faria, Ν L ̓" 
General Secretary. of the Communist Party of -VenezucIa. (CPY).. . 

- Farida had just been released from prisén in Venezttola and. 

TOISON ο μεπεενων ον 
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had, voluntarily left that country, He.was in ποσοῦ as the — 
ieading delegate of. the CPY to the 28rd Congress of the CPSU. 

_ ‘uring his mecting with representatives of the 
Varia made comments regarding individuals in the 

CPY, the essonce.-of which was as follows: 

_ Gustave and: Bduardo.Hachado, who were. leading 
menbora of ‘the CPV ‘and who had been at ‘one time members: 
of the National Cougress of Yeneguola, are still in prison. 
Gustavo Uachade is reported to be in. very poor health, His 
brother, Ἐξυλχᾶο Hachado ̓ vio ig-matricd arte tbe ἔθη. - 
eicn Winter, a DA Lunctionary, is reporte 1|-- S6: 

good Health, O xy ὥ 2 es ) pec. 24/7 sy) : : 

- _ ae τ τ 
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Director | Bureau of Intelligence and Reséarch 
Department. of State 

. Eduardo ‘Machado's wife, Gertrude; is one of the 
best smugglers of literature in Venezuela.. Whenever she 
visits her husbarid in prison, she comés ‘loaded with Literature hidden in her clothing. One of Eduardo Machado's sons is 
reported to be actively fighting with a guerrilla band in 
Vendzuela. ΕΝ ᾿ " 

; yon pene above Source also learned.that the CPV received. | 
an invitation to setid .a-fratemnal. delegation to the -  .° .. i8th ‘National Convention of the CPUSA.to be held ‘in 
New ‘York City, June .22 through June 26 y 2966, 

ce Becausé..of the sengitive nature of thé source. which furnished the above. informition ». this: communication: 
ig classified "Sopeseurae," ΕΣ  ὉΣ +. 

BY EYAISON i = Director oo OE alate ke ‘1 Contral Intelligence. Agency 
Loe , _ " ᾿ . εν ἢ , LG ποι 7 a 

_ Attention: Deputy Dirdétor; Plans {πο We Congr 

rr ἘΞ ΞΕ . . ον ἄν ats 

aon ‘Classified "Iams 4 since unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reyeal the. identity of, the ‘source — 
{CG_58244S*) who is of continuing ‘value and such revelation | 
could result in exceptionally grave datagé to- the Nation. " 
Soukce received this information while. on Solo Mission 20 to: .: 
thei Soviet Union during a discussion between Faria ‘and Ἢ - 
representatives of the. CPUSA,. Data. extracted from CGairtel 
5/17/66, captioned. "Solo, IS -- ce." * 
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P ROUTE ate: 5/31/66 

. Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext ot cade)” 

Via AIRTEL 
‘ {Priority} . Ι 

a ππτςτοὔὔ0..-::-..ὄ.............................. Le ~ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM + BAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) . / 

SUBJECT: SOLO 
X 
ΘΕ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 

Vor a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "SPEECH BY LUIGI. 
Paes GENERAL SECRETARY OF ‘THE, ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY, ——~ Ί 

τὸ THe XXIII CONGRESS ὍΚ ΤΗΣ COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE | Ae 
. ti a SOVIET UNION, MARCH 31, 1966. Teer ! Punts ἢ eg 

᾿ The information in the enclosed LHM was 
furnished on 5/18/66 and 5/19/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs 
WALTER A. BOYLE and "RICHARD W, HANSEN, The text of 

LONGO's speech was received at a Sol6 drop address in 
Chicago on 5/17/66 from the USSR. - 1 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been 
prepaied in Washington, D. Ὁ, 

In regard to the security classification of. the 
enclosed LHM, the following is noted, LUIGI LONGO 
addressed the Congy ss on 3/31/66. On Page 6, Columns. 5-8, 
of the 4/2/66 is fof Pravda ,” the morning daily organ 

P00 4) 7011. 562 © 8) (RM 
~134637) (Encls. 2) (RM) 1. - New York ( 

1. - Chicago - μυῖα 

bbb τ ᾿ WAB/nes Dowd dept ts τ 8 JUN 2 1966 

Sent ἮΦΈΎΘ Μ᾿ Ρες 



CG 134-46. Sub B 

of the Central Committee , ‘Comriunist Party of the Soviet 
Union’ (CPSU), there appears the text of LONGO's Speech in 
the Russian language. Although excerpts from LONGO's 
speech may have appeared in the public press, we have not 
seen a full translation of his spéech either in the press 
or in "The Daily Review; Translations from the Soviet 
Press," issued ‘by Novosti Press Agency , Moscow, USSR. 
Furthermore, CG 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 that. Ke was 
informed. by the CPSU that. the translation. enclosed 
herein was prepared in limited numbers. CG 5824-S* 
also stated that to his knowledge this is the only such full 
translation. in. this format received by the CP, USA, Therefore, 
in order not to jeopardize the. security of this highly 
placed source by unauthorized disclosure of this information, 
thus adversely affecting thé national security, Chicago 
recommends that the enclosed ΤῊΝ bear ἃ classification 
of at least "ἢ " However, recognizing the public. 
nature of the information involved, no security, classification | 
has: been placed. on the LHM and ‘tthe final determination Of 
this matter is be ing left for the Bureau’ 5. decision. 

e 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to : Washington ; Ὦ, Ὁ, 

File No. May 31, 1966 

+ 

SPEECH BY LUIGI LONGO, GENERAL SECRETARY 
OF THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY, TO THE 
XXIII CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION, MARCH 31, 1966 

During May, 1966, a sourcé who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 - April 8, 1966. On the third day of the 
Congress, March 31, 1966, Luigi Longo, General Secretary 
of the Italian CP, speaking as head of the Italian fraternal 
delegation to the Congress, addressed the assembled 
delegates and fraternal delegations, The official English 
translation prepared by the CPSU of the full text of Longo's 
Speech is attached hereto, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
‘distributed outside your agency. 

Attachment 
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: " SPRECH BY COMRADE LUIGI TONGO, 

GENEPAL SECREATARY OF THE ITALIAN COMMUNIS® PARTY 
=< 
a 

Dear comrade delegates to the 24rd Congress of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 

Warn fraternal greetings to your congress and all Soviet 

comrades from the Italian Communists and the eight million 

workers, peasants and democrats who vote for our Party. 

The working people are following the work of your 

congress with great interest. They know that its decisions 

.will contribute to the struggle for peace and to the further 

advancement of socialism in your own, country and the rest of 

"the world. | . ᾿ 2S 

They know that the brutal American aggression against 

Vietnam causes suffering to the people of that country and 

creates the dreadful peril of escalation, of ‘a worldwide 

conflict, What they -also know is that the United States will 

never succeed in crushing the resistance of the heroic people 

of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and that the fighters 

of the National Liberation Front in South Vietnam are not alone . 

“in their struggle. The people of Vietnam are getting valuable 

political, economic and military aid from the Soviet Union 

end the other socialist countries. They have on their side _ 

the heartiest solidarity of all the peoples. 

The working people and all democrats in Itaty are also 

‘fighting hard to prevent the left-centre government from 

assuming a share in the US INAV OG jes Lateral for 

the Vietnam war, to alate OF wees? OF any [a all State | 

ENCLUSUBY 
Ὄ Fa , 



Department demands for aid in men and materiel, and are 

' pressing for the isolation of the United States, for an end 

to the aggression and for the recognition of the Vietnamese 

people's right to freedom and independence, ° 

in recent weeks, and last Sunday for one, hundreds of 

thousands of working people and democrats went into the 

streets and squares of Italy to proclaim these demands. ΤῊ 

the ‘manifestations the Communists were joined by members of 

the Socialist Party, the Socialist Party of Proletarian Unity, 

democrats of various politigal trends, members of all social 

strate and the young people from all the left-wing youth 

organisations. women, cultural workers and Catholics, with 

whom we are making broader eonteet and reaching agreenent , 

participated in themanifestations as well, . 

In Italy, we are fighting for the unity of all those who 

Zavour an end to the war in Vietnam and for the preservation 

of peace, all who advocate the new international relations ΕΡῚ 

based on the principles of peaceful co-existence, the delives 

ἐν ΄ ᾿ rance of the peoples from war, hunger and imperialisn. 

εἰ So far, the government coalition of Christian Democrats 

- δρᾶ. Socialists has managed only to demonstrate its “under- 

‘ standing" of the American aggression and its blind devotion to 

ἫΝ ᾿ the’ Atlantic Pact 

" ̓ _ 7 What we are working for is that Ttaly should. shake off 

| all and every subjection to the United States, come out 

eainst the nuclear arming of West Germany under eny guise, 

. press for a reduction of armaments in Burope, for the 
» εἰ - " Μ 

ῃ . + - 
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dissolution of the existing military alliances and for the 

‘conclusion or a collective security agreement. 

We know perfectly well that the struggle for these: aims 

“is bound to assume all-European proportions, The labour move- 

ment and the democratic forces of Europe must, while respect— 

ing each other's independence, work for the co-ordination of 

- their actions and struggle, | 

. It would be sound policy, we believe, to work also 

within the bodies of the Common Market in order to achieve a 

revision of all decisions obstructing the development of 

trade among all European countries -- capitalist and socialist | 

alike «= and to impose a line of development different from 

the one followed by the monopolies, 

What we want is to promote co-operation and mutual 

understanding among all democratic and progressive forces on 

all problems concerning the economic and political life and 

the future of Europe s 

. 

“- i ..... ..... 

Tt is a good thing that contacts, meetings and conferences 

of Communist Parties and labour organisations of Western | 

Europe have taken place lately to deal with these igsuess 

: ΕΝ We participated actively in all these meetings and intend 

+t to continue promoting concrete militant initiatives and closer 

| co-operation among all democratic and peaceloving LorceBe 

; We are deeply σχιρολουβ of the need. for closer nilitant 

solidarity and unity among all these forces both on the 

European level and all over the world on terms of the complete 

independence of each of them and with consideration for the 

aa ree ner GE 

ΝΣ ΕΝ ᾿ great variety of conditions in which ‘they’ operates. ha π’ ν θο'οὃὋὃὮὋὮὋὮὋὃὃ ὁ ὁἕὍοῬὃ 



The closer co-operation that has evolved lately between 

our Communist Party and the Communist Party of France is of 

great significance in this respect. 

The policy of effective European co-operation is | 

naturally inconceivable without the socialist countries. They 
A 

: ΝΣ have embarked on a new, more consummate, higher stage of 

" development, 

This is why we heard Comrade Brezhnev's Report with such 

‘deep interest, for it outlined the course and aims of the 

Soviet Union for the coming five years, 

It is. evident from the Report that the Soviet economy has 

been developing at a high rate all these years despite the 

difficulties and deficiencies you have yourselves exposed, and 

that it has expanded its potential in the competition against 

the leading capitalist countries, It is also evident from the 

Report that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union has ; as 

always, shown its capacity for bold and creative solutions of 

the most difficult problems of economic menagement, casting 

overboard all that has failed the tost of time and become an 

impediment for further advance. 

Thanks to the level already achieved by the Soviet econo= 

my’, the new five-year plan is setting fuesh,more audacious 

targets and-introducing improved methods of economic manage~ 

ment based on greater independence of enterprises and greater 

scope for personal initiative. Po our mind, this is likely 

to infuse socialism with fresh strength and give it greater 

magnetism among our working people. 
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The need for socialist reconstruction is objectively 

becoming increasingly manifest in. Italy. The experience of 

left-centrism, and its dismal failure, prove that no revival 

of Italian society, no satisfaction of the most vital needs 

of the people is really possible, unless the process of mono- 

polist expansion is ended and deep-going changes are made in 

the present economic and social structure, Due to its 

reluctance to follow this path, the left-centrist coalition 

‘has. plunged the country into a grave economic crisis, causing 

wholesale dismissals, temporary closures of factories, and 

cut~backs. The working people replied to this with a far~ 

tung movement in behalf of their rights. 

| More than three million working people have been fighting 

in the last few months and weeks for the resumption of 

collective agreements, for more extensive rights in conclud- 

᾿ ing them, in defence of their rights and freedoms. Nearly 
. 

“τ πα ἃ 

. 811 these battles are fought in concert by trade unions of 
- 

all the various political trends. Struggle cements the unity 

of the working class despite the disruptive policies pursued 

"» 

“να. π΄ ee’ ταῖν 
τιν -- 

by the leaders of “the left-centre coalition, 

᾿ To salvage left-centrisn, the ‘Sogial-Democratic Party 

itt ; and Nenni's Socialist Party have decided to ailalgamate on a 

τς so0cial-democratic basis: However, this scheme is running 

into serious opposition | within the Socialist Party and among 
rA 

its following, 
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people, not only in the struggle against the exploitation and 
_ infringement upon the freedom and dignity of the human persona- 

. lity inherent in the capitalist system. We are also offering 

_ the CPSU. Under Comrade Togliatti's leadership we framed δ. 

policy that enables us in the. conditions of our country to 

.effect the alliance of the working class and the peasants 

We believe conditions are on hand for successful struggle 

against the aims pursued by the amalgamation of the two 

parties, and against the perils this amalgamation entails. 

It is precisely in the fire of battle for the vital needs of’ 

the working péople and in the struggle for human freédoms and 

peace that the difficult process of rapprochement between all 
the forces of the labour movement and the more advanced, 

progressive Catholic forces has been making headway, 

We are working for hew forms of co-operation between all 

these forces with an eye to creating a new unity of the popular ; 

democratic forces and a new parliamentary majority, on the one 

hand, and to integrating into a united working-class party all 

the truly socialist forces, on the other, 

We are offering the Cathclics to co~operate with us not 

only on issues concerning the vital needs of the working 

them a joint search for ways and means leading to co-operation 

in the building of a new society free from exploitation and 

Wars — | ; 

Bach party is faced with the challenge of charting its 

own road to socielism in the spirit of the 20th Congress of 
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and middle Strata, and, consequently. to win a considerable - 
majority of the nation for socialism on the basis of 

“- 

πὸ τα 

struggle for the continuous expansion and continuous 
enrichment of democracy in all spheres of Lifes 

᾿ς We attach great importance to our ties with the intelli 
* gentsia, which are developing to good advantage thanks to Οὐ 
firm stand in defence of the freedom of culture, for the — 
development and renovation of the school and science. 

The.strength acquired by our Party and the influence it 
has Won among the masses show that we are following the right 
path. 

Boa 

We know that severe and difficult struggles are still 
ahead. But all your history, your struggle, your successes, 
and the confidence with which your congress deliberates the 
‘new tasks facing your country, give us strength and energy in 
all our activities, 

: May you work well, comrades, and may you have success in 
our common struggle for peace, progress and socialism, That 

- is what we wish yous (Applause .) 
ee a i ae “Δα Πα. αικα δα «ΑΓ ΩΣ. ἀπ. ἼΩΝ ΠΌΔΙ 1 δ Ν τς αμ 

“πὸ τι - 

Long live the 25nd Congress of the CPSU! A pplause. ) 

Long Live the unity of the world Communist and workings 

r 

a ἂν α we 

class movement! (Applause) 

Long live the great Communist Party of the Soviet Union! 

(Applause,) 

‘Long live the friendship of the Soviet and Italian 

peoples! (Stormy, prolonged applause. All rise.) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origina 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 
of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "REPORT OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY. OF THE SOVIET _UNION_ CENTRAL: » AUDITING 

> TH “COMMUNIST PARTY OF ce τως απ’ τωι ρέων. 

ΟΡ THE COMMISSION, MARCH 29, 1966." A. 

The information in the enclosed ΤΗ͂Ν was, 
furnished on 5/18 and 19/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. 
‘BOYLE and RICHARD W., HANSEN. The text of the report was 
received at a Solo drop address in Chicago + on 5/17/66 fron 
the USSR. 
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of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) there appears the text of the report of the 
Central Auditing Commission. in the Russian language. Although 
excerpts from MURAVYOVA's report may have appéared in the 
public press; we have not seén a full translation of this 
report either in the press or in "The Daily Review; Translations 
from the Soviet Press," issted by. Novosti Press Agency, 
Moscow, USSR. Furthermore, CG 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 
that he was informed by the CPSU that the translation - 
enclosed herein was prepared in limited numbers. CG 5824-S# 
also stated that to his knowledge this is. the only such 
full trahslation in this format réceived by. the CP, USA. 
Therefore, in order not to jeopardize the security "of this 
highly placed sourcé by unauthorized disclosure of this 

information, thus adversely affecting the national security, 
Chicago recommends that the enclosed LHM bear 8. classification. 
‘Of at least "Confidential. ἀν However, recognizing the public 
nature of the information involved; no security classification: 
has been placed on the LHM and the finat determination of 
this mattér is being left for the Bureau's decision. 
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REPORT OF “THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 

SOVIET UNION CENTRAL.AUDITING COMMISSION 
TO THE xxiii CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, DELIVERED BY 
N. A. MURS VYOVA, .CHAIRMAN OF THE 
COMMISSION , MARCH 29, 1966 ΙΝ 

During May,» 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable informatiom in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) Was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 

period March 29 - April 8, 1966. On the first day of the 
Congress, March 29, 1966, N. A. Muravyova, the outgoing 
Chairman of the CPSU Central Auditing Commission and a 
current member of te Central Auditing Commission, delivered 
the report of the CPSU Central Auditing Commission to the 
XXIIX Congress of +pe CPSU. The official English translation 

prepared by the CPSU of the full text of this report is 
attached hereto, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal. Bureau of .Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside Your agency. 
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REPORT OF THis CPSU CENTRAL AUDITING COMMISSTON 

“20 THE 23RD CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PaRTy or ὦ 

HE SOVIBE UNION | 

Delivered by Comrade N.A.Muravyova, Chairman 

᾿ of the Commission 

Comrades, with a Teeling of great nride we are summing 

up the results of whe extensive and many~sided activity of our 

Party, of its Central Committee, for the period that has elapsed 

since the 22nd Congress of. the CPSU. 

, The Report of the CC, presented to the Congress by 

Comrade Brezhnev, profoundly and comprehensively showed that 

led by their Communist Party and undeviatingly following its 

general line, the Goviet people are: successfully carrying 

out the great epoch-making tasks of communist construction set 

in the Programme of the Communist Party and hondutably 

᾿ fulfilling their internationalist duty. These years have τὴν. 

nessed a further strengthening of our country’s economic might 

and defensive capacity. The figures given in the CC Report on 

the fulfilment of the seven-year plan, the outstanding 

achievements of Soviet science and technology and. the growth 

' of the peovle's cultural level and standard of ‘Living are 

especially indicative in this respect, 

In the period under review, the Soviet Union's prestige 

in the world has peen enhanced and its influence on the 

liberation stru "418 of the international), Gio cl and 

- all working people and ἐῶ Ax ated 497! of x major w 

ENCLOSURR 
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problems has increased. The socialist system has become 

Still more powerful. It has grown into a tremendous force in 

_ the struggle for peace and socialism, against imperialism and 

reaction. 5 

The years that have passed since the δορὰ Congress were 

filled with important events. The October 1964 and sub— 

sequent Plenums of the Central Committee wore of particular 

importance in the life of the Party and ‘the country. They for- 

cefully demonstrateéd the Party's fidelity to Lenin's behests 

[ 
| 
| 

and its monolithic unity and solidarity. The decisions adopted 

at these Plenums were dictated by life itself and conformed . 

with the vital interests of the Party afd the people. APproved 

unenimously by the Party and the people, these decisions played 

" an immense role in consolidating and developing the ‘Leninist 

scientific principles of Party and state leadership, in further 

uniting the Party ranks and in stimulating the creative 

activity of Communists and all working people. Our Party has 

further extended and stréngthened its links with the broad 

- hasses. and still further enhanced its prestige among the people: 

The far-reaching measures drawn up by the CC Plenums are 

; being carried out by the Party to improve the leadership in the 

political, economic and cultural fields. These measures mark a 

new stage in the life and development of our socialist 

society, and real possibilities for successfully carrying out 

the majestic tasks of communist construction have been created. 
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‘In giving the Congress a report of its work for the | 

period under reviews: the Central Auditing Commission con-— 

siders it necessary Ὁ first and foremost, to inform the 

Congress that the members of the Central Auditing Commission 

have actively participated in all the work of the CC and its 

-Plenums in imp lemextting the decisions and measures mapped out 

by the Party Central Committee o 

τὰ conformity With the Rules of the CPSU, the Centrat 

i 

i 
{ 

| 

Auditing Commission supervised the management of affairs in — 

the central bodies and apparatus of the 0G. 

The Central Auditing: Commission can report with satisfac 

sion that the work in the CC apparatus has become more organised 

businesslike and gmooth, that the CC Secretariat has become 

a really efficient collegiate body which keeps a wide range of 

questions pertaining - to the 11:6 of the Party and state 10, 

“stg field of visions In the period under review the Secretariat | 

paid | particularly ereat attention to the selection of cadres 

and to organising control of fulfilment. 

The day-to-day work of the CC apparatus was concentrated 

on supervising ¢pe fulfilment. of the Party decisions, strengthen 
| 

κὸν ine the link with. local Party. organisations and assisting then | 

sn their practical work, While systematically and efficiently 

supervising the execution of the CC decisions by Party, Sovist . 

a πο5.- el ee id 

and economic podies, the CC apparatus facilitated the training 

of aadres of cental departments and local Party organs in a 

spirit of strict observance of state and Party discipline and 

a high sense of responsibility for the work entrusted to theme 

A 



An important Pups tion of the Central Auditing 

Commission was to supervise the state of the Party's finances. 

In presenting its rey ort; the Central Auditing Commission con- 

siders: it necessary 7% nove that the Party budget revenue 

target was surpssed gonually, that the funds received by the 

Party treaduxy were apent correctly , purposefully and thriftily, 

ἃ. fact that strictly accords with the Party decisions aimed at 

practicing rigid ecomomy and eliminating unnecessary and une 

productive expenditu® ss 

The nioney for vhe upkeep of the entire apparatus of the 

control on0 Local Pot ἀπ da 
Party funétionaries /primary Party organisations ab factories, 

institutions of high’? learning and collective and state farms , 

as well as for meeting the expenses involved in promoting the | 

Party's organisational and political activities come from the 

; Party budget funds. This has become possible, comrades, due ‘to 

the considerable ,nerease in the Party's funds from Party 

᾿ membership dues and the income from publishing. The Party 

puaget revenues in vhe period under review increased by 3163 

per cent, while the income from Party membership dues, which 

comprise the main gevenue cf the Party pudget, rose by 

3603 per cent. Buaget revenues of the Moscow Regional Moscow 

City, Leningrad, emerovo and Murmansk Party orgenisations con~ 

siderably exceed expenditures « . 

Tere is no need to say much about the importance of 

Party membership des: They are not only the main source of our 
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Party's funds but are al So a criterion of the Party discipline 

and political awareness Οἵ Communists o 

The Party Central Committee, the Central Committees of 

the Communist Parties of the Union republicg and the 

territorial and regional Party committees systematically 

discuss the receipts from Party membership dues, and, as a 

rule, the city end aistxict Party committees and their audit- 

ing commissions keep 8 pepular check on how correctly 

membership dues are rec cived and registered at Party organisa~ 

sions. As a result, many of the shortcomings in this sphere 

to which the Central Auditing Commission drew attention in its 

report to the 22nd Gongress have been largely eliminated. As 

a rule, members and candidate members punctually pay the 

aues established by the Party Rules o 

At the game time , it. must be noted that as. yet not all 

primary Party organisations give the proper attention to the 

timely payment of membership dues ; and to the registration of 

and reports on these gues» Some Communists are not punctual in 

the payment of membership dues, while the secretaries of some 

Party organisations, +2 violation of the Rules, let them 

pay dues gimultaneousty for three or more months without - 

discussing the matter at the Party bureau or meeting. There 

nave also been cases When full account of ‘the additional 

earnings of Communists Was not taken in the payment of membership 

dues, while the coljected dues were not turned over to ‘the savings 

banks on schedules 
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' ithe task ζῶ. improve the receipt rczistvation of 

Party membership dues, to draw the attention of the Party 

organisations to ‘the removal of shortcomings in this field, to 

‘teach Communists to display. a higher sense of responsibility 

“and discipline in the observance of the Rules of the Communist 

- Party of the Soviet Unions 

7 An increasingly larger contribution to the Party budget 

cevenues comes from the deductions from the profits of 

Party publishing houses, which now add up to 35 per cent of the’ 

total revenues. 

In the period under review, the Party publishing houses 

have considerably extended their activity and-have enlarged 

their output capacity: the circulation of newspapers and 

magazines put out by Party publishing houses has risen by 50 

and 100 per cent respectively. During the past four years 

there has been an increase in the circulation of Pravda from 

6 to 7 million copies, of Komsomolskaya Pravda from 

3,300 ,000 to 6,400,000 and of Selskaya Zhizn from 900,000 to 

6,200,000. In the same period, the aggregate circulation of 

the magazines Kommunist, Parviin a Zhizn, Agitator and 

Politicheskoye Samoobrazovaniye has increased from 

"1,900,000 to 3,700,000 copies, of the magauine Rabotnitsa 

from 2, 400, 000 to 10 million copies, and the magazine 

Krestyanka from 2,200, 000 to 4,700,000 copies. 

Comrades, these figures are a striking indication of 

the tremendous prestige enhoyed by our Party's publications, 

of the growing political consciousness and activity of Soviet 
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. people, of the“mounting interest im the COUatry's politigal 

life, the domestic aad international situation and the achieve~ 

ments of sciénce, technology and culture. Furthermore, tney 

convincingly show the scale of the ideological and political 

work among the masses that is being conducted by our Party 

through newspapers anid magazines, of the work of explaining 

the Party's decisions and of organising Communists and all 

working people for the fulfilment of these decisions. 

At present most of the editions of the central newspapers 

aré printed directly in, large towns from matrixes flown from 

Moscow. Even in many remote. regions readers get their central 

newspapers on the same day that they are printed in Moncow. 

O&A systen of fransmitting centbal newspapers to outlying 

districts by photo-telegraph is being introduced. This system 

is already being used for transmitting Pravda to Leningrad 

and Novosibirsk, The draft Directives for the five-year plan 

state that this is an extremely important matter and that the 

attention of Party and economic organisations should be drawn 

to it. During the period under review extensive magazine~ 

printing facilities have been. put in operation at the Pravda 

- Publishing House and large printshops have ‘been built for Party 

publishing houses in Kiev, Vilnius, Tbilisi, Baku, Perm, 

Tuibyshev, Irkutsk, Omsk and a number of other large republican, 

regional and territorial centres. 

Recently the Party Central Committee passed a decision: 

to further enlarge the printing facilities of newspaper and 
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magazine publishing howises» The new five-year plan envisages. 

using the accumulations of Party publishing houses to build 

another 25 printshops For local Party publishing houses and to 

‘erect a new newspaper Complex for the Pravda Publishing House. 

| It is of great political and economic importance to develop 

and improve the printAng facilities of newspaper and magazine 

publishers. However, Shere still are some serious shortcomings in 

this field. The work Of designing and building printshops is 

proceeding slowly. Our engineering industry does not provide 

printshops with a sufficient quantity of modern printing equip- 

ment 

Tt ig very important to increase the output of paper. We 

consider that it has been quite correctly suggested that 

the State Planning Committee and the Ministry of the φαιὸν, 

Pulp-and-Paper and Wood-working Industry of the USSR should 

| take steps to increase the output of paper under the new 

five-year plan. 

Recoips of revenue as envisaged by the Party budget 

has made it possible to increase expenditures and the revenue 

growth ensures the uninterrupted financing of a number of 

important measures being implemented by the Central Committee 

end local Party pvodies. 

Tt will be recalled that in accordance with the decisions 

of the October and November 1964 Plenums of the Central 

Committee, unified Party organisations were re-established and. 

the organisational structure of the Party was brought in line 

~ 
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with the Party Rules. These measures were carried through, in 

the main, within the limits of the existing staffs of Party 

organs. However, considerable additional expenses from the 

Party budget were incurred in building and equipping premises 

for district and city Party committees, since their previous 

premises had been turned over to children's and medical 

institutions; purchase of transport facilities and inventory 

also entailed certain expenses. The training and re-training 

of Party and Government cadres-~a big job, which is of the 

“utmost importance of the Party and the state~- at the Academy 

of Sociel Sciences, the Higher Party School and the Higher 

Correspondence Party School of the CC, the 11 republican 

and ‘4Anter-regional higher Party schools and the 22 party~and~ 

government schools is also paid for out of the Party budget. 

In the period under review, 32,300 Party and government 

functionaries’ graduated from ‘thésé educational establishments o 

The Central Committee of our Party devotes great 

attention to the Marxist-Leninist training of Communists 

and to political work among the masses, 

In the period under review, budget expenditure on Party 

propaganda incréased by 43.2 per cent. A far-flung network 

of political enlightenment centres is being maintained on 

funds out of the Party budget by territory, region, city 

᾿ and district Party committees, and so are the more than 

1,000 political study~rooms of the Party organisations at the 

biggest enterprises and the more than 600 such study-rooms 

at state and collective farms, : 

. a --ος---.ς------ Ρόόόᾷἷ[ΠὺΛὖβΠῸ 
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The role of the eveiming Universities of Marxism~ 

Leninism. esnother important form of the political training of 

Communists and the train# ne of propagandists, has inereaséd in 

recent years. At present there are 306 evening universities of 

Marxism-Leninism wit an aggregate enrollment of 248,000. 

Considerable funds are atloted for shoxt-term courses and 

seminars for Party and propaganda cadres. 

However, the Centra! Auditing Commission deems it 

necessary to point out #hat some local Party organisations do 

not use up all the funds alloted to them our of the Party 

ΕΘΝ for oropaganda WOrks The Central Committee has: 

continuously dvawn the attention of the local Party organisa« 

tions to this state of affairs and has suggested that the 

Central Committees of the Communist Parties of Union Republics, 

the territory and region committees should use up the material 

resources and finances made available to them for improving 

propaganda work and pettering the content and form of Party 

propagandas 

The Central Committee of the CPSU checks up regularly 

on the finances of +pe Central Committees of the Communist 

‘Parties of Union Repv>lics, the territory and region committes, 

and onalyses theip gccountss The. Central Committees of the 

Communist Parties of Union Republics, the territory and 

region committees, for their part, control the spending of thé 

various Party bodieg: and of city and district Party committees e 

eee 
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Republic a Territory , region, area, city and district 

auditing oommissions ©xercise extensive control over the 

finances of local Par’vy organs. Mention should be made of 

the good work done by” the auditing commissions of the Communist 

Parties of the Ukr@ine, Byelorussia, Kazakhstan. Uzbekistan 

and Moldavia, the ‘auditing commissions of the Moscow Region and 

City Committees, the. Leningrad, Vologda, Gorky, Komi and Tatar 

ouditing commissions amd those of a number of other regional 

Party organisations. τὺ has got to be said, however, that some 

auditing commissions failed to acquit themselves at all Hass 

and that some members of auditing commissions took practically 

no part in their works Check-ups were not always made regularly 

enovghe 

) Our survey reveals that serious violations of budget 

rezulations have occurred here and there due to insufficient 

control of the finances: Such violations were discovered, for 

“example ,in a check-up at the Belgorod Segion . Party organisations 

te Tyumen , Buryat and a number of other regional Party 

committees have over~spent the funds allotted for. the main~ 

tenance of transport facilities. Some Party organisations 

. spent more than they Should have on office needs. 

The Party committees should rectify existing deficiencies 

in their finances more Yapidly, promote stricter observance of 

budget regulations, 20d spend Party funds more thriftily and 

economically + Phe auditing commissions, for their part, 

should fulfil the functions vested in them by the Party Rulese 

more efficiently and Should help Party organs in putting 

their finances into proper shape. 
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: Systematic control over the finances of Party organs 

ensures that fundas out of the Party budget are spent 

strictly in accordance with the approved allocations, while 

violations of budget regulations are discovered in good time 

and measures are taken to rectify theme: 

The Central Committee of the CPSU devoted constant 

attention to questions of Party finance. The budget of the 

CPSU is examined by the Secretariat and Presidium of the 

Central Committee. Financial accounts concerning the fulfil 

ment of the Party budget are submitted to the Secretariat of 

the oC at regular intervals. 

The Central Auditing Commission participates in the 

arawing up of the Party budget and examining f£inencial accounts 

concerning its fulfilment, and submits its remarks and sugges~ 

tions to the Secretariat of the Party Central Committee. 

Enforcing and developing the Leninist principles of 

Party leadership ; our Party and its Central Committee show 

special concern for the further expansion and deepending of 

its bonds with the masses and for a broader development of 

the creative ‘activity of the peoples 

The treatment of letters, requests and complaints coming 

from working people, and their oareful consideration, is 

of the utmost importance in this respect. 

Lenin said that considerate treatment of letters 

coming from working people is one of the most important 

forms of Party work. He underscored the importance of 

᾿ these letters, and said:"Zhey are authentic human 

documents! No report will ever tell me what they tell mee" 
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A large number of letters comes to the Central Committee « 

They reveal the concern of Communists, non-Party people, 

_ workers, collective farmers and the intelligentsia for the 

further improvement of the various links of the Party and 

government machinery; for the growth of the nation's wealth and 

the reinforcement of our country's might. 

In their letters, working people express approva: of 

Party and government decisions, giving advice as to what they 

think ought to be, done to. fulfil these decisions more success~ 

fully, and raise questions of great importance to our economy.’ 

Many letters contain personal requests and complaints on 8 

great variety of subjects. , 

The Central Committee apparatus keeps to a strict. 

“orderly procedure in the hardling of letters, complaints and 

requests coming from working people. The questions raised in 

these letters are studied and deliberated, and due measures 

are taken. The writers of these letters are informed of this 

jn personal talks or through local Party organs. Many of 

the letters and complaints are examined and discussed by the 

Secretariat and the Presidium of the 

Last year, serious signals were sent in by workers from 

Kuibyshev and Irkutsk regions, the Karelian Autonomous 

Soviet Socialist Republic and Khabarovsk Territory about 

unsatisfactory conditions and poor organisation of labour at 

some enterprises, and violations of sanitary and safety cules. 

The Central Committee of the Party adopted appropriate 

decisions on this score and sent members of its staff to check 
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on their fulfilment and to take any additional necessary 

measures on the spot. 

The letters from working people are carefully studied 

at the Central Committee, Memoranda are dravm up on their 

basis, which enable the Central Committee to take fuller account 

of the sentiments and needs of the masses when solving many 

practical problems. 

Some of the letters, requests and complaints coming to 

the Central Committee are forwarded to ministries and | 

departments, and to local organs, and their treatment of them 

is controlled, However, 1% should he noted that some local 

Party, trade union and Government organs, some ministries and 

departments, are not always as persistent and exacting as thoy 

should be in treating the issues raised by working people, and 

control over their timely examination is sometimes Loto 

This creates an inflow of repeated letters and requests. 

It is essential to see to it that considerate and close 

οὐδοῦ λοι is paid everywhere to the requests of working peoples 

Every Party and government official must remember Lenin's 

injunction that it is necessary to examine thoroughly 

each compleint and to find ways and means of rendering cus 

help’ to the complainant if his complaint is justified. 

_ Comrades, it is highly important to keep the Party 

records in good order, The single system of registering and 

issuing Party tickets established by the Payty, is δὴ 

important part of this work. 

ν 
“are ὧν 
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The keeping of Party records is closely controlled by the 

Central Committee. In the period under review, the Central 

Committee checked the Party records at many local Party 

organisations, including those of Armenia, Latvia and 

Bashkiria, and of Kemerovo, Kustenai and Gomel regions, etc, 

The check-up revealed that, on the whole, Party records are 

‘in a satisfactory state « However, in some places the atten- 

tion paid to this important sector of our organisational 

work is laxer than it should be. Some organisations do μοῦ 

observe the procedure of keeping Party records as established 

by the Central Committee of the CPSU. The check-up at the 

Kemerovo Region Party organisation revealed that changes in - 

omployment , education, etce, were not put down im tho second 

cards of many of the Party MEMbDETS o 

The procedure of registering Communists is not being 

observed closely enough in some places. Questions of Lifting | 

Party penalties are not being examined in due time, which 

lowers their educational value. People expelled from the Party, 

or those who leave the Party, sometimes keep their Party tickets 

for a considerable length of time, whidh creates opportunities 

for abuse. Some district and city committees procrastinate 

with the issuing of documents to people admitted to the Party. 

fhe responsibility of each Communist for the safekeeping 

of his Party ticket ought to get our special attention. ‘The 

Central Committee has repeatedly called on Party organisations 

and Party members to hahdle Party tickets with cares 

ee 
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‘However , there are still cases when members and 

candidate~members lose their tickets. The number of lost 

Party tickets has even increased somewhat in some organisa- 

tions, such as the Sverdlovsk, Voronezh, Donetsk, Georgian and 

istonian organisations. it is necessary to make the membership 

more keenly aware of this matter and to put and end to 

laxity, to promote vigilance among Communists and to show 

no clemency to those who lose their Party documents, 

Comrades , our Party has come to its 23rd Congress 

considerably richer in the historical experience of struggle 

for . communism. This expetience testifies to the great 

vitality of Party leadership, The source of this vitality lies 

_ in the fact that the Party is ever loyal to the great ideas of 

Marxism-Leninism, that its approach to the problems it has to | 

confront is always creative, that it works tirelessly to cement 

the unity of its ranks , and that it expands and strengthens its 

bonds with the masses. The Party derives its strength from 

following in all matters of its internal life the Leninist 

Principles and standards, from extending inner-Darty 

democracy, criticism and sdifcriticism and, on this basis, 

promoting the activity and initiative of Communists and their 

responsibility for the fulfilment of the general Party line, 

All this enables our Communist Party to fashion its work 

along scientific lines, to find, develop and improve the forms 

and methods of its activity that best suit the needs of the 

present stage of our social development. 
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Under the leadership of the CPSU, the Soviet people 

‘are sure to successfully resolve the tasks set by the 23rd 

Congress of our Party and will thereby make a new step 

forward towards their great goal, communism. 

(Prolonged applause e) 

Peub i. Mypanbeno! 
Ha AHMVIMUCKOM ASHKE 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
ane three copies, and for the New York Office one copy,” 

letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "SPEECH BY 
ἘΣ DESK /ROCHET , . GENERAL. SECRETARY, _COMMUNIST PARTY OF 

_FRANCE/\Q THE XXIII CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
“THE SOVIET UNION, MARCH 31, 1966." 
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poe The information in the enclosed LHM was 
furnished on 5/18 and 19/66 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and 
RICHARD. W.. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*. The text of ROCHET's 
Speech was received at a Solo drop address in ‘Chicago 
on 5/17/66 from the USSR. 

; 
In. order to further protect the identity of this 

source, the enclosed LHM has been Shown as having been 
prepared in Washington, D. Ὁ, 

In regard to the security classification of the 
enclosed LHM, the fo owing is noted. WALDECK ROCHET 
addressed the cong on 3/31/66. On Page 6, Colurins 
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5-8, of the 4/1/66 issue of "Pravda," the morning daily organ 
of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), there appears the text of ROCHET's speech in 
the Russian language, Although excerpts from ROCHET's 
Speech may have appeared in the public press, we have not 
seen.a full translation of this speech either in the press 
or in "The Daily Review; Translations from the Soviet 
Press," issued by Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, USSR, 
Furthermore, CG 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 that he was 
informed by the CPSU’ that the translation enclosed 
herein was prepared in limited numbers, CG 5824-5* 
also Stated that to his knowledge this is the only such full 
translation in this format received by the CP, USA. Therefore, 
in order not to jeopardize the security of this highly 
placed source by unauthérized disclosure of. this information, 
thus adversely affecting the national security, Chicago 
recommends that the enclosdd LHM bear a classification 
of at least Thiitimlentect."’ However, recognizing the public 
nature of the information involved, no security classification 
has been: placed on the LHM and the’ final determination of 
this matter is being left for the Bureau's decision. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION { 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ, ὶ 
File No. May 31, 1966 

SPEECH BY WALDECK ROCHET, GENERAL 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF FRANCE, 
TO THE XXIII CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, MARCH 31, 
L966 _'__. wo* 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 = April 8, 1966, On the third day of the 
Congress, March 31, 1966, Waldeck Rochet, General Secretary 
of the CP of France, speaking as the head of the French 
fraternal delegation to the Congress, addressed the assembled 
delegates and fraternal delegations. The official English 
translation prepared by the CPSU of the full text of Rochet’s 
Speech is attached hereto, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

Attachment 
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SPSECH BY WALDECK ROCHET, 

GERTERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF FRANCE 

a 

Dear comrades, permit me to convey to the 2Srd Congress 

of the Communis® Party of the. Soviet Union cordial fraternal | 

greetings from the French Communist Party and all working 

people of Franc@+ (Prolonged applause, ) 

In my country, as in the rest of the world, congresses 

of the Party of Lenin are regarded as events of major inter- | 

‘ national imporvance: Special significance attaches to your 

23rd Congress pecause it has been convened on the eve of the 

SOth anniversary of the first socialist revolution in history, 

In the course of that half century the friendship and co-opera~ 

tion between ovr Parties have invariably been firm’ and 

‘inviolable. (applause.) 
The Great October. Socialist Revolution and then the 

experience of Socialist construction in the Soviet Union 

lucidly proved that the working class can build socialism, 

i.@., a society where exploitation of man by man is uprooted 

and everything is done to promote people's nappiness, 

That, 85 Comrade Brezhnev has shown in his Report, is | 

the abiding historic service rendered by the Communist Party .. 

Οἱ the Soviet Union. ) | 

Inspired by the Line laid down by the 20th and 22nd 

Congresses, you have advanced along the road of communist 

construction. 

ἰρο 041. SOW 
“NCLOSURY 
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The significance of your new five-year plan lies not 
only in the quamtitative indicators of the growth of produc- 
tion. First and foremost, it lies in-the fact that the plan 
is directed towards raising the living standard of the 

Soviet people, stimulating the creative activity of the 
working people and developing socialist democracy, 

The achievements of socialism in social policy have 
moved the Soviet Union into the forefront of progress, Further 
confirmation of this will be the transfer of factory and 
office workers to a five~day working week with two days off: 
and &@ pension sGheme for collective farmers under which 
women are pensionable at 55 and men at 60, 

In science and technology world-wide admiration has 
been won by your colossal dams and. new. tows, amazing feats 
in the exploration of outer Space, your research centres and 
laboratories and your institutions of higher learning, 
Your achievements are of great importance to the inter~ 

national working-class and democratic movement, (Applause. ): 
Working and all other honest people throughout the 

world are particularly happy that the Soviet Union's might 
serves the cause οἱ peace and the independence of nations, 

‘fre French people are grateful to the people and Governnent 
of the’ Soviet Union for their tireless struggle to avert a 
world thermonuclear war, relax international tension, stop che 
arms ‘race and eStablish real peaceful co-existence under 
which the independence and Sovereignty of all countries would 

be respected, 



The Frenc#2 people are grateful to the Soviet Union for. \ 

“its massive support for the national liberation movement of 

the peoples of ASia, Africa and Latin America and, in . 

particular, for the heroic Viotnamese people in their struggle 

against the imp@rialist policy of aggression and interference 

in the internal affairs of nations.’ (Applause. ) 

Recent dewelopments, particularly the response to the 

Soviet Union's work in connection with the Tashkent Meeting, 

have shown that your country's authority and the prestige 

of its policy 121. the struggle for peace and national independ 

‘ence have grown immensely in the world. 

Following your exauple, the Communists of France are 

working for the happiness of their people, 

Our country 18 experiencing a period of sharp economic 

and political conflicts. The number of strikes and demonstra~ 

tions is. rising: 

An ever-increasing number of working people and 

*aemocrats want @ change in our country's political orientation, 

i.e., they want the abolition of the regime of personal power 

and the establishment of real democracy, which would make it 

possible to pursue a policy of social progress. 

Under these conditions, the main concern of our Communist 

Party is to achieve unity of the working class and an alliance 

of all democratic and progressive forces with the purpose of 

putting an end, once and for all, to the domination of 

capitalist monopolies, 
~~ 
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' Prance. It is working for a real policy of national independ- . 

ΟΝ Communist Party is Qary ‘award of, Lts 

responsibility ix? the defence of peace and the interests of 

ence and peacefut comexistence aimed at ensuring lasting 

peace and delivering the peoples from the heavy burden of | 

exorbitant military expenditures, 

From the very beginning we have opposed the American 

diktat imposed wpon our country and the enormous danger of 

the adventures Springing from it. We support ‘the idea that 

the simultaneous disbandment of military blocs would have : the 

most beneficial results in securing an international relaxation, 

ensuring the security of all the European states’ and consolidas~ 

ing peace. 

We hola that it is in France's interest to puri 18. ἃ 

policy of co-operation with the socialist and all othe? 

countries. . | 

she chanGe in the balance of forces in the world in 

favour of socialism and the exacerbation of inter-imperialist 

contradictions have brought the French Government round to ᾿ 

taking steps t? free our country from US patronage and go , 

‘over to a more realistic policy of international co-operation. 

For that reason, although General de Gaulle reiterates 

his loyalty %° the Atlantic alliance, he has taken a decision 

on France's withdrawal from NATO. 

While resolutely opposing the regime of personal power, 

we support all these steps regardless of the motive behind 

shem for they are aimed at achieving peace and national 

independence which have always been our objective, (Applause .«) 
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We shared the satisfaction of the ontire French people 

J 

over the news that the President of the French Republic is to 

visit your country in June. (Applause.:) 

The establishment of good economic, cultural and political 

relations between France and the Soviet Union accords with the 

interests of our two peoples and with the interests of 

European security and world peace, 

At the same time, we are opposed to a number of major 

aspects of the Gaullist foreign policy, particularly the 

setting up of a nuclear strike force, which, far from ensuring 

France's security, only leads to the proliferation of nucleax: 

weapons, 

Together with other democratic parties of our country, 

we are, therefore, working for the transfer of the French 

. nuclear industry to peaceful production, for France's partici-~ - 

pation in conferences on disarmament, for the nonproliferation 

of nuclear weapons and the signing of the Moscow Test-Ban 

Treaty, for general controlled disarmament, 

At the same time we are struggling against the intensifi- 

cation of militarism in West Germany, against giving her 
access to nuclear weapons, for the preservation of the existing 

boundaries of Germany, for the organisation of European secu~ 

rity and for the recognition of the German Democratic Republic. ! 

"(Prolonged applause.) 

. The French Communist Party is attaching all the greater 

, °* importance to the struggle foe peace because we cannot close 

. our eyes to the deterioration of the international situation, 
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a4 Faced with mounting difficulties. the imperialists, 

; primarily the US imperialists, are resorting to force in an 
effort to hold up the movement of the peoples on the road 

of independence and progress, 

The US impeTialists are flagrantly interfering in the 

internal affairs Of nations in Asia, Africa and Latin America,... 

The monstrous US aggression is evoking the protest of 

all peoples, including the people of France, where numerous 
manifestations are taking place with the participation of 

’ hundreds of thousands of working people » democrats and peace~ 

- fightors. | . 
Permit me, trom this rostrum, to declare once more that 

the Communists of France are solidly behind the glorious 
Working People's Party of Vietnam and the heroic National. 
Liberation Front of South Vietnan. (Stormy Applause, ) 

Everybody knows that in pursuing the policy of agesression 
the US imperialists are staking on the differences in the 

world communist movement, ) 

It is important for all ‘the forces working for peace and 
national independence actively to support the courageous 

Struggle of the Vietnamese people and take joint action. 

(Applause. ) 

This is precisely why there must be unity of action of 
‘all the socialist countries, of all Communist and Workers! 

Parties in rendering assistance to the Vietnamese people, 

(Prolonged applause. ) 
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can facilitate--that is precisely what we want--the naturing 

. your Party will make a large contribution toward the building | 
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We stand for the independence of Communist and Workers! 
Parties inasmuch &S they must determine their policy in 

accordance with the concrete conditions obtaining in their 

countries and with the features of their position, 

But, at the same time, we hold that to achieve victory" 
in the struggle against imperialism, for peace, national 
independence, democracy, socialism and communism the entire 
world communist movement must have a general line founded on 
the principles of Marxism-Leninism, (Applause. ) 

Such is the Clear stand of our Party which has been 
‘repeatedly expressed by our dear and unforgettable Maurice 

Thorez. (Applause +) 

All the more do we value the wise and firm Stand of th: 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and its efforts to defend 
the basic principles in the 1957 Declaration and 1960 Statement, 

For our part we also attach great importance to the 
development of all forms of links between Communist and 
Workers' Parties, links which would make it possible to study 
the new problems confronting them and embark upon joint action, 

We consider that these meetings and exchanges of opinion 

of conditions Favouring the holding of another world conference 

of Communist Parties. 

Dear comrades, we feel sure that the 23rd Congress of 
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world peace, that ἀν will clear the ground for further 

successes by the national liberation movement, 

΄ It will strengthen the confidence of a11 the adherents 

of socialism in the invincibility of their cause, 

Long live the glorious Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union and its Leninist Central Committee! “(Applause.) 
᾿ Long live the unshakable solidarity of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of France| 

(Applause. ) 

. Long Live friendship between the Peoples of the USSR 

and France! (AppLause.) 

Long live the world international solidarity of 61} 

‘working people and all nations in the struggle against 

imperialism, for peace! (Applause.) 

Long live communism! (Stormy, prolonged applatise. ATi 

rise.) | 
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Subjects ComUNIsT PARTY OF PORTUGAL 

> Tele. Roor 
Holmes Ud 086 
Gondy . ΕἾΜ ᾿ ROO ELETYPE UNIT 

CATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRom: e - 
TLE, DECLASSIFICATION ΠΗ Tete O 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(15) 100425092, BY LIAISON 

Dates r : % =~ Cotter te Hay 87, 1966 — I = Liaison 

TOs Divontor i «- Mastrovich 
- Puroat. of intelligence abd nore 

Dopartsent of State 

Ero; Jon Ddsor Hoover, Dixcctor ᾿ Je ib wh 
μετ ἃ th ae 

Tre LoLiowing. information furniched by a source 
which has supplied reliable dnformation in tho past. is 
boing brought to your attention as ἃ matter. of possibile 

orast. 

in April, 2965, the fraternal. dolesations of the 
Connunist Party, USA (CPUSA), and the Commmist. Party of 
Portural. (CPP) mot whilo attonding the 23rd Concross of the 
Communist Party of the Soviot Union hold Barcel 29 throuch 
April, ὃ, 1966, ἀπ Hosedy, Dugsia. These delegations mot to 
exchan7e information and to: onsave in rr. goneral discussion. 
The chic? epokeanon Zor thoir respective Parties vero Tonry 
Winston, VicdlChairnan, CPUSA, and Alvare Cunial, Goncral 
Secrotary, CPP. 

Lonry Winston, in behalf of thd CPUSA, Javited the 
CPP to sond a. fraternal aolesation te the fortheoning 
LOth National Convention of the CPUSA scheduled for ding, 
1996, in Now York City. 

Alvard Cunlisl doxpransed ‘thanka fox these frootings. 
The essence of Cunhal's ΝΞ ΤΣ ty 70) rim OWE: ie 437. 

The CDP Ran been working undercr 
Zor <0 years nit is avare, also, that the. CcUIA kas isd 
‘difficulties working in the "eitades | οὗ dnperint 8 ἐασικώκαα 

j 
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Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department. of State. 

The CPP desires to establish closer. cooperation with 
the CPUSA. Sévéral. months Ago.an underground Congress of the 
CPP was held ‘and’ no ‘one Was. told about it in sdvance. After. 
this underground Congress, the CPP contacted some: parties dnd 
asked for igrectings and recéivedmny within ‘two-weeks. It, is: 
felt it 418: cléar to ‘the. CPUSA Why ‘the CPP had to-do. this. .° 
Naturally, theri;. ‘the CPUSA ‘will understand: why delégates will . 
not: he sent to: the CPUSA Convention, but: erectings 311. be sents 

. ‘As’ ‘the! ‘situation’ ‘now’ stands. th ‘Portugal, ‘- ‘there ve 
io. ‘trends toward any Liberalization, On the contrary, | fascist 
repression is incvensing. When the Angolan struggle: started... 
in 1961; the internal reaction in: Portugal, dnercaseds ΕΝ 

ἀπο εὐ BRS CPB: has « ἐδόᾶ. connections with the Angolan 
Liberation’ movenent; As ἃ résult ‘of this; the CPP-is ‘being 
charged With high treason, The current regime in Portugal. - 
48 searching: for’all CPP personnel; especially those. in ‘the. : 
underground: apparatus. and thoge’. ‘operating: the: ) printing: shops « 
and Sther such Places. ἊΝ wot 

- The main: $aek of +he CPP ‘now ig to unite. the °°: 
denocratic forces of Portugal.and. to strengthen thé. CPP.. At. 
the, same’ ‘Eine the: CPP. iis piso: Work 40 broaden the mass πόνο, 

ΤΟΝ 

It is Hot ‘pelieved that at this: tiné- ἃ peaceful, 
solutden is: possible in Portugal, The CPP is ‘against adven~ 
turisn, ‘aLthough ‘there: are some paoplé now proposing armed 
reyolution,. The CPP Will, however; topple the present dicta« 
torship. by an armed revolt when. the time is; ripe. The situas 
tion and relation of forces within Porttgal δ᾽ change ‘in the- 
future but today! the CPP can ‘only ποθ need. or armed "uprising. 

CPP tics with the. ‘intelligentsia, ‘stidehtS. and other 
sich - groups are goods: ‘The. CPP: ‘underground apparatus and core of 
forces in the country ave working well, Tho. press publishes: an 
official CPP organ, ‘which is printed in Portugal, and ts a: Spécial 
‘paper for agricultural workers, Also, weekly. papers ‘are 
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published for the youth, armed forceg, textile vyorkers nnd. 
other such groups. Altogether some..20 publications sve printed 
underground, Oftentimes ‘a comrade: is: lost or (ἃ print shop is 
Gingéd, Sometimes: a comrade is killed, but the..CPP continues. 
to function, The central organ of the CPP, which is: published 
generally tyice ἃ. month but sometines only once a-month; is now 
25 years old, It generally has ἃ circulation of around 15,000 
‘but -ia:now ia little jess, Circulation, could increase in. the. 
next few months, Many leaflets are issued.. For example, last 
May Day 200,000 iéaflets were printed -for the demonstration. 

_.. .. The struggle now. going on in the. Portuguese. colonies 
id.a CPP struggle also. CPP tied with the. people of this. area 
are. close. It ig amazing that Portugal still continues to 
exploit. the. peopic in its colonies while Great. Britain and — 
France have let thoixy colonies go. The CPP explains this to 
the people by’ stating that. Portugal, itself, Js a colony of 
United States, British; and West German "imperialism," ‘The 
vichas' of Portugal; as well as the colonies, actually bolong 
to the foveign “imperialists. This explains why they have 
helped Premior Antonio de Oliveira Salazar; ‘This 1a always” 
emphasized by the CPP when talking ὅδ “our brothers'' about the: 
United States; Althotigh actually West Germany helps Salazar 
also. Other "inperialist countries" help Salazar through 
Capital investments, contacts and otlier such meats, It is 
felt, that the United States is playing a double role since, . 
‘while it helps Salazar; 3¢ also has contacts with the 
Angolans just. in case the Portuguese are defented. Eduardo 
BHundeZaine,- the leader of the Iiberation movement in | 
Hogzanbique, has a good movement. there; but the CPP thinks 
he is in touch with United States "imperialist agents." 
On the other hand, Holden Roberto, the CBP believes, is 
good and solid. 

Xt As. not. known whit the peoplé in the United States 
are thinking and perhaps they do not know the facts rerarding 
‘the situations in Portugal and the colonies. The CPP would © 
appreciate publicity: ‘about the crimes of the Salazar regime as 
woll as protests from the CPUSA when there is terror in 
Portugal. 

ΜΙΝ 3 =: 
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Henry Winston then spoke and the- essence of his . ~ 
remarks was as follows! 

The CBUSA has ἃ few questions ‘about, which Cunhat 
night be able to give some information. First of all;. what - 
is thé role of the, Catholic Church in Portugal? Then, what 
is the charactex of the democratic movement in Portugal? 
Which of the United States corporations have investments in 
Portugal? Would ‘there be any benefit in a boycott of 
Portuguese goods in the United States? 

‘Tn answer to Winston's questions, Cunha respoided, - 
the essence of which wad ‘ag follows: ᾿ 

ἴῃ Portugal the. church works with ‘the ‘regine, Hows 
ever, it should be made clear that thig refers. only to the. 7 
church hierarchy which ig; ‘Ltself, fascist. Thoy help ‘tha 
Governziont from the top down beginning With ‘the Cardinal: On 
the other hand,. the workers. ‘and farmers, while. Catholic; ‘axe 
opposdd to Zascisn find to the Sepine, The fishermen are gener 
ally religious Bid Joyal to the church but ‘are: fighting fox * 
thenseélves even. whoh attending church, ‘The intelligentsia, 
while Catholic; have 2 progressivé movenent obenilized which 
is frequentiy linder attack by. Salazar, The student groiips ‘are 
under the control, of the fascists hut inside of then there is 
revolt and, Opposition, | —_ 

As to: the character of tha dotiocrati¢ movendit , ‘the 
cpp and others did run an eléctoral slate, Zt wie organized 
as 8 patriotic front and included sodialists, liberals, 
Catholics, and others; Generally, however: CPP connections 
with the masses ara still very Weak 

With regard to the investments of the tngnopolies” 
in Portugal; paxvticularly tho United States, the CPP will try 
to give. the CPUSA ἃ memorandum on this, However, Genéral 
Hotors, Standard ΟἹ and other firms do work ‘in ‘Portugal 
through Belgian: firms, In Angola the timpexialists" work 
through Belplan corporations in diamond and othor industries; | 
Regarding the struggles of the working Glass in Portugal, the 
economic situation of the vorkérs is bad. Only Zascist trade 
unions exist in Portugal. Thirty years ago the CPP sought to 

»-- "οὐ 
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organize an underground tradé-union movement; This was given 
up after ‘the Seventh Congress of thé Communist. International, 
The CPP now works in the fascist tradé unions. ‘These unions 
are real fascist wiions. operating under a-ninistry that: 
decides ‘who is to ‘be the leader-pid other suclizdesiefens.,. ὺς, 
The CPP desires to hé ἢ part ΟΣ ‘thése uiious ind-to-use them - 
in order‘to be ‘able: to utilize thelr premises in comiection 
with workers’ demands, Even though arrests have run ag high 
as_4,000° to 2,000: people: a'year; ‘théy contitiue: to show ap for’ .. CPP neotings.. The CPP also makes ‘up slates’ of candidates for election. in. these trade unions; The work of the CPP here is 
very difficult, Altogether, there are pérhaps 350trade ᾿ 
unions 3n ‘Portugal, all χα ὁπ a'vegional basis.. There is no. - 
one national trade~union organization; At one-time the CPP 
had leadership’ in. some 50 trdde-unions but arrests ‘have depleted 
the. leaders from; ‘tine to time; The leader of the cork, trade 
union has now beén in jail for over 15 years, In that industry 
the Armstrong Idnoleum Company ‘as. ἃ monopoly’ in Portugal and, dictates prices, both onthe domestic ‘and international markets, 
When they prefer to use synthetics, they just. quit selling cork. 
|, 86 CPP aiso works: in various industrial éstablish~ 
ments; towns and other: sich-areag at.the loyest levels through. committee and simglar forms of organization. while there-are 
no formal elections,: ‘the CPP very often nominates: individuals: 
by. word of tiouth. CBP members are often fired and arrested.. 
Local support 28 gdod. dnd this holds both policy snd enployers: in check, ‘Through short’ atoppazes, employers are sometimes —~ forced to eet ‘with these comittees;. There 18.no one formal. 
coordinating committee for this, which 16 bad. ‘The CPP -some~ 
times has to act ag coordinator and this is dangerous because 
it involves the CPP apparatus. ‘There have héen a few strikes, 
perhaps ‘two or threé a year, but mass arrests always occur ag soon as there is a strike, The law of industrial mobilization 
ig used to-break the ‘strike; ° ὁ ~ ΕΝ 

ae ke, 86 BEricultural workers comprise: about to thirds 
of the rural population and number about.‘onemillion., About 
haif of these’ are peasants. . 
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_ , GPP members work at local levéls and in conmittces 
wherever thoy exist. In Portugal, when workers are hired, a 
hiring hall or a hiring square is used; These are also used 
“by the CPP, ‘Someone once suggésted that these hiring squares 

- ov halls should be. abolished, but. the Central Comnittce of 
‘the CPP was against this because these placos μοῖρ bring tho 
workers together ond allow CPP organizing committees to naih- 
tain theiy contacts, In the south of the country there is an 
excellent movement among the agricultural workers. In 1962: 
4 strike was. called with a major demand for an cight-houwr day, 
The workers won although there wad no formal agreement signed. 
Now, they start by the clock and finish by the clock even- 
during: the harvest, 

_ The only party of opposition to the regime in. 
Portugal is the CPP, The sccislists, anarchists and other 
such groups had not, beon in existénce for over 40 year's wher 
the coup occurred. Time has takeniits tobl of them and 
repression did the rest, The few of those who still exist 
have no ties with the working class, It ig for this reason 
that the CPP does not speak of unity with the socialists, 
Not 81} the workers in Portugal are communists, 

The political movement of democratie forces in the 
country is very brodid, but organization is very woak. There 
is'unity only in understanding because there is no over=ali - 
organization. Proliferation makes organization difficult. 
Yet, there is an organization known as the. Patriotic Front. 
of National Liboration. They sometimes call spontancous τ’ 
demonstrationg, Jn 1962 there was a nine~hour demonstration — 
and $00,000 people ‘marched during tho period May 1 through _ 
Nay 8, There are snaller onés involving 5,000 to 8;000 pddpie. 
The CPP has an underground. radio which broadcasts. daily at - 

| 2 p.m. and is called Free Portugal Radio. The Patriotic Front 
- of National Liberation also has a radio station in Algeria which 
broadcasts. twice a week. The station works openly as a voice of 
the communists, Even Ahmed Bon Dolla know of this station's 
oxistence in Algeria, Now, even after Colonel Houari 
Bounedienne came to power.in Algeria, thero has beon no inter« 
ference. This is probably because of the good contacts of the 
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CPP with the liberation fronts in thé various colonies, The | 
Algerians ‘probably ould not close one of these radio stations 
and: not. the others Undoubtedly, , this was discussed: with the 
others and they were: told: to continue; 

τ εν 
. κα 

= Today; - Atiere, ἄγ: thie. ‘good. inovenonta in the 
Pértiiguese colonies, ‘There ig the People's Movement’ for: the 
Hiberation..of ‘Angola - ‘under Agostinho Neto.. He is:very good |. 
and .is ‘well known As an antieimperialist.. We served’ tern: - 
in’ ‘prison In Portugal. ‘atid. escapedy ‘The CPP: does.not believe’ « 
that -the Anevicans or Britishers ‘helped: Win: to, escane-since |: 
the CPP knows. the: real facts dn thissmatters | There “is also’ the 
African, Party ‘of ‘Struggle -for. ‘Independence ‘o£ Portuguese ‘Guinea 
‘and, Cape. Verde’ Islands; The movement there is led by “Midika ὁ 
‘Cobral, General Secretary. of that. Party. «In Havana. Guba * 
Cobrak. net Premier. Fidel: Castro, and: played a big role in the‘ 
Tri-Continental: ‘Congress: SA ‘third ofthat country“ has. already: 
been, Liberated. and. they ‘hay! {πολι bases: of operation in eh teas 
οὐδεν, Θάληθα, ει + με ται . l wath 

‘ εὖ * 

ti ἜΝ ᾿ ἱ ᾿ 

thy ‘The other. ovbdndzatlon ig the: ‘Pront ‘for. ΕΝ 
Of. ‘Mozambique, ~-Maxveelene Ditisantos: ts. ‘a. food. person. ‘and in. 

- charge. Of: foreign. relations: for’ that: “party. Thie: other tembars: 
of the, leadership..are. not open: or: publicly, identizied,. This’ 
is,. aiso; the: method used in Angola. ‘where’ the Adentity: of: ‘the. 
‘Political Bureiu is. Kept secret. 4 ΠΝ ᾿ εἰ 

e 
7 - cay , T: ve 

These: are the: thyde:,f00d parties. dn the. Attionn: ᾿ Ἢ 
βου Movement, and the. most; ‘anfluential. ‘The ‘CPP does» 
‘not, see tthe othetsy: τ τωι. εν το py 

érarding: the: boycott of. gods. ‘the CPP: docs ‘not: tee 
that this Houle be: a..fo0d idés.cxcept. in certain, instances; 
‘This: might, ibe. Pood. whers: the. boycott: Involved ships ‘carrying '- 
goods:to. Angola Lor “the, Portiizuesés ‘The CPP. believes: that ἮΝ 
might ‘Sven, bb. food If thé: Socialist countrics:carried on ‘nore'- 
trade: This. ould help: the. CPP ‘and develop. ‘contacts as ‘well.’ 
Today, there is. Little or no trade. It could possibly angles : 
8868 Reopiss ‘Bye: tourists might: help. to ‘open another’ window. ' 
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Because of tho sensitive aature of the: sources ‘which 
Hod hae , the. above information, this communication is: Glassi-~ 

Ὃ et 2 

" L’« Direetor BY LIAISON | - b7c 
Se τ Central Intelligence: Agency 
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Li Office of Counterintelligence and: shes BY LIAISON 
_ Defense Intelligence Agency ΩΝ 
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; ; Attention: Doputy Director, Plans; : 

ε΄ - ~ - 

NOTE: - 7 
| Classified sieescocct" 3 since unauthorized: ‘disclosure 

of “this. information could reveal the. identity of thé.source 
(CG. 5824-S%). who is; of continuiiig value and such revelation 

- . Gould result in exceptionally grave. damage to the Nation. 
- CG -5824-S* is referred to as "sources" in order to further 

ate protect the identity. of this: infortiant. Solrce. obtained. this. — 
a information whilé on the. 20th Solo Mission in the Soviet Union . 

- and other communist. countries from 3/18/66 to 4/25/66; Data " 
- ° ‘extracted. ἔχοι CGairtel 5/9/66 captioned "Solo, IS -- c." 

\ -- 
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(Type in plaintext or code) Ὁ 

AIRTEL i 

: | {Priority} 

iy mit, the following in 

Vi 
Τ 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI -(100-428091) 

| FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ΜῊ Ϊ suamact: “Borg 0-7 

Enclosed: herewith for ‘the Bureau are the original 
d three copies; and for the New York Office one copy, 

letterhéad memorandum: (LHM) entitled "SPEECH BY. 
HART., SECRETARY , CENTRAL ( COMMITTEE COMMUNIST: PARTY... 

XXIII CONGRESS OF THE COMM [UNIST PA PARTY OF he Ri 
THE soviet UNION, MARCH 31, 1966.". ase 
< - 
ee The information in the enclosed LHM was 
furnished on-5/18 and 19/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. 
BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN. The text of HART’s speech γον 4A 
was received at a Solo drop address in Chicago on 5/17/66 
from the USSR. 

“In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been : 
prepared in Washington . oO. Ὁ, Vd 

In regard to the security classification of the \ 
enclosed LHM, the following is noted. ARMANDO HART 
addressed the Congr 3/31/66. Although excerpts from 

λει Fag fa iS | 
ῶ- Bureau ἔκ τ: ἱ 

“{ - New York eL00— 134637) (Encls. 2) (RM) {of 
1 - Chicago 5b g FEE Nyy) , 1{- 
ων 4 ais ἔ es eee me 

Addves: ,7 ἣ 

ἜΝ fh Ἵ ig 

Sent MOP eer, 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

HART! s Speech may: have. appeared in the public press, we have 
not seen a full translation of his speech either in ‘the press 
or in "The Daily Review; Translations from. the Soviet 
Press," issued by Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, USSR. 
Furtheroze , CG. 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 that he -was 
informed by the CPSU that the translation ‘enclosed 
herein was prepared in Liniited numbers. CG. 5824-S* 
also Stated that to his ‘knowledge. this is ‘the only such ful 
translation in this format received by the CP, USA; Therefore.,. 
in é6rder not to jeopardize the: security of this, highly: 
placed ‘source by unauthorized disclosure of this information, 
thus adversely affecting the national security: Chicago 
recommends at the. enclosed ΤΗΝ ‘bear a classification 
of at least " a! However, recoghizing the public 
nature of the information involved; no security classification 
has been placed om the LHM ard the final determination of 
this matter is being. left for the ‘Bureau's decision, _ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 
File No. May 31, 1966 

SPEECH BY ARMANDO HART, SECRETARY, - 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF CUBA, TO XXIII CONGRESS OF THE ~ 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, ᾿ 
MARCH 31, 1966 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The AXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 - April 8, 1966. On the third day of the 
Congress, March 31, 1966, Armando Hart Davalos, a member 
of the Political Bureau and a Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba, speaking as the 
head of the Cuban fraternal delegation to the Congress, 
addressed the assembled delegates and fraternal delegations. 
The official English translation prepared by the CPSU of 
the full text of Hart's speech is attached hereto. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

Attachment 
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SPEECH BY COMRADE A.HART, SECRETARY OF 

THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST ὦ 

PARTY OF CUBA 

Comrade Leonid Brezhnev, First Secretary of the 

Central Committees of the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Unions 

| Oniinadss Delegates, 

On behalf of the Central Committes of the Communist 

Party of Cuba we convey fraternal revolutionary erestings 

to the 23rd Congress of the’ Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union and wishes for success in the fulfilment of its 

The presence of our delegation at this Congress gives 

us the happy opportunity for directly aoquainting our 

selves with the Soviet people's achievements and for | 

expressing to their representatives the warm gratitude of 

the Ouban workers and peasants for everything that the 

. Soviet Union has done for our revolution, (Applause ε) 

When the Russian Bolsheviks, guided by Lenin's 

. brilliant thinking and courageous work, seized power in 

the name of the workers and peasants, their magnificent 

got was opposed by the reactionary classes and the 

imperialists with everything at their disposal. However, 

in spite of the designs of the reactionaries, the October 

Revolution and Leninisn tO Oe ὋΣ ussias This ΝΠ ΝΕ 

4 309/_ slfe 
ment was of world-wide Oona 
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Eo¥s “oe colonial system of tsarism, defeating the reactionary 

classes of Burope and imperialism, and advencing along 

the road of Socialssm, the Soviet people opened a‘new era ws 

in world history / achieved. outstanding successes that " 

promoted the cause of the working people of the whole 

world, The building of socialism in the Soviet Union and 
_ its great victories over fascism are facts of epoch~making 

 Blgnificance, The whole of mankind will be eternally 

grateful, to the Soviet workers and peasants, who accomplish 

ed these unparalleled feats under the leadership of the " - 

Communist Party, (Applause .) 

Comrades, your achievements have, in their turn, opened 

up broad possibilities ana gave further impetus to the 

᾿ struggle against the system of colonialism, neocolonialism 

7 and imperialism, 

At -present, the revolutionary torrent in three conti- 

nents, which are burdened down by the yoke of colonial, 

neocolonial end imperialist exploitation, is rapidly gain~ 

ing headway. 

At the recent Tri-Continental Conference in Havana, the - 

revolutionary parties end. organisations of Asia, Africa and 

* Latin America showed complete understanding of the situa- 

tion and proclaimed a revolutionary militant line and 

Btratery e 

The conference mirrored the new situation. in the revo- 

hated onasy hovement, a situation that is qualitatively 
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gifferent from that obtaining during the initial postwar 

years. The ideas, tactica and methods that: emerged under 

‘the conditions prevailing twenty years ago proved to be 

obsolete. The Communist and Workers! Parties must closely 

analys-e the experience of the Tri-Continental Conference 

as on indication of what ia now taking pldoe in the world. 

That Conference was the most repregentative internation~ 

al assembly of anti~-imperialist forces that the. history of 

“the revolutionary movement has ever known» It secured the 

ἢ broadest-ever militant unity of the peoplese This out- 

standing fact mst be thoroughly studied. The decisions 

adopted at the conference are of tremendous importance to the 

revolutionary movement. With the support of all delegations 

it proclaimed the nd ght of peoples to accomplish a revolu- 

tion", “to oppose imperialist. violence with. revolutionary 

boots ; force", "to support armed uprising as a method of struggle" 

| and the right and duty of progressive governments to asaist 

peoples in their struggle for liberation". . From declarations 

they passed to action. The Organisation of Asian, African 

and Latin American Solidarity, the Gommittee For Aid to the 

Movement for National Liberation and the Committee for Aid 

to the Vietnamese People were formed, The Latin American 

delegations decided to set up the Latin American Solidarity 

Organisation, - 

| the Iri-Contential Conference assessed the role of the- 

national Liberation movenent, the struggle of the working 

class and progressive atrata of the population of. the capite~ 

List countries and the role of the socialist Garmi: Δ Bindi Β 
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criterion of the revolution, a criterion wniform for the 

whole world, triumphed at the Conference, 

The liberation movement will accelerate the ‘revolutiona= 

ry activity of the working class and progressive strata of 

' the population of the capitalist countries, In their turn, 

᾿ the class battles of the proletariat in the capitalist 

countries will help the struggle for national liberation. A 

recent example shows us how important it is to unite the 
revolutionary efforts in different parts of the world, The 

patriotic actions of the Vietnamese people and the growth cf 
theiz liberation struggle have called forth an anti-war 

movement among the American people themselves, This clearly 

shows the link between the revolution in Asian, African and 

Datin American countries and the just:  Beruggie of the Ameri- 

can peoples - τ ᾿ 

Comrades, the pressing need of the moment ig to find a 

common strategy for all these forces in the struggle against 

imperialism by means of unity of action ‘on the most urgent 

issués, 

here is no doubt that from the standpoint of coordinat- 

ing ection against imperialism in key places in South~éast 

Asia, we are “how witnessing a battle of decisive significance 

not only to the socialist camp but also to the entire course 

of struggle against imperialism. In the near future, comrades, 

we shall be faced with a similar situation in other parts of 

the world. Present developments in South-east Asia are, 

therefore, not only a problem of the given region but 8. 
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problem of the revolutionary movement in Latin America 

and of wre cause of the revolution throughout the world. In 

the Light /unat is happening in South-east Asia, the nost 

_ urgent task is, unquestionably, to render decisive ald to 

the patriotic struggle of the National Liberation Front and 

the heroic resistance of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 

(Applause.) . 

The leaders of the Vietnamese people have pointed out 

that the Soviet Union is rendering the Democratic Republic 

of Vietnam itassive material and political aid. This aid is 

a a valuable contribution to the struggle of the Vietnamese 

people and an example of proletarian internationalism. 

Nobody can deny this fact. (Applause +) Today it is imperative 

i to study how we can deteat the imperialists in Vietnam, An 

yd.” analysis of the concrete situation and the adoption of all 

io the necessary measures to resolve this problem would be an 

extremely important -~ perhaps, in the presént situation, 

pho the most important ““ contribution to the cause of Marxisme 

ΝΣ Leniniem, | | 

Hebe r Taking into account the situation arising out of the war 

tt ὃ > "Δ Vietnam, it would be expedient, from the tactical view-~ 

point, to set up a military force that could stop the bombing 

of, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, lees, to destroy the 

US aircraft bombing Vietnamese territory. To defeat 

imperialism in Vietnam it would be of decisive importance 

to utilise all available meons and take the. necessary risk — 

to stop the bombing of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 
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must be made and decisive aid rendered in order to «ΡῈ 

the territory of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam into a 

graveyard for US aircraft. . Imperialism must be rapped on 

the knuckles in Vietnam. If circumstances demand it, we mst 

be prepared to fight in Vietnam to defend the territorial 

integrity and the very existence of that fraternal country. 

The struggle in Vietnam confronts the entire commumist move~ 

ment and the socialist countries in particular with 

a mayor question of principle. 

fo achieve these purposes we would recommend coordinating 

practical offorts on the βροῦν It would be expedient for 

the socialist countries and the international communist move- 

ment to openly, firmly and unanimously support such measures. 

εν This is the foundation on which the unity of the world 

communist movement can be built. Those who fail to appreciate 

the need for coordinating efforts in this direction will be 

left in complete isolation. | 

The adoption of these measures would not only help the 

Vietnamese people but would also give impetus to a broad 

movement which would have world-wide support. The: implementa~ 

tion or such measures, provided the reasons behind them are 

openly explained and mass action is started to support them, 

would be a key contribution to strengthening the revolutions~ 

ry movement throughout the world and would bring about the 

moral and political weakening of imporialisms 

The peoples of the world cannot let the bombing of the 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam go unpunished. This bombing 
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. anti-war, forces throughout the world. ‘The growth of the 

. The repelling of the bombing and of the criminal actions 

of the imperialists in Vietnam with the aid of all available 

means is the right and duty of progressive and socialist 

governments. Ali mankind will justly appreciate this right 

as legitimate defence against aggressors. Evon for some - 

Capitalist governments it would be difficult to deny that the 

question concerns an act in defence of a people that have 

cannot be tolerated, It evokes the disgust of all ‘mankind. 

become the victim of aggression. Frem no point of view can 

the right to attack another country be recognised. Measures 

of this kind will enhance the prestige of the socialist camp 

in the eyes of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America 

and stimulate the struggle of the working class and the 

progressive strata of the population of Europe against the 

policy of aggression and war that is being pursued by the 

monopolies and imperialism, and they would influence even the 

American people, as is shown by the upsurge of the movement 

against the war in Vietnam in the United States itself, and 

bring about a break between the warmongers and the interests — 

of their own people. Thus, it is a question of measures not 

the prestige of the entire world communist movement and 

strengthen the unity of the anti~tmperialist, including the 

only to defend the rights of one country but also to enhance 

anti~war movement Ln the USA as a result of the heroic | 

ἐ 
{ actions and liberation war of the Vietnamese people is a 

vivid indication of this. 
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That was why in his speech of March 13, 1965, Fidel 

castro called-for joint action against imperialism in Vietnan, 

and urged all the forces of the socialist camp to stop 

theoretical disputes in order to help a people heroically 

ἣν fighting for their freedom against imperialist aggression, 

In that speech Fidel Castro said: 

",.. and we have only one stand: we advocate guving 

- Vietnam all the necessary assistance, We advocate that 

this assistance should be given in the form of weapons and men. 

We advocate that all the necessary risk be taken for the sake of 

_ Vietnan". 

Naturally, we can and must do more than that. The question 

concerns the most urgent and vital need to coordinate inter- 

national efforts at the present time, 

In addition to unity of action on the most pressing 

problems, it is necessary to promote the revolution in all 

regions of the world and under the most diverse conditions. 

In the socialist countries to accelerate the development 

of the revolution means to strain every muscle to build the 

material and technical basis of the new society, and to mould 

the new man, a man free of the ideological survivals of class 

society. 

fin the capitalist countries to accelerate the revolution 

-means to carry on the struggle against the warmongers and their 

system of expleitation, to expose the enemies of the people and 

mobilise the broad masses for the struggle against the 

exploiters, 

. 
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In the opressed countries of Asia, Africa and Latin 

America to, accelerate the development of the revolution means 

to carry on ἃ resolute struggle against their reactionary 

classes. who are the allies of US imperialism, against their 

own imperialism, In most Asian, African and Latin American 

countries to launch the most determined struggle means to 

- resist the aggression and violence of the exploiters and 

imperialists by bald, resolute and forcible military 

operations by the revolutionary vanguard and the masses. 

Conciliation and passiveness in face the violence by the 

oppressors, who seek to perpetuate their bloody exploiter 

system and resort to force more and more often and abuse ‘force, 

will never become a revolutionary policy. . 

In many Latin american countries the imperialists and the 

exploiter classes are trying to preserve their supremacy by the 

- most disgusting and criminal use of force, 

The military intervention.in the Dominican Republic 

demonstrates the brutality and aggressiveness with which the 

imperialists oppose the will of the Latin American peoples. 

It glaringly brings out the need to oppose imperialism with the | 

revolutionary force of the masses. The events in the Dominican 

Republic have given the Latin American peoples an object lesson 

that the liberation struggle is a dramatic fight. A similar 

situation is emerging in other undeveloped countries as well. 

Recall, for example, the US-Relgian intervention in the Congo 
ra 

and the sanguinary handling of the black majority in Southern 

ed ae ig apa ena 
Rhodesia, as well as the reattionary offensive launched by 

imperialism in Africa with the, object of overthrowing progressive 

and independent governments 
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Of that continent have accepted this challenge and are preparing 

O _w- | 0... ΝΞ 

We have only just witnessed one of the present epoch's ᾿ 

Sidodiest slaughters of Communists in Indonesia, 

| ALL these facts eloquently show the vanguard of the 

peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America that they must follow 

the revolutionary road, 

Comrades, imperialism has announced that it will not 

tolerate any more revolutions in Latin America, The peoples 

for battle, There are decisive years ahead of US. Throughout 

the Latin American continent there are signs that the revolutionary | | 

movement is on the upsurge. Our country hag become an example : ' 

for Latin America and our people will always willingly serve 

88 a model. , ἜΝ oe 

Seven years ago the Guban revolution put an end to the 

bloody military dictatorship that was serving the interests of 

the exploiters and the foreign financial oligarchy. The revolu~ 

tion has carried out an agrarian reform and has deeply affected 

the interests of this oligarchy and the imperialists, The 

imperialists owned most of our land, practically the whole of our 

industry and the country's major wealth, The US Government took 

draconic economic steps against the revolution, threatened’ 

us with military force and even attacked us, The Ciiban people 

were determined to win or die. They routed the forces of the . - 

internal counter-revolution, and smashed the US imperialists in 

the Bay of Pigs, inflicting. on them their first military 

defeat in the Western Hemisphere. (Applause. ) 

“The revolution continued its mighty onward movement. 
ἵ 

Important successes have been scored in economic development, 
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jucavlon, public health and social life. These triunphs were 

won despite the criminal economic blockade imposed by the 

imperialists. We have achieved considerable success in streng~ 

thening the fighting capacity of our Armed Forces, 

| US imperialism, which organises armed attacks on nations 

and interferes in the internal affairs of countries, was unable 

_ to hinder Cuba's triuwghant advance along the road of socialism 

and communism, It could not prevent Cuba from becoming a 

revolutionary 82 xample for Letin America. It could do nothing to 

prevent the banner of socialism from being raised almost within 

the field of vision of its shores, 

What does this prove, - comrades? It proves that no force 

on earth can stop the struggle of the peoples for socialism 

and communism, (Applause. ) How has that become possible? It 

became possible thenks to the unity and determined struggle of 

the peopie, thanks to the valour, courage and firn determination 

of its vanguard, thanks to the fraternal assistance of the Soviet 

Union and the entire socialist camp, (Applause. ) We should Ὁ 

_ like specially to express our gratitude to the Soviet Union 

for the help it hai given us in the defence of our country. 

(Applause. ) The experience of the Cuban revolution shows 

"most vividly the balance of forces in the modern world and the 

importance of the Support and assistance of class brothers 

A pele 

The example of Cuba shows clearly that in Latin America 

- a true revolution cuickly leads to socialism. It plainly shows 

that the struggle for netional liberation in our continent is 



Fr. part and parcel of the struggle for socialism. It vividly 

. 2 
f demonstrates that to a large extent the question of the working 

oy ‘class seizing power and of the victory of the socialist 

factors, on the determination of the vanguard, on the preparedness 

to win or die. 

Comrades, the road opened by the October Revolution ig the . 

road of socialism. It is the road that your people have followed | 

and will follow until the invincible banner of the revolutionary 

proletariat is hoisted in all countries. (Applause. ) 

Lead by their Communist Party and undeterred by difficulties, 

sacrifice and risk, the Cuban people will put all their strength 

4nto the struggle for the cause of the revolution, for the 

cause of socialism and communism. (Applause. ) 

We are fighting not only for the interests of Cuba but 

also for the interests of the exploited pekple wf the whole 

world, Our borders are a moral concept, our frontiers are 6 

clans concept, ᾿ 

Our friends are those who defend the people, Our 

- enemies are those who attack the workers, peasants and exploited 

masses. Such is our policy. Such are our principles. Such are | 

the policy and principles of proletarian internationalism. 

ες Dong live the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of 

the Soviet Union! (Applause. } | 

Long live the revolution in Asia, Africa and Latin 

America! (Appleuse.) 
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εὐ! Long live the Soviet Union! (Applause. ) "ἢ 

Ξ ᾿ Long live the Communist Party of the Soviet Union! 
ἮΝ (Αρρλδυϑϑ,) 

εἰ ἢ . . Long live Marxism~Leninisn! (Applause, ) 
ἐπ " _ Song live communism! (Storm rolonged applause, All 
i . rise.) ; . 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Enclosed - are three copies of a letterhend memorandyim 
elassified "5 a" and captioned ὁ as abowé. 

a Fn Bode ΓΙ 

sho 
Be ely essential that no distribution 

or use of our intelligence information. is undertaken. which — 
would. be likely to Jeopardize the security of our source, 

Enclosures (3) 

OR. 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route thu for/review) 
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1 = RCPutnam 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

_ENTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

A source -which has supplied reliable information in 
the plist has advised ag. LoLlows? 

Wilfred Szegnesny (rhonotie), ) tho Communist Party of 
Canad. representative | asstened to the headquartors of the 
World Nederation ΟΣ Democratic Youth in Budapest, Hungary, 
has requested that ἃ. xéprosentative of tha. Communist Party; 
USA, neat With bin. Szeznosny indicated. he yottld be in. 

att . : and sugges ted ~ 
ΟΣ the Counbnist 

| he purpose of this . 
nemtdne would bo. to Zind. ways to. ‘increase the dogree of contact 

: hetwoen the Communist Party, USA Ὁ» and tho. World ¥edoration of 
i Dewocratic Youth. 

The World Federation of Deriocratic Youth has been 
described ag on international cammunist front: by the Internal 
‘Seourlty Subcommittee of the Senate. Judiciary. Comittee of — 
the United States Senate. 

100~428091. 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit - 

ORIGINAL & 2 ‘TO LEGAT, OTTAWA, BY LETTER 6/1/66 - 
+ 

NOTE: . 
Classiticd "Space Since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could eal the identity of the sourcé 
(CG 5824...) who is of continuing value and such revelation 

Yolsone......COUuld result in grave damage to the Nation. Source obtained 
Deloach — τος πὴ data while on Solo Mission 20 in conversation with 
Wiek ———"Szeznesny. Data extracted from CGairtel 5/16/66 captioned ᾿ 
cima, SOLO, IS-C." This information was disseminated to State | 
Ceara ——and cia aul va 5/25/66 
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Contad 
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TO : Mir. convaa Swe DATE: May 31, 1966 We 
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Tele. Room ——— 
Le . F. Downing Holmes - Pa 

sunjEcT: © . «3 

ΣῊΝ RNAL SECURITY - C oe 

Trotter 

FROM 93 

5 
“Captioned case involves. the Bureau's highly valuable 

a confidential. informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
ἣν cations transmitted; (to him by radio. 

‘ ἝΝ On 5/31/66,” transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at, Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but 

- -no messages vers. “transmitted. 

ACTION: Le ᾿ 

. For: information. 

— . --- 

Mr. Conrad ᾿ 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
Mr. Downing 
Nr. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock 
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DATE O2-MS220Le ‘ 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE. 
(Is) 100-428091 BY LIATSON 

6, 1-R. W. Smith 
1... Liaison 1 a & ; " : h 

H Date: Nay 31, 1966 Sol a 8 - Mastrovic 

Tas. Director 

Department of state (, WA 

From: John fdgay Hoover, Director Βη Ww 

Bureau of Intelligence and mae 

Subject * (SOCIALIST UNITY. PARTY OF GERMANY 4} 

_ The following. information provided by a source 
which has furnished reliable information in the past is 
boing brought to your attention as a matter of possible 
nterest. | 

in April, 1966, a leading representative of the 
International Department, Central Committee, Socialist. Unity: | 
Party of Germany (SUPG), commented ag follows on the subject 
of the SUPG and the bid for an open dislog“petweoN the social 
Democratic Party and the SUPG. The essence of this individual's 

᾿ YetarEs was as follows: πος τ τον 

Ay The Social Democratic Party is clever.—Iesapgosts, 
_ £& discussion of “humanitarian issues such as the "yall," the 

‘shootings" and others. The sélection of Hanover, Vest, Germany ,. 
as the place to hold these discussions is bad. Tne SUPG states 
that what tho Social Deniocratic Party. describes as being the. 
issues involved do not represent the real problems which need 

v to be solved. The SUPG states that the basic isstte for. dis~ 
cussion should be “what kind of a Germany do you want«ean --- 
imperialist. Germany or a democratic Germany." The Sccial . 
Denocratic Party has gone to great lengtlis to avoid 2 strict, 
two-party discussion, aud it secks to invite the Christian —__ 
Denocratic Union and other groups; The Social Democratic Party. 

ὍΝ is manouvering. in an effort to be in a position to say that the 
DeLocchn——-—_SULG Goes not want to unite Gornahy. of 

gt | 
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Director | 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department | of State 

However, there is ἃ split within the Social 
Democratic Party. ‘Some of its members no longer refer to 
the German Democratic Republic’ (GDR) as "occupied" territory, 
but now refer to'it as “formerly occupied? oteitery 

Also,. there’ are those in the Social Demdcratic 
Party who are beginning to recognize the dangérs in the ties 
with Bonn,. West Germany, and Washington; D.C. The peopic 
are becoming worried about Viethan ond the war, The Social 
Democratic Party’ can mobilize millions on the issue of the. 
“wali” but, when it comes to the war in Vietnam, it cannot 
mobilize a hundred thousand, 

There is also. ἃ, growing opposition. ‘in the Federal 
Republic: of Germany among the youth; intellectuals and even 
the trade unions against the presently existing emergency 
laws. Workers are now beginning (ὁ feel their own strength, 

Chancellor Ludwig Erhard's government hag already 
suffered sone defeats; ‘The: workérs have refused his ‘guldé~ 
lines and Bye against. thé energeiicy: jaws. There ig growing 
unity buong the worker's. Recently, ‘a hundred: thousandimetal 
workers. carried throtigh' ἃ séries of warning strikes and this. . 
was 2 defeat for Chancellor Erhard. 

The West Germak ‘trade unions: ave, full ‘of contras 
dictiois. ‘They ‘attack the GDR ‘on the’ proposition of "solt« 
determination" which is the sane position as that held. by 
Erhard, ‘The trade unions ‘ave still anticommunist but at. the 
Sane time ‘they' are aiso struggling against mofdpoly capital. 
In this latter regard, ‘for. the First time in listory, the 
trade-union movement. ig to the Left of the Social Democratic 
ays , 

The SUPG tiembers in the GDR lidve béen on the offens_ 
give since 1965 and have liad ereat ecotiomic. successes, The 
leaders of the SUPG in the GDR have.made trips abroad, tex 
examplé, the recent trip to the United Arab Republic, There 
is no longer talk in the west of the GDR's "collapse from 
hunger." The enemy fears that theré is a growing conscious 
ness on the part of the people that the GDR is a government 
‘in Ὁ state, “The old propaganda-methods used by: the vest 
against the GDR dre dedd, 



Director 
eau of Intelligence and Research 

Department of State 

The proposed dinlog with the Sdélal Democratic 
Party will aiso.-create gome' probiens for the SUPG., The 
SUPG will have to prove to the people that what the Social 
Denocratic Party and others offer and call "basic" questions 
are merely emotional igsues and, not basic. | The people in the | 
GDR, especially membéer's of, the SUPG;. are proud of the. achieye~ 
ments. of the SUPG. 7 εις 

_.,.,... . Because of thé βϑήρλέλθο nature of the soiree which. 
ished pine ABoraatton,. this communication ig Classizied 

1 = Dixéctor | By LIALSON, 
Celitral ‘Intelligence: Agency” 

Atigntion:-~péeputy Diréctor, Pland 
ΝΗ ate 

Norse 
Classified gna since: imiauthorized aisciosive 

εἰ δ Cae 

in’ the Soviet Union and other communist countries. from 
3/18/66 to 4/25/66, Data extracted from CGairtel 5716/66 
captioned ‘Solo, IS «- c:" 
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| in astrovich ἴος Director | - ΝΕ Mastrov c 

Euroaw’ of. Inteliigoncs and Rescarch . 
Deportnent of State af : 

᾿ '  Beom: John Edgar Hoover, Director \ ub why 
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‘ Branigan 
Cotter 

Jot fal Pe Jot 

Tho Lollowing information provided by a source 
which has furnished volinble dnfornation in the past is 
boing brought ‘to your attontion. as 2 mattor of ponsibie 
. CPOE «. . ςς 

ΝΕ At the 23rd-Congvess of the Comminist Party of tho 
Soviet Urion (0850), hold in Moscow, tlussia, Harch 29 through 
Aprii.8, 1966, sovoral fraternal delegations in attondance 

_ Wore. never publicly identified. During’ the Congress’ such 
. dolegations wore. not ‘seated in tho area normally nsoiened: . 

-. ἡ dn. the Dakace of Congresses vith.othor fratoxrnal dolegations , 
. but ¢athor wero secretly scated. in balconies and. other such 

A “out-of-theeway piaccs.” By readon of such seating arranges 
NY ments, those delogationd were neither eccossible nor visibld 

to tho pross ox to any "fordigncer." - In order to arrange ‘cone 
tact with such a dolegation during the Congress, it was 
-hecossary to make arrangenonts with the cecurity forecs. of 
the CPSU. While away. from the Congress itselz, theso delcs 
gations were provided with heavy security. They did not stay 
at tho officini Gest hotels om apartnonts, but word biTiotead 
im scoluded areas. If 2 meoting was denived with such dolew 

- gations, It was necessary to arrange this through tho cPsg 
and these meetings vere. conducted under maxinun security (Ὁ 
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Diréctor | 
Bureau of Intelligence and esearch 
Dapartment of State . 

Oné such delégation which attended the 23rd Conyress 
represented ‘the Pathet Lao of Laos. Thé CPSU was extrenely 
caltious with regard to this ‘delegation since, i2 it became 
known to the Communist Party of China (CPC) that thig delu= 
gation attended the 23rd Congress, the vrath, of the: CFC would, 
he brought upon-the Pathét, Lao. In thé past, the Pathet. jing 
had always: been -considered, to be by ied pronhinese, and 
under tho strong: influence of the, CPCs. 
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“Attention: ‘Dandy. Detéctot,, Mans | 

NOTE, πο Ba δε δ τος 
a ‘Classified: a pit sinée uinatithdrized disclosure. 

of ‘this’ Anformation ‘could reveal the. idéntity. of the ‘source: 
(CG. '5824~S*) ‘Whois of continuing Value and ‘such ‘rdvelation 
could ‘result, in ‘exceptionally grave damage to. the. Nation. . 
Source obtained this information while on the 20th ‘Solo Mission 
‘in. the Soviet, Union: and other. communist eountries from 3/18/66 
to. 4/25/66, Data. extracted from. ‘CGairter 5/19/66, captioned 
"Sole, IS ὦ c. Ὑ 
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ΓΜ, emorandum 
: Ὁ Callahan 

ὶ Mr. Conrad 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 5/26/66Mr. Felten ον 

i Mr. Fave} 
Ε Mr. Trotter.__ 
ἢ Tele. Room, | 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy: 

UBJECT: oro 
Is - c 

aa 

Re Bureau letter dated 5/24/66, enclosing a 
personal letter from the Director commending CG 5824-5* 
on the successful accomplishment of the 20th Solo Mission 
and authorizing an award of $1,000 to CG 5824-S*, 

On May 25, 1966, SAC M. W. JOHNSON mét with 
CG 5824-S* and his wife, 06 6653-8, On that occasion 
SAC JOHNSON personally presented the Director's letter and 
the award of $1,000 τὸ CG 5824-S*, After reading the 
Director's comments, CG 5824~S* was obviously overwhelmed 

by emotion; + He proudly displayed the Director's letter 
to his wife and the Bureau personnel present, Once again, 
as he has on past occasions, CG 5824-S* commented with 
respect. to the award of $1,000 to the effect that. he certainly 
does not, embark upon such dangerous missions in the 
service of his country with the thought of, recéiving such 
| fine ei monetary recompense. Nonetheles&,-it was obvious 

that this geSture confirmed his impression of the sincerity. 
of the Director's commendatory letter. 

7 xe 

CG 5824~S* requested that the Director be informed 
of the informant's gratitude that the Director had personally 
taken note of his efforts. Furthermore, he noted that in 
assessing his own motivations for continuing to drive himsel 
in. such arduous and hazardous tasks, CG 5824-8* explained 
that his motivation undoubtedly springs primarily from a 
sense of deep devotion to his country and, admiration for 
and desire to share in. the mission carried on for so many 

years by the Director of the FBI. 
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ὌΝ Ο 
Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

pate 5/31/66 

The attached letter contains 
reaction of CG 5824-S* to the 
meritorious cash award and letter 
of appreciation from the Director 
for having subjected himseif to 
extraordinary risks in traveling 
to the Soviet Union in order to 
obtain vital intelligence data con 
cerning current developments in the 
international communist movement. 
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FBI ! 
Date: 5/26/66 | 

(Type in plaintext or coder 

REGISTERED . MAIL a Ἵ 
᾿ ᾿ (Priority) ΝΞ ΝΕ ᾿ ᾿ 

Via __AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for thé Buréau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of 8 
letterhéad memorandum captioned, "General Comments, Observa-— - 
tions, and Opinions Concerning the XXIII Congress, SR OG 
Party of the Soviet Union, Held in Moscow, USSR, March 29 
Through April 8, 1966." 

The information set forth in the: enclosed es 
memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on: 4/26, 27; 
523, 10/ 66- to SAs. WALTER Δ, BOYLE. arid: RICHARD Ws ‘HANSEN, 

The enclosed letterhead jsemovanduin has. been: classi- 
fied Torsion since. unauthorized disclosure of the information 
set forth therein could reasonably result in. the identification 
of this source who is furnishing information on: the highest : 
level concerning, the international communist movement thus Π 4} 
adversely affecting the national security’. . . A 

᾿ To further protect the identity of this source, the ΜΥ 
‘enclosed iA ‘menorandum- has: been shown as having been ye 

gtol 

* 1024-970 .μ-- 5676 | Weare ΠΝ (Ri) 
New York.¢J00-184637) (Ene, 1) (Info) (iM) 
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CG 184-46 Sub B 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* as he felt that 
such general comments, observations, and opinions could be 
of value in analyzing what was accomplishéd at the 23rd Con- 
gress of the CPSU. As it is stated in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum and reiterated by CG 5824-~S* on a number of 
occasions, there was cohsiderable publicity concerning the 
Congress and nearly all speeches appeared in full text or 
abridged form in the press of the Soviet Union which was 
available to. anyone. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ishi ᾿ Tn Repl Washington, Ὁ. C 

MAY 2 6 1966 

ET 

GENERAL COMMENTS, OBSERVATIONS, AND 
OPINIONS CONCERNING THE XXIII CONGRESS, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, 
HELD IN MOSCOW, USSR, MARCH 29 THROUGH 
APRIL 8, 1966 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during May, 1966, advised as follows: 

When the XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) opened in Moscow, USSR, on March 29, 
1966, approximately 4,900 officially elected Party delegates 
were on hand. This number included approximately 4,600 dele- 
gates with a decisive vote and the remainder with a consulta- 
tive vote only, There were also present at this Congress 
fraternal delegates and observers representing Comnunist, 
Workers', National Democratic, and Left Socialist Parties 
from over 86 countries. 

The XXIII Congress of the CPSU ran a total of 1} 
days and concluded its work on April 8, 1966, following the 
closing report of Leonid I. Brezhnev, newly elected General 
Secretary, CPSU, Just prior to this, a plenary session of 
the Congress was held, which was closed to fraternal delegates 
and observers, at which time Brezhnev had been selected the 
General Secretary; a Political Bureau of the Central Committee 
elected; a Secretariat of the Central Committee elected; and, 
also a Central Committee elected. Also, this same- plenary 
session approved: other actions taken by the Congress. 

τὴ BOUL SCVG 
“NCLOSo Ry 
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GENERAL COMMENTS, OBSERVATIONS, AND πος ἊΝ 
OPINIONS CONCERNING THE XXIII CONGRESS, 
CPSU, HELD IN MOSCOW, USSR, MARCH 29 
THROUGH APRIL 8, 1966 

In the early stages of the Congress, several 
sessions were open and representatives of the press from 
all parts of the world were welcomed, Throughout the 
entire period of the Congress the main reports and speeches 
of the elected delegates of the CPSU and some of the speeches 
of the fraternal delegates were reported in the official 
Soviet press. Both "Pravda" and "Izvestia" reprinted many 
of the more important speeches in.full, particularly those 
of such individuals as Brezhnev, Alexei Kosygin, etc. The 
full texts of a number of speeches made by the Party leaders 
attending as fraternal delegates from the socialist countries 
were also printed in these publications. Many of the other 
speeches, both of. CPSU delegates and fraternal delegates 
from other Parties, appeared in abridged form in many Soviet 
publications. Also, ‘during the period of the Congress, the 
major speeches of CPSU leaders like Brezhnev and Kosygin 
appeared almost immediately in English and other language 
translations and were publicly released. In general, except 
for the plenary sessions, of which there was at least one, 
an accurate, daily commentary on the Congress was released 
and available to the Western press. Yet, -it must. be pointed. 
out that even with all of this you could not σοὺ a clear 
and truly accurate picture of the Congress unless you take 
into consideration a number ‘of other factors. To come to a 
determination as to what the Congress did accomplish, you 
must consider the. atmosphere surrounding the Congress and. 
understand the workings of a corimunist mind. 

What kind of a Congress was this? It is obvious. 
that the CPSU felt that it had been a very .successful Congress. 
They believed, first. of all, that as a result of this Congress 
the Party had. once-again taken over full control of all 
activities of the: state. The leadership of the Party seemed 
to be working together, though it was obvious that this was 
on a compromise basis. | 

The Congress presented a program which was adopted. 
Aithough this program was not radical, there are some new 
innovations, First steps were taken by this program towards 
a partial reorganization of industry. A partial decentraliza- 
tion, liberalization, and profit-sharing in some phases of 

industry was adopted. They appear to be moving cautiously 
further in this general direction, and it is apparent that 

-2- νι οὐ 
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they will continue to move step by step. The Party is now 
in control of this and is guiding the country towards its 
economic objectives. . 

In regard to the new five~year plan, which was 
presented and adopted at this Congress, the CPSU is extremely 
optimistic that the objectives and goals of this plan can and 
will be met. While the new five-year plan was adopted three 
months late, it was noted that the quotas set by the plan for 
the three-month period which had already passed had all been 
met and in most instances exceeded. 

The one thing evident throughout the entire Con- 
gress was the great concern expressed regarding agricultural 
problems. Everyone talked about this and it got considerable 
attention. Some speakers expressed fears and superstitions 
about the success of fulfilling the agricultural program. 
Yet, in general, the Congress appeared to be seeking logical 
and rational solutions to the agricultural dilemma, It voted 

_ to embark on proven methods like soil conservation, irrigation, 
and similar measures as a step in the direction of a solution 
to this problem, 

The thing which impressed those at the Congress 
a great deal was the obvious desire of the Party leaders 
to prove that they can and will improve the material well- 
being of the Soviet population. In every way, the CPSU 
delegates spoke of the need to give their people a better 
life and to improve the quality and quantity of goods and 
services available, It became apparent that they felt that 
it was only by these means that they could truly keep their 
people happy. They also talked of a five-day, 42-hour week 
in place of the present 5$-day week, They urged the adoption 
of such a measure as being a good, feasible economic measure 
and at the same time something that would give the people 
more time of their own, 

Something else which was outstanding at the Congress 
was the emphasis which the CPSU placed on the military pre- 
paredness of the Soviet Union. For the first time that cam be 
recalled in the history of such Party Congresses, the military 
forces were brought in en masse to a session of the Congress. 
This included -people from ail branches of the Soviet military 
services, t was obvious that the Party had done this to show 

-8 - TPS. 
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that there was unity between the armed forces and the Party 
and also to show that their country was prepared. It was 
also no accident that the Party announced during this Con- 
gress the success of thé underwater voyage around the world 
by a flotilla of Soviet nuclear submarines and it was no | 

accident either that Luna 10 was launched and orbited during 
this Congress. This was- alla part of the plan for letting 
the Russian people know that the Soviet Union was prepared 
and to impress them with the extent of the country's capa- 
bilities, 

In this same connection, there was also considerable 
emphasis placed at the Congress on the relations of the mili- 
tary personnel of the Soviet Union and other Communist Parties. 
in this regard, the CPSU. invited the fraternal delegations 
attending the Congress. to come and fraternize with their mili- 
tary personnel. 

While actually on the Congress podium itself there 
were only two military representatives, Marshall Rodion 
Malinovsky , Minister of Defense of the USSR, and Colonel Yuri 
Gagarin, the Cosmonaut, there was a large number of official 
delegates in attendance who were uniformed military personnel. 
The CPSU made it a point to identify the military personnel with 
the Soviet people and made it a point also to show off their 
military men to visiting fraternal delegates, They wanted 
these fraternal delegates to talk to these military people 
through which they could arrive at the only conclusion-~that 
the Soviet Union was prepared. 

During the entire Congress there was continuous 
emphasis placed on ideology, sometimes subtle but more often 
direct. Speakers commented at length on the ideological 
differences between the socialist and capitalist world. At 
the same time there was frequent reference to youth and 
ideology and a point was made of the fact that a lack of 
ideological understanding on the part of the youth was an 
extremely dangerous thing to a socialist society. Since in 
the eyes of the communists, the military forces represent 
youth, the need for constant ideological training in the 
military forces received special attention. 

4. See 
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Throughout this Congress the CPSU was extremely 
careful in all of their actions and talks to point out 
to all present that the Soviet Union was not doing things 
for a nationalistic or chauvinistic purpose but what had 
been done and what they were doing was an illustration of 
proletarian internationalism on the part of the Soviet 
Union. AS “an illustration, it should be noted that not 
once during the entire Congress was the Soviet National 
Anthem. Played or sung, “Instead, it was the recording of 
the internationale which was played to the Congress from 

‘Luna 10 which “had been: launched “into lunar orbit on April 
3, 1966, 

In the overall, perhaps in the eyes of the CPSU 
they may have felt that the greatest success of théir Con- 
gress resulted in the emphasis which had been placed on the 
struggle against American imperialism and the war in Vietnam. 
Here, the CPSU. allowed: ‘the fraternal delegates to take up 
the crusade against American imperialism’and Vietnam, They 

“weré totally“sStccessful,. The CPSU. allowed the floor to more 
speakers representing “thé ‘fratertial Parties- than. they had 
provided to their” own delegates at this Congress. They did 
this to prove to their own people that they had the support 
of the world movement behind them, Speakers from fraternal 
Parties from ¢eountries large and. small and from all points 
of the compass took the floor, Speakers represented such 
countries as. the United, States, Haiti, Luxembourg, Canada, 
Iran, india ,. Guadelupe, San Marino, South Africa, and many, 
many more,- The speeches emphasized the internationalism and 
fraternalism of the CPSU.--- By- -the time the Congress had con- 
cluded its work, the CPSU had managed to mobilize the world 
communist movement behind the Vietnamése. The results of 
this mobilization were beyond description. One could not 
talk, move, or .even breathe without hearing some reference 
to Vietnam and Amer iéan* imperialism. 

While it is trde that the CPSU by this action had 
desired to mobilize the world movement's opinion behind the 
Vietnamese, they had yet another purpose in mind, This was 
to show the Communist Party of China (CPC) that they, the 
CPSU, had unified the movement and that they had the support 
of the world movement behind Soviet policy on Vietnam., 
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The appearance of the Vietnamese, both from the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLFSV), was a great 
victory for the CPSU, The Vietnamese had been warned by 
the Chinese CP not to attend this Congress, but yet both 
Parties came and were represented by high level delega- 
tions, 

When the CPC first announced that it would not 
attend the XXIII Congress, this had been a heavy blow to 
the CPSU. However, they later were thankful that the CPC 
had rejected participation in the Congress in the manner 
that they did as it had played into the CPSU's hands. 
From a tactical point of view, the Chinese by their refusal 
to participate had become the villains in the eyes of the 
majority of the world Parties: In addition, as a result 
of their action, the CPSU would not be forced to enter into 
any polemics with the CPC, In addition, the CPSU had been 
trying to keep polemicd on an extremely low key and had 
succeeded to the extent that even their own people, in 
general, had not become aware of the details of the great. 
differences which existed between the CPC and the CPSU. 
At this point, they were facing a problem of how to find a 
way of making their own people aware that the Chinese were 
going so far as to say that a state of war almost existed 
between the Chinese and the Russian people. So, at the 
Congress most of the fraternal delegates who spoke, without 
mentioning the CPC by name, pointed the finger at China and 

condemned, her splitting activities and gave their wholehearted 
Support to the CPSU. Thus, by this means and by publication 
of these remarks in the Soviet press, the Soviet people were 
alerted in detail concerning the CPSU-CPC differences. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO 3 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Attn: FBI Laboratory 

FROM SAG. CHICAGO (134-46 Sub..B). - 
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On 5/12/66 CG. 5824-S* furnished to. SAS: WALTER A, 
᾿ BOYLE ahd RICHARD Ἦν HANSEN, Issue: Number 15,, 1966; of the 

; Soviet ‘weekly magazine "Ogonek,"? published by UPravda,' 
4“! the daily morning organ of thé Centrat Committee, , ‘Communist 

Party. of the Soviet Union (CPSU). ‘This Magazine bears: 
some resemblance to the format of. the Anerican magazings 

- Ξ0ΑὉ(Δλ4᾽Ι' "Life or "Look," and. is a combination , of ‘pictures and: 
| text. CG 5824-S* pointed out that across. the bottom. 

of Pages 4 and 5 there appears a picture giving a general. 
view of the assembled delegates and fraternal. delepates - 

: to the XXIII Congress~of the~CPSU- during the. pledge of 
“af. ‘Loyalty. to the CPSU by répresentatives of the military” 
|. services. of the USSR on 4/4/66 In. the- lower right .of this 

photo the fraternal. delegation of the cP, USA are séated 
in the twelfth row. Fron left to right they | are JAMES 
JACKSON, HYMAN LUMER; CG 5824-S*,. ESTHER JACKSON and, 

ΙΝ FERN OWEN. (HENRY: WINSTON was, ‘seated on the platforn: facing 
1 ‘the assembly during the Congress. ) . 

ad 

As. you. will recall, CG 5824-S* was atteiding this 
‘Congress in ἃ covert status. Although the names of other 
members of thé CP, USA. delegation were publicly acknowledged 
in both the Russiangand U.S. press, ‘CG 5824-8* was. concealed, 
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He traveled under a cover legend and did not accompany the 
other delegates on their trip to or from the USSR. Although 
past practice by the CPSU has been to seat CG 5824-S* 
togethér with other persons clandestinely attending their 
Congresses or conferences due to the illegality of their 
Parties or other reasons, in this case CG 5824-8* was assigned 
& seat with the other members of the CP, USA delegation. . 
CG 5824~S* pointed out to his hosts this departure from 
past practice but was assured that his security was 
completely assured and that the seating of the CP, USA. 
delegation in this favored position was a mark of honor which 
they wished CG 5824-S* to share. 

Apparently, the security precautions of the CPSU 
broke down to have allowed this photo to be printed. 
According to CG. 5824-S*, it was first noticed by FERN OWEN, : 
who Galled it to the attention of HENRY WINSTON, who voiced | 
great concern over this. It is possible that WINSTON - will 
raise this matter with GUS HALL, charging that CG 5824-S*'s 
security has now been compromised, 

CG 5824-S* has taken the position with WINSTON 
and the other members of the CP, USA delegation (and intends ° 
to take the same position with HALL if the matter is raised) 
that the phote is so small and is. so lacking in detail 
that although he can be recognized if you already know his 
identity and where he is sitting, no one could identify him. 
fron this photo alone. He will strongly represent to HALL 
as he has done to WINSTON, et al, that there has. been no 
breach of security. Nevertheless, we believe that more 
sophisticated photographic enlargement and processing methods 
may be able to produce a recognizable likeness from this 
photo. In all likelihood other intelligence agencies have 

“access to this publication and may make efforts to. identify 
previously unidentified delegates from this photo, 

Therefore, there is enclosed herewith for the 
Bureau a cory of this magazine in which the photo appears on 
Pages 4 and 5 The photo is so masked as to isolate the photo 

εἰς. 
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Of CG 59824-S*, 

in the future. 

The Special Photographic Unit of the Document 
Section, FBI Laboratory, is' requested to process this photo 
in whatever manner is deemed by it most appropriate to 
determine whether such an identification could be effected, 
It is requested that the results of the Laboratory's efforts 
be furnished to both Chicago and New York. 
this examination may have an effect upon CG 5824+S*'s 
decision as to whether this matter should be raised with 
the CPSU and upon his actions under similar circumstances 

The results of 
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τς ‘Réuvaivtel 5/24/66 submitting the Numbéex 19 issue 
of the Soviet weékly’ magazine, "Ogonek," and requesting ‘that 
the Laboratory make appropriate enlargements of the photographs 
of CG §824-S* for possible identification, ὃ 

᾿ Since, the photograph réproduced in the hiagazineg is 
a halftone reproduction, it is made up of ἃ series of black 
dots against a white background and contains no gray tones 
in between black and white, This combination. of factors 
precludes ahy possibility of obtaining additional details by 
photographic. methods that would permit the making of any 
better identification picture over and above that which can 

_ be obtained through a slight amount of enlargement. Enlarged 
copies wéré made of thé photograph of CG 5824-S* and a copy 
of that photograph is being furnished to your office and -to 
the New York Office. Ν "" 

The magazine that you submitted is réturned herewith, 
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NY 694-S* advised on 5/24/66, that on that 
date he learned CP, USA Reserve Fund aif 
mnetionary tht ἘΝ wareas[ ray 
Πρ 7:88 avanged Tor a group of participants in ᾿ 4 iF 
a college youth organization delegation to tour the f Ho 0) 
Soviet Union during June, 1966. NY, 694<8* stated that Ν ὶ 
the participants in this tour were not necessarily CP Ay 
members. The tour is scheduled to leave NY on June 5 ἔι SH 
or 6 and to arrive in Moscow either at 5:30 p.m. on 7 οἱ 
June..7 via Finnish Airlines flight AY 108 or at 4:30 p.m., [ ἡ 

᾿ on June 6 via British European Airlines flight BE 910. 
Thi ra three weeks duration except 
for LEM HARRIS who will be gone a 
minifium ΟἹ seven weeks as she has a Russian boy friend 
in the Soviet Union who is being trained for diplomatic 
work and: she is getting an extra four weeks stay in 
the ‘Soviet Union for her work on this tour and to visit 
her boy friend. FAY APTHEKER, wife of HERBERT APTHEKER, 
is handling travel arrangements for this tour. 
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in this tour: 

Director of the 
mericar Soviet 

adison. 
‘Wisconsin, tel 

e has been active in the Peace — 
; movement, and has visited the Soviet Union 

' twhce in the past as a, guest. 

i 

. ey δ... “tel, YU 9- 

2._| Ἴης will enter 
| graduate School inthe Fal He is now y 
a . completing. his senior year. pe’ ἘΝ io 
i 

* WS ! ἣ 

ςι He is a,student o cal SeLence a r 

a . Tuskegee - Inst. He is a native oF the fe 
aw South and active in the ue 

a " ; , 

an , - τδλνον " 

a) εἶ πσππσπε -τττοῖ δ recruited for this delegation 
iy by RICHARD ἢ , according to LEM HARRIS). af 

4, 

graduating: High une as 
He will attend ‘the Univ. | | Valedictorian, 

of wisconsin (Madison) in the Fal! 

He has many talents including 
music an photography. He -has been active 
in the Peace and Civil Rights movements. 

(The parents of| ___ bre heartbroken about 
their son going to the Soviet Union at this time because 
he will miss his high school graduation, according to 
LEM HARRIS). 
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. ὦ 

San Francisco if 5. 
€ Peace movement. - 

California, tél. ° 
ecommended by HOLLAND © 

oh.) | | 

ee originally scheduled as / Ig 
8. participan ancelled 070 

and was being replaced b 

6. Ce Spelman 
A College in Atlanta, Georgia, Active in A 

meat ints — ὩΣ ἢ A the Civil Rights move 
mprovement”, 
Phi Ladelphia, Pennsylvan a 

Inf ormation herein of interest to other offices 
“will be furnished to them by separate communication 
requesting that the foreign travel of security subjects 
be handled in accordance with the Manual of Instructions. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one ‘COPY, 9. an informant! s 
Statement entitled, "Remarks of Le ourgblood, Irternational 
Department, Central Coiimittee, Sociali nity Party of Ger=" 
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REMARKS OF LEO 'YOUNGSLOOD, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTHENT, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY, 
APILIL 18, _1966 : : - 

On April 18, 1966, a necting was held in Rorlin, 
German Democratic Republic (GDR), with Leo Youngblood, Head 
of the. section, International Department, Central Comnittec, 
Soclalist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG), which deals with 
Communist Parties in capitalist countries. Also present at. 
this meeting were Heinz Birch, an assistant to Youngblood, 
Tynan ,Lumer, and another Communist Party, USA cP, MSA) repre~ 
Sentative, = _ 

The first matter discussed xelated to some past 
nezotiations which had been carried on with the SUPG con- 
cerning certain printing chuipnent which the CP, USA, 

-desixed to-utilize to modernize and replace present Party 
' printing equipment. In this connection, Youngblood was 
informed that due to certain problens. not having been resolved, 
particularly régarding Space, import dutios,. etc. » there had 
to be a temporary postponement, in connection with this request. 
However, it was pointed out to the SUPG representatives that 
the ΤΡ, USA wag not canceling this request but only temporarily 
delay ing it; Upon being so iniormed, Youngblood suggested 
that perhaps the CP, USA should consider sone different and 
smaller type équipuent than had been discussed earlier. If 

- this could be managed, this- cold cut the import. duties ‘and. 
@Liminate 2 number of. other problems for. the ΟΡ, USA. 

Youngblood further advised that they had had numerous 
requests from a lot af Parties for such printing equipment from 
the’ GDR, but theré yere limits to. what they could do. He noted 
that in order to export, the GDR must also import. He then 
added that recently they. had gent some new printing equipment 

' to the Canadian Party and a few weoks ago had sent a man there 
to teach tho. Canadian’ how to properly vse. this new equipment, 

Youngblood next raised the matter of possible ¢P, 
USA delegations to the GDR. He noted they would like such a 
group come to the GDR. and remain there some period of time; 
however, they would not desire such a delegation if it could , 
only stay a day or two, Thear preference would be to have gach 
a group come to the GDR for study, He added that any tine 
the CP, USA is prepared te send such a delogation, they would | 
receive it and work out, a prozram for it. 
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The next matter Youngblood raised was the recent. 
i if *¢ p of Dr. Valentine Gregory furtan | to the GDR. In this — 
- onnection, he remarked that’/ ‘urtan had arrived in the GDR- 

with onigsberg of New York. They were met by German 
tatives at the tine and Konigsberg was there on an 

official invitation which had been ative offs him by the 
Leipzig Trade Fair as the representative of/East European 

; Jrade_Entorprices,—Inc., (EETE). However, Rurtan had cone - 
Without a®spocitic invitation and without credential. 

- According to Youngblood, this was not the first time that 
Eurtan had come to the GDR without such credential. When 
Burtan arrived, he insisted that when Max Weinstéin arrived 
in the GDR he would have ἃ, credential for him from Gus. Haul, 
General Secretary, CP, USA, but this was not so, Burtan * 
next said that a credential would be. forthcoming from the 
CP of Czechoslovakia, but this never came. The first occasion 
when this happencd, that is coming to the country without such 
ἃ credential, was all Yight because his visit at that time 
was preceded by word from Moscow, USSR. 

- According to Youngblood, Dr. Burtan was very undipto- 
matic throughout ‘the entire period of his visit. In one — 
instance he actually asked them to stop negotiating and 
dealing with Konigsberg and contended that he was a crook, 
a capitalist, and a person who was not living up to prior 

. conmitments. Youngblood stated they could. not understand " 
Burtan's behavior. They informed hin that the GDR does 
tusindss with both capitalist and communist countries and 

do not-mix ain the itternal affairs of the firms with which, 
they deal. Burtah also lind suggestéd that the GDR discontinue 
dealing with EETE. According to Youngblood, they had politely 

- told Eurtan that they could not do this and would trade with 
any foreign organiz ation. 4: { 9 

¢ 

Burtan aiso raised a nunbex sof othor things. while 
in the GDR, all in the na Θ᾽ of the-CP, US He spoke about. 

3 mod Stan\Miller and Har kurtz who were 
supposed to be working tox/\bhe "Germai “Amer rican" newspaper 
in New York City. According to Burtan, it. had’ been rumored 
that Kurtg “had been in contact with the FBI, but he, Burtan,, 
had confronted Kurtz with this information and: Kurtz denied 
it-totally. According to Youngblood, this incident was. of no 
interest to them and the SUPG was not ina position to take 
any rcsponsikility for oither Kurtz or Milicr, Lurtan topped 
211 this with the recommendation that the SUPG should continue 
to work with Kurtz but. not Miller. 
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Ἑαχέμη aiso while in the GDI requested in the name 
of the ΟΡ, USA, a gift of seven typewriters. When asked why, 
Surtan was unable to give the purpose to which the type- 
writers would be put to use and was even unable to, state 
what type of a typowriter -he desired. However, he left a 
list of seven naries and requested that one typewriter. ‘be 
sent to each of these individuals. The names on his List 
wore as follows: 2 

lin. 2. Reidman 
~-Ou4 est. iGist Street 
‘Rew York, 2 Now - ‘York 

cathoring*slokn | 
715 West Zoth ftrect 
New See New_York 10001 

arr ry, ν᾿ Dorgnan 
“2 Adana Court... 

᾿ Nutley, Ney Jerse 

Dry. G7 BRrtan ae " 
ἜΝ Last ̓  47th Street ee - 
Yew York, New York Ἴοοιτ-τ 1 

ἰυδυννυνοννυνα νον roe... 

Mrs. amie | anus 
“{i0 St. “Mork's vIace 
Hew "Yor, Hew York τ 

— a ane ca ee 

Mr, J Rrandt . 
229 vost. 105th Street 
“Hew York; New York” ~ 

Mrs, Robocen, bexnoz 
"340 Vest θῖν Strect... 
New York, New York - 

= SO ete pt Rt, 

Younghlood also noted that while Eurtan had been 
in the GDR he attempted to make some special arrangenents 
with the SUPG to give hin total rights to the new publication - 
Which had just been put out in English, "Drown Cook, War and 
Nazi Criminals in tiest Germany.” [Ke stated that they had 
vefuscd to even discuss this matter with Lurtan because they 
were already negotiating on this same subject with New Era 
Books and Phil Frankfeld in Hew York City. Youngblood stated 
they knew Frankfeld and have concluded a deal with hin. 
regarding this publication. He stated they have agreed to 
sell him 10,000 copies of this publication at 5.90 per copy. 

-~ 3 ~ 



τ - Finally, in regard to Burtan, Youngblood noted 
that while he had been in the GDR he had somchoy gotten - 
$1,000 from the German League for People's Friendship, 2 —_ 
cultural organization, which money he was to carry pack 
and give to Max Kurtz at the "German American” in New York.. 
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Date: ἌΝ Ξ 

ΝΞ ΙΝ Transmit the following -in . 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

. ᾿ Ι 

Vio__AIRTEL  _——s——s ἘΕΟΙΘΤΕΒΕῈΡ MAIL | 
᾿ " _ (Priority) 

—————— a ee me me mk mc ee ee ie ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ~ 
a Ὁ ¢ | 5 σ΄, ae aime, 

ς SOLO 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New jYork one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum captioned, “yenvetetic Bopub Former American, ἘΝ 
ΕΝ the German atic Repu Cs 

Cx eA vate ? 

the “information set fo th in the enclosed ~The 
head memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824~S¥* on 4/29/66 
to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

- The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
"CO L' since unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 
tiation Set forth therein could reasonably result in the 
identification of this source who. is furnishing information 

movement thus adversely affecting the national security, 
on the highest, level concerning the international communist {4 

| To further protect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed let&prhead memorandum has been shown as havin 
been made at Wag¥ington, Ὦ. Ὁ. 7 

aoa OM SA) (RM) | 5b ΓΗ O 
AvNew York se ne. 1) nee sre ῶ x - 20" 

RE: MDW ΕΝ ΠΗ 3] αἴ JUN Ὁ 1966 

a manera 

— srr Noss 
Sent;—__M ‘Per —— 

᾿ 



ECLASSEPRICA' QW AJITHORTTY DERIVED PEO: | oe ἐπ εὐ πὸ π᾿ -- τ 

mom Ὁ ATE ΟΞ τ ΘΙ ΌΦὉ 

-UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 
File No. . 

June 3, 1966 

GRACE ARNOLD, FORMER AMERICAN NOW RESIDING - 
IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

ae A source, who: has furnished reliable information 
.in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

- In April, 1966, it Was learned that there is pre- 
sently residing in. the German: Democratic Republic (GDR): ἃ. 
woman known as Grace Arnold. She is'a former American .who 
at one time had resided in San Francisco, California, Prior 
‘to taking up present residence in the ‘GDR, Grace Arnold 
spent three years teaching in Ghana. While in. Ghana, she 
received mail at Post Office Box 27, ‘Winneham, Ghana. - 

_ This document contains neither sxecommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
‘your agency. ; 

Joo. 9.909. _ 
ἮΣ mest a + 

i fon > 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ΠΌΤΕ ἢ “po 

u 
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ἣν . Date: 5/31/66 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plaintext oF coded 

ia_____ AIRTEL» _REGISTERED MAIL, ὁ { 
- ᾿ " (Priority) Ὁ ; Ι 

OS ee ee er ee ee ee “ὦ. τὲ... ὦ moe ee eh — 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4289), 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. 8) 

( Croup ρος 
- ReNYairtel dated 4/26/66, | | £9, 

ReNYairtel noted. that a létter had been received ‘6 
from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary, CP of Canada, for  %i-~\ 
GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, via a NY drop con- OP ‘an trolled by NY 694-S*, In this letter KASHTAN noted the a ical aA 
following: at 

- woes 

"Our lad who works in the labor field here is . x ro 
rather anxious to know about some recent develop- ᾿ 
ments re steel and mm, We gather there is some 
talk of merging and naturally people here are 
concerned with its possible effects in this. 
country. Perhaps you could advise us on what is , if 
shaping up which should help in formulating || 
positions here." 

The foregoing was delivered and discussed with 
HALL on 4/30/66 and he instructed that JIM WEST, a leading 
functionary of the CP of I1]@meis who is knowledgeable of 
trade union matters, be ins: 3d to get the information 
ΝΥΝ requested, 

yas (RM) ᾿ | / OO, ‘ {170 Oia Be LS) 

New York (100-134637).( Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago 

1 JUN 7 1966 

ἘΠΕ: MDW 
meme eT (5) | 

oved: Y Sent —_____—.M Per 
δ JUN 1 θρέθ in Charge 
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CG 134-46 Sub B - 

- On 5/7/66 the foregoing matter was discussed with 
JIM WEST in Chicago with instructions that he was to seek 
out whatever information was available concerning the inquiry 
of KASHTAN, 

On 5/17/66 JIM WEST turned over to CG 5824-S* a 
brief handwritten note summarizing the information that he 
had secured to date pursuant to KASHTAN's request.. The text 
of WEST's handwritten note regarding this matter was as 
follows: 

“The information I have béen able to get is that 
negotiations~--(on the q.t,)--have definitely been 
going on between the two outfits to arrange a 
merger-~and are still going on. 

“In my own view--without knowing the problems it 
may or may not make for northern friends-=there 
are developments in the big outfit with the new 
president which are very good and hold great ~ 
promise for the future--if certain safeguards are. 
guaranteéd--retaining some autonomy and most, if 
not all, of present personnel--it could be a good 
thing and even help the relationship of forces in 
the big outfit. Incidentally, it would also help 
reunite workers in important areas. who had been~ 
separated from the smaller outfit by. raids from 
the big outfit in years past under the former 
Leadership." 

On 5/18/66 CG 5824-S* transmitted the text of WEST's 
note to WILLIAM KASHTAN with the following ‘additional note 
of his own: 

"One of our ‘labor people conveyed the above * 
to me. This is all that I could gather up at 
this moment, so I thought I would send it on 
to you. I hope you get it before your shindig.” 

“ 



Soviet Union and the United States, 

τ; 

. "Ν ι ὌΝ 

“OPTIONAL FORM NO, 19 O 5010 5106 - O. 
MAY ἸΡΦΣ EOETION ᾿ 

G34 GEM, REG. NO. 27 . es ma Ἰ Tolson 

UNITED-STATES GOVERNMENT; we ORL Belvoach. 

_ Memorandum ROUTE N “aNvELOPE== 
Mr, W. σ. Sullivay 

Gon 

DATE: June 1, 1966 Baten ye 
Tavel Ν 

1. = DeLoach ᾿ Tele. Roo 
-FROM Σὺ; Ἐ, σι βεδαρεκαροηφγ, 1 * Sullivan Gea 

--᾿ - 1.“ Baumgardner _ 
ow lL + Branigan 

SUBJECT: go | 1 ~ Liaison 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 - Mastrovich 

This recommends that .data developed by CG 824-98 
during his recent mission to the Soviet Union, ' regarding “Φ 
relations between this country and the Soviet Union, be dis 
seminated to the White House, the. ‘Secretary of State, Director 
of the Central Intelligence Agency and’ the Attorney General, 
The essence of this data is as follows: 

In April, 1966, Several leading members. of the ὁ 
Communist Party of-the Soviet Union approached the fraternal 
delegation of the Communist ‘Party, USA, to ‘the 23%d Congress 
of the Communist Party. of the Soviet Union ‘held March 29 ~ 
throtgh April 8, 1966, in. Moscow, Russias | 

The Soviet leaders desired to learn from the Communist 
|Party, USA, delégation what the reaction of public opinion would 
be to continued cooperation. on cultural matters between. the 

‘The Soviet. Union. has.:been -. - 
‘under “heavy attack by the Communist. ‘Party. of China for "“collabo-= 
rating" with thé United States; Also other. countries have 
mobilized against the policy. of the United States in Vietnam, 

The Communist Party, USA, delegation urged the 
, Soviet Union to continue cultural relationships between the 
i two countries, 
* ms 
. weer 

© RECOMMENDATION : 
ΝΣ 

φ 3: That ‘the attached summary be sent to the Honorable 
Marvin Watson, Special Assistant. to the President; Honorable 
Dean “Rusk, the. Secretary of. State; Vice Admiral William Ἐς 
Raborn, Jr.; Director of the Central Intelligence Agency; and 
the Attorney. ‘General by-routing slips ἘΣ ΝΣ, the data 

— obtained by CG 5824-5; of ‘Re 00" TOM — SOS" 

100=428091 == ___ Ga - 

στρ : ᾿ς ΜΙ JUN 7 1868 

mo, qe ‘Xp 
_ 7 + ᾿ 

ΝΗ -- “ΟΜ. 

βδυνΝα}. 1068. 
. | 



8 
TO 

FROM 

OPTIONAL [GEM RO! 10 
MAY 1962 EGITION 
GSA GEN, MEG. NO, 27 

UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum. ROUTE.-IN ENVELOPE 

O 3610-106 

Mr. We. C, Sullivag, 

‘Mr. F. J. Baumgardner 

sonar > 

»  SRTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

χ thought you would be interested in 1 
Soviet officials continue to express. their wholehearted approva 

DATE: June 1, 1966 

Be ee 

DeLoach 
Sullivan 
Baumgardner 
Shaw 

of Gus Hall, General ‘Secretary, Communist Party, ‘USA. 

CG 5824~S%, ‘while: on. his recent Solo Mission in the 
Soviet Union, had the . ‘occasion to confer with several leading 
members of ‘the Central ‘Committee, Communist, Party of the 
‘Soviet Union, who are engaged in, Marxist-Leninist theoretical 

These individuals all voiced their praise of Hall as an 
outstanding leader in the. ‘international communist. movement. 
work, 

friing that 

Gale? 
Rosen ofan 
Sullivan 
Tavel —- - 
Trotter --.ψὕ - 

Tele, Room — 
Holmes 
Gandy 

Some of | “the. comments made; by. these Soviet. leader's are as follows: 

Alexander ' Sobolev, Executive Secretary, ‘World Marxist 
Review," - official theoretical organ of ‘the international communist 
movement, stated that Gus Hail is, without a doubt, one of the 
best : Marxist~thedreticians in the entire international communist: 
movement. ‘He ‘added that Hall : speaks -for the entire world commu=. 
-nist*:movement ‘and isxmaking a definite contribution. to Marxism- 
Leninism,.” 

Timur Timofeev , Deputy Director, Soviet Institute for 
World Economy and International Relations, acknowledged that he 
had recently written an article for the theoretical organ of 
the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
refuting the position of the Communist Party of China on revolu- 
tion and the national Liberation, movement, 
the theoretical content of his article was taken from editorials 
written by Gus Hall which appeared in "Political Affairs," 

Timofeev stated that 

theoretical organ of the Communist Party, USA. 

ACTION: 

“kK 
. . For information. 

Ac See ais 

disseminatéd to interested agencies of the ὌΝ 

800. 428091. 

WGS spah 

(5) 
ay 

65 JUN 10 1966 

pA τ 5b 

This. information has been previously ς΄ 

Sil 
(h— —— 

1τ JUN Ὁ 1968: 

a 
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FBI 

7 Date: 6/2/66 

Transmit the following in 

4 

———— oe ee ee Ἰπατα 

' 

(Type in plain text or code} 

Vie AIRTEL 
(Priority) , Ι 

es a - 

πο: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

. (© 
SUBJECT: \ SOLO 

-ὦὉ 

On 6/2/66, there was received from the Soviets, 
via radio, a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain 
text of which is as follows: 

Mo Gus Hall 

ΤῊ connection with your request to provide 
medical treatment for Claude Lightfoot's son, USSR 
physicians would like to have detailed medical statement 
on his illness in order to be able to define ‘their 

- possibilities. 

To Jack Brooks 

Please destroy first six lines of this set", 

Re message concerning LIGHTFOOT's son, see 
NY airtel, 5/25/66, page 4 

The message to JACK BROOKS refers to ciphers. εἰ 
kG 

ed 3*Bureau ( . | 00 - 30S Oo 4|-- |-. 865 
-Chicago Cat -6 Sub mh ia 

1-New York (134-91) (INV) (41 1 JUN 8 1966 
1-New York 

.- a —_—— 

(ye “ ! fe 
7 yt ς ΝΕ " Bp a) 

» i Parl 8 ἢ ᾿ς 

ΠΡ Δ AN) 

REE. va OY} : Sent MOP or 

GE JUN 10 TOR hee 
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“OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10 
MAT 1967 EDITION 

GSA Fm (4) CFD IGIS11.4 ΠΕΣ 
ες UNITED STATES covernment ROUTE IN ἐν V WLOPE 

Memorandum 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100~1,28092) DATE? 6/2/66 

FROM (WY sac, NEW YORK (100=134637) 4 

ReBulet, 5/27/66, and Chicago airtel, 5/12/66, 
which enclosed an LHM entitled, "MARK SCHEER", 

On 5/31/66, SA JAMES P, HALLERON determined nf 
‘by means of a suitable pretext the following information: % 

MARK J, SCHER, who resides at 1362 East 13th 
Street, Brooklyn, New York, is presently touring Europe, 
SCHER is visiting in Iceland, Italy, Budapest, Hungary ; 
and the Soviet Union. It could not be determined if SCHER 
will visit in Vietnam. 

The pretext used was a telephone call to ES. 5-0509, 
Which is registered to HAROLD SCHER, 1362 East 13th Street, 
Brooklyn, New York. An individual, who described himself as 
a brother of MARK SCHER, furnished the above information _ 
when he. was told. tle caller-was a Feporter for "The New Yo = 
Times", | 

~- -In view of the fact that MARK SCHEER mentioned’ 
in referenced airtel is identical with MARK SCHER (NY file 
100~-155106), this matter will be handled under the appropriate 
case caption MARK J, SCHER, in accordance with Manual of 
Instructions Section 87D. 

j—7of TD 
“Bureau (100-428091) (RM). 

1-Chicago (134-6 Sub B) (RM) 
L-NY 100=134637 (1) 

WCM: eac 
~ (8 

δ γον 10 1966 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

$010~108 



DECLASSIEICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED YFRON: * 

ERT BOTORATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOIDE ‘ 

DATE 03-09-zZ012 O ἐδ τ O 

= 5 ΜΡ .- 

ὯΙ 

a 

ENVELOPE 

June 2, 1966 

QUTE IN DeLoach 1 = 

1. 
Ln 
1 —- Branigan 
1 ~ 
L« Mastrovich 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

The foliowing information was: provided by a source 
whach has furnished reliable information in the past. 

᾿ . , 3} April, 1966, several Leading. nenbers. of the 
Cormunist Party of the Soviet Union, including Mikhail A, 
Susiov, a member of the Politburo anda Secretary: of the 
Central Committee, and Boris Ν, Ponomarev, a Sceretary of 
the Central Committee and Head of the International Depart~ 
ment, Central Committee, approached the fraternal delegation 
of the Communist Party, USA, to the 23rd Congress of the 
Conmunist Party of the Soviet Union held March 29 through | __ 
April 8, 1966, in Moscow, Russia, The Communist Party of the = _. 
Soviet Union members approached the Communist Party, USA, aes oe 

=u 
wre 
-Ξ- 

delegation for the purpose of requesting advice and opinions — = δ᾿ 
which could have some bearing on future relations betweon thé” - τῷ, 
Soviet Union and the United ‘States, "os 

‘Specifically, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
neubers noted. that at the 23rd Congress of the Commiihist. Party 
of the Soviet Union the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had 
created an atmosphere in which they had mobiliged the world 
agninst the United States ard United States participation in 
the war in Vietnam. Asa result of this condition,. it was, 
becoming difficult. for the Soviet Union to. deal with the 
United States Without having certain, countries and some com+ 

ἄς nuvist parties. misunderstand the. Sqviet. Union's action in this. ; 
| , 92 regard. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union members pointe 

out. that the Communist Party of tiie Soviet Union and the’ Sovic: 
Goverrment have béen under béavy and. constant attack from the 
Cotimunist Party of China, which clains that the Soviet Union 
sold out the international movement..and was collaborating — 
with the United States, 

Molt τατος τ 100428091 

roEL ON 
1966 

Tele. Room ον 
Holmes .. ax ᾿ 6. 
Gandy’ ΤΉ. TELETYPE unit LI — .--»---- ᾿ 



COMMUNIST PARTY OF ὙΠῚῈ soviet witoy — 

~ ‘fhe Communist Party of tho. Soyict Union members thon, Ὁ 
noted that the. Soviet Governnént was prepared to cancel: ‘ont the 
presently oxisting cultural agvoenchts with the United Stites 
and“Wwas seriously considéring the outright cancelldtion of tho 
current Bolshoi Ballet tour to the United States. Howaver, ὁ 
‘the Communist Payty of the Soviet Union nombors noted that 
before ‘any final action.was taken in thig regard. they depired — 
the opiniond-of lodding repredentatives on this matter. 
Particularly, they wore interested in what thé rénction of | 
public opinion in. the United States and in.some other Countries. 
would be to continied cooperation on cultural, matters ‘betyedn 
the Soviet Union and the United States, ᾿ 

; - Reportedly tho entiré Conmuist Party, ΤΙ 
‘was UWianinous in the.opinion tlint-the Saviet Union shovwld not: 
cancel out the Bolshoi Ballet four to: the United States, (it, 
is Roted tit the Bolstol Ballat. tolived the United States in 
hl ¥ 5- " ἌΡ ᾿ ; ; . ως ᾿ ᾿ ° 

 . .. fhe Commingst Barty, UBA, delegates tated, theix 
᾿ position to be thnt. tho. Soviet Government showld continue ὃ 
cultural relations and exchanges with the United States. Govern- “ 

ment ahd that thd Soviet Govornmén’ could justify such relations 
- by Binply saying that thé oxisting divforcnced were not between 

the. peapies of the Soviet: Ynion and the United States, but - 
‘rather were differences existing botwadn‘the Soviet Union and 
ithe United States. Governnonts over tho policies of the : 

. United States, The Communint Party, USA, delegates added . 
. that thése policicg aro made by a few individuals in the. ς᾽ 
United States and tot by ‘the madsés. It.was Also added that 

any action taken by the Soviet Govornment toward continuing 
such cultural relationships vould not he misunderstood in — 
a 

any way by tho American people. 

|. Because of the’ sensitive naturd ὁ the. source which 
"a ‘nished ne information, this. communication is alassified _ an? 

USA, ‘delegatiou 
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| COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET ὉΝΊΟΝ. 
a 

ΜῊΝ Classified νας πος since unauthorized disclosure of this. information could: reveal the identity of the source: (CG 5824~s*) 
ho is. of continuing ‘value and such revelation could result. in, 

- exceptionally grave-damage to the Nation. Dissemination is. being 
made to the Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the ~- 
Bresident; Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State} Vice _ ΝΣ ἀδη ταὶ William Ἐς Raborn, Jx., Director of thé Central, Intélligence. . 
Agency; The Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney:.Géneral by 
routing ‘Skips. Data extracted from CGairtel 5/19/66; captioned - “Solo; IS - C." -Seé Baumgardner to sulliyan memorandum 6/1/66, 
captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," prepared -by 
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GSA FPMR Md on) ΠΕ] ὃ, 

UNITED STATES GO ae ἃ 
Memorandum OTE ΙΝ EN VE SLOPE 

| ᾳ , re : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091)- DATE! 6/1/66 

ἜΣ : SAC, ‘CHICAGO (134-46. Sub B)- 

~ « SUBJECT? Bone _ 
; Ο 7 wes 

‘Re New ‘York airtel dated 5/25/66, setting - forth - oe 
the texts of messages transmitted to. ‘the Cotimunist ‘Party (CP) 
of the Soviet Union on: 5/24/66 by NY-694-S*, Message: + 
Number 5 set } or th therein ὦ concerns. ‘travel ‘to the USSR. of, 
EMMA .GELDERS/STERNE., - AAY, Mey Ne: Mey, 

0, 1 Stn Jose i 
u an Cooly Tg 1966, CG 5824-S* furnished to. Ὁ" 

: π΄ SAS WALTER A. BOYLE ‘and: RICHARD Ἧς HANSEN Gopies of three | 
letters). one COPY ‘of each: ΟἿ. which is enclosed: herewith 

3) Haridwritten letter, undated, from- 
: STERNE to. ALBERT MICKIE LIMA 

| 2). typewritten: letter dated Aprid 29", 
ες ες 1966, from EMMY LOU PACKARD; to - 
; ᾿ εν ANNA” NASLOVA., Institute .of Soviet - 

American Relations, 14. Kalinin. Street, 
- Moscow: K-9,. ‘USSR: ἊΝ 

᾿ 3) typewritten letter dated April 29, ~ 
“1966, from EMMY LOU. PACKARD to STERNE, 
125 Carolyn Avenue, San Jose, California. 

CG 5824-S% advised that he. chad received these. 
ἐντὶ from MICKIE- LIMA while he was in New York City” 

ett - ἌΝ (neis. 3) (RM). oe 
L - New York (100 B4637,) (Encls.-3)} (RM) 
5 - Chicago 

(1 ω Saag οι Sub ῬΡ πε ὃ [ὁ ee η|-- δός. 

WAB/mes (5) Φ' 
τ’ 

. ΝΝ ay ΚΙ JUN. 8: 866 ᾿ 

εκ . ae ys ᾿ 
᾿ 

Buy U.S. δ avings Bonds Regularly on.the Payroll Savings Plan 



GG 134-46 Sub B 

- attending a a fee ting ‘of the National Board, CP,. USA; on 
May 22-24, 1966:- He also stated that STERNE isa woman with 
some "connections" among: influential people. In addition, 
CG 5824~S* stated that he believes that STERNE is active ἀπ. 
work ‘for the National Negro Commission of the CP, USA and her 
daughter was instrumental in- obtaining an invitation to -the 
CP; -USA National Convention for LAWRENCE GUYOT of the . 
Mississippi Freedom, Party. According to. LIMA,-STERNE writes 

τς under a pseudonym. fdr Golden Books and was: the- author of - 
the book in that series on MARK TWAIN, 

STERNE's itinerary noted in the enclosed 
correspondence. As as follows: Γ 

᾿ May 85, 1966 / + Depart San Francisco 

: June “10,- 1966 ‘Depart New York City _ ΕΝ 
: ΕΝ ; (7 via SS. Amsterdam- © ΤῸ! 

Sune: 18, 1966: | Arrive Rotterdam Ὁ 

πε June 22, 166. Leave Ansterdam yid KLM 301 
ares πον 10350, AM - ᾿ 

June 22, 1966 - ᾿ Aviive Moscow ;~ USSR, 4:80 PM 

June 22-24, 1966 ,. m Moscow 

. τ ντ June “24 = July _ Tour Number 102: . Moscow, 

Φ Ce, 1966 ; Kiev, and Leningrad USSR 

-Ξ 

- Infornation’ contained herein is being furnished 
« to interested offices by séparate cominunication with 
anstructions to. handle foreign travel of security subjects - 
in accordance with. existing instructions in the Manual’ of. τ 
instructions. οι . ᾿ 

ma 

+ A ~ " x 

- 



ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU ; | (3) | 

One, copy each of 3 letters. fui “nished 
by CG 5824-S* on 5/25/66 
% | 
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Bureau 100-428091 - 
Chicago 134-46 Sub Β. 
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enclose your lotter which ὁ 
. 88nd ea copy of ny letter to 

' Blan Institute, as he is often helpful with matters of intor- 

Enna Golders Stexme 
"1225 Carolyn Avenus 
‘San Jose, California 

Dear Urs, Sterne: 
‘ a 

_ April 29, 1966 

- tal 

. αὶ 
+ 

" - 

* 

i have read your letter explaining your york and what you would like to @o in tho Soviet Union. I think by 
811 means that anna Naslove would be tho one to arrange: all of the interviecia for yous She is yours, but bas ἃ very inportant position in the Soviet~Arericon Institutes, and is a Kind ond Wart person to deal with, 

ZT will write to Anne Jiaslova tonight, and will 

cultural exchanse and it is 

xplains your work so well. T vill 
‘Hollend Roterts of the Ameri oan-Rus- 

00d to keep him infotced, 

, If you will thon writs to Mrs, Ἐσϑλονο. yourself, endG enclose a copy of ny iotter, things can then set stertode You should 613. her excotly shen you are. iS ou We > atcomlish vHile you are theré. I sussest that you also send a 

ante 

cony of your Lotter to Holland Roberts. You-cen send the dooka to hire. MNaslova, boing suro 

the Institute in Hoscow. 

‘they are carefully narked so they ᾿ς Gon? S get lost in the vast erray of auch tallings which goes to 

You will have 2 wonderful though tiring tine in. the Soviet.Union. ¥e ‘fomd 611 the people most generous end interested in anericens, particularly in how to achieve peace with ὯΒ as e notion ~ thich imm’+ easy these days, I'm sure you'll agree, The women ard all very busy ond active in uriting end megazing pob= lishing as well -ag many other fields — their energy is anagsing. 

Eero aro the addresses 
brs, démne Naslova Pr Holland Roterts. 
Institute of Soviet-Americen Kolations, 420ricen-Russian Ineti tute 14 Falinin Stroet, 
Hoscow K«9 
USSR 

+ 

. “ρ«Φοἂ΄-ιο,ο ον... .....ν.ὉῸὖ0ῸῸΘὄ... 

‘ 

$0 Heallister Street 
San Francisco 

a 

᾿ Sincerely, 

# 

Bony Lou Packard . 

\O0-Y VFA 5057 



Kyril 29, 1966 , 

h 
1 
* 

+ 
ΟῚ 

Hrs. Amiin Maclovas . 
Soviet--inerican Institute, 
14 Kalinin Stare. . 
ἤοσοον K«9 

Doar ann. Zaclovas ἮΝ ΝΝ j 
. ἦτ κα r 

A vonan of Important litorany achievercats . 
ig coming to tho Sovies Union lata in Juno of this. year. ὦ 
en onclosing hor letter to me, vhich oxplains better then I 

. could who sho 15 and xwhat sho hau dons. 

L-urote ta hor suggesting that she got in 
touch with you,-a5 it eoondd to. πὸ you could put nox in torch 
with ali the people who night liko to moot hor, ad hots δα 
vould Lika to ποῦν Sho in particularly interested in the 

ἢ poasi bili ties of gotting soma of hor books ocen, wolished of 
used in sooo vay in the Soviet Union. Since thoy desk vith 
Anovicen ἥσυχο Liston, I'm sure theze would ‘ba graat interest 
in them. 

ΝΕ Meg, Stems haa τοσίτοδ' all her life for perce 
end civil richts, and 13 cost interested in soning ea pootatist | «- 
country. Sines yor vers so kine to Orron and πὸ; and arranged’ 
fo Ὁ things Ὡς tis, I μουν, you would te the one tor 
Rre, Sterno te οὐ δοῦν . 

I am stil] shoving sy slides end tolling. 
poopla shout cur vielt to the GSER. τ΄ nivays otros? tho dosire 
for renes that I fowmd there, Feorle are soat im vorneted end 
havo δ many quadtiona. : 

“ Thank you again for: ΕἾΔ of your past holpy 
end for the holp I knov you wlil give tes, Sterns ~ 

Binceroly: yours, 

Farad 
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"OPTIONAL FORM NO, 1b ae ne 
MAY 1542 EDITION - : 
GSA FrMR {ai crr) 151... ᾿ _ 

- UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

‘ ay wT CLOPE 
Ὁ MemorandumROUTE IN EPs LLOPE 

᾿ς fo: DiREcToR, FBI (100-428091) | i 6/1/86 

a 

On May. 27, 1966, CG 5824.9% advised that on 
May 26, 1966, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT had furnished. to him the 
text of an uncorrected copy of an article prepared by 
LIGHTFOOT for future publication in "THe Worker." This 
article concerned the recent National Convention of the 

Ontario, Canada. 

CG 5824-S*, thérefore, addressed the followin: 
- note to WLuLdiy KASHTAN General Secretary of the -CP 

of Canada, enclosing this ‘article, which was mailed on _ 
May 27; 1966, “46 him at ‘the: address of the CP of 
Canada, 24 Cecil Street, ‘Toronto ‘2B, Ontario, Canada: 

"Dear Bills 

. "Glande wants this ‘passed on “to you before 
- ait is published in The. Worker in the next ten 

days or so. Heard a good report about your 
convention. Congratulations. ‘Wish you. 411 the: 
tuck in the world, 

"With warmest greetings - a * 

Michael" 

Attached hereto for the information of the 

I -- New York (1@$'134637) (Encl. 1) (RM). 
Δ - Chicago αὖ 

WAB/mes s - ΠΝ ὃ wn 8 was 

᾿ ΟΥΤΟΒ κῶν nen 

τοῦς 

᾿ Communist Party (CP) of ‘Canada, May 21-24, 1966, Toronto, - 

δὰ Bureau. (Encl . 1) δὴ [C2- Ὑχ3ς 4] [S688 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Bureau and New York is a*copy of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT's 
article entitled "The 19th National Convention of the 
Communist Party of Canada," 
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ENCLOSURE TO BUREAU 

One (1) copy of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT's 
article entitled "The 19th Nat'l 
Convention of the CP of Canada." 

~~ 

Bureau 100-~428091 . 

Chicago 184-46 Sub ΒΒ +” 
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and 

THE LOth NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE COMRUNIST PARTY OF 
CANADA 

By 

Claude Lightfoot 

The 19th National Convention of the Communist Party of Canada, 
‘held May 21st through. May 24th in foronto, tool place against the 

backdrop of an ever widening discussion on. the Ue 8. Impexvialist 

intervention in Canadian affairs, ; 

The convention, itself, tool note of this develooment and 
Placed the problom of Conadtan independence among tho central 

tasks facing the country. in 50 doing, it was only. roitorating 
the position the party has ‘taken for almost twenty YE ars, Its 

‘placement ofthe problen of t he U.S. monopolies in the Canadian 
aconomy was prophetic: to say the loagt. In this regard, tho 
party played a ‘vanguard role and disproves in practice the big 
ie that Communist because of- their -intornati onal pertig anship for - — 
the Working class and for socialism negates. tho possibility of 
them to render patriotic services to the bost interost of the 

. Biven nation. 

‘Tim Buek,. National Chairmen of the party, back in February, ; 
1948, published a pamphlet entitled "Keep Canada Independent." ᾿ 
In it he, on benaif of the nation's Commnaist, warned of "A do- 
liborate effort to make Canada Neonomically and politically 8. 

— tributary of the United States." He also said: Ὁ - 
"If the national policies now being initiated are. allowed to devel op to their logical conclusion, they will undermine the labor movement; they Will undermin Cmadats national econory; under- mind Canadats national independence and it be= : Cones an economic colony of tho United States,’ 

1Co- 4 KAP S656 



a 
" Uderr, 

In 1947 and 1948 when Canadien Communist wes warning the 

nation of these dangers and Cer Hoenn arouse tne people, 

they stood almost alone. They vere attacked in all circles, not 

only by the Canadian Bourgeoisie, but by labor leaders and social 

cies; Democrats as well, many of whom as late as 1958, were 

advising workers of tne need for greator integration with the U.S 

The position taken by the Comnunist at ἄλλου time has been 

vindicated with the passage of tino,» In this. rezard, we must tako 

note of Who was performing a patriotic service to the Canadian. pso- 
- 

ple and who vas not. Now oighteen yoars later, wnat does the bal- 

ance sheet show regarding the talsovor of Canadian resources by 

U.S. monopolies, 

Accordiag to a labor research "The totallong term U.S. ine 

vestment in Canada is now around £25 billion." leaving wi Litary 

considerations out of the pictwe, this investrent is about twice 

ag Large as all of Burope. ᾿ 

Tho massive U.S. control that goes with this investzont, takon 

industry by industry, amounts to the fo Llowing figures: automo~ 

biles 97%, rubber 91%, electrical 66%, chemicals 5455, farm oquip~ 

ment 52%, total vanufacturiag over 50%, oll and gas 605, mining 
πες . 

δ τ 

and smelting 52%, 

Tne labor study doscribes the types of control that develops | 

885 aresult of U.S. takeovers in the following terns: “subsidiary 

companias in Cenada cannot import an yee re they might impinge on 

‘ business of world wide connections of taeLy parent conpanios. 

Al though Canadian Law does not fully prevent trading with Cuba 

and China, subsidiaries of J. parents have been prevented from 

doLng 80; and tho study further states that: 
‘ + 

+ 



"Phe tied Cunadtan plants must import parts, 
components and materials from thelr parents at 
who know what prices." 

In addition to the foregoing, our monopolies now plan to take 

control of Canadian wators. One of the biggest onginoering firms 

in the world, the Ralph Mm. Parsons Company (which employs some 

7,500 scientists, draftsmen, tecmicians md field personnel ) 

has prepared a plan for tho U.S. Its proposal: bulld a gigantic 

waterviay from Alasla to Hexico, and from the Rocky mountains to 

Duluth on Lake Superior, This would divert, the rivers of five 
Canadian provinces, the Yikon md the Yorthvest Territories; and 

three northern states of Mexico to provide water for 33 U.S. 

states, Termed the North American Water and Power -allianco 

(NAWAPA) the Parsons Plan calls for a sorics of dens, tunnols, 

pumping stations, ana canals to gather the waters of the Yukon, 

Taku, Peace, Athabaska, Fraser, Columbia aed Xootonay Rivers 

into a 500-mile long reservoir in British Columbia's Rocky 

Hountain Trench, channeling it south 4 ong tho Pacific slope 

to Southern Ca ifornia, and east to the Great ‘Lakes, 

Eight per cent of tae water would come from Canada. A sharp 

warning was given in, June, 1965 by the chief executive officer 

‘of the Canadian Council of Resource Ministers, who stated ab a 
conference in Hontreal when he said: - ᾿ 

G 

"Wo already heve an international oil policy; 
an international automobile agreement, bits 
and pieces of an international water policy. 

‘ The United Statos is blandly, end without 
-.. Consulting us, considering: on tnternati onal 

Water policy, and getting so thirsty that it - 
might anyday now, just rosen across tho ᾿ 
border and tura on the tap." 

‘These are the fruits of the policies pursued by the conser- 

vative and liboral government in the last 18 years. ‘What Comnu- 

nist warned of tion is now echoed by people in nigh placess 

ῥ " - eee --- : 



Walter Gordon, until recently finance minister in. the Poar~ 

son liberal government, has just’ published a book vhich has 

toucnsd of a national discussion on the penetration of U.5. 

Capital; In his book "A Choice for Genada," he paraphrases 

Tim Buck! s words of eightcon years Fede) when nm said: 

"Wo still have a choice. We can do the things 
that are necossary to régain control of cur 
economy and thus maintain ow independenc, or 
We can acquiesce in becoming a colonial de- 
pendency of the United States," 

Forces within Canada dna the United States are becoming aware of 

the situation. John H. Jonnston, a columnist for the Chicago 

Daily News, in the Mey 23rd issue, @ reported the problem as 

Lollovws: . 

"The arrogance pf power can get expressed in 
diverse weys. In Canada, where tne giant U.S. 
corporations play a dominant role in the econony, 
there Ls strong feoling that the country is the 
victim of a form.of economic imperialism ox- 
ercised by Washington. 

This view was vigorously expressed to-a meoting 
of the Aterican Society of Newspaper Editors _ 

‘here by Erle ¥, <ierans, health minister of the 
province of Quebec and former president of the 
idontreal Stock Exchange. 

His prime exhibit was an order by U.S, Commerce 
Sec. John T. Conaor that Canadian subsidiarios 
of U.S. corporations would be subject to the 
Same guidelines as American firms on reinvest-. 

. Ment of earnings, repatriation of funds and 
purchasing policies.” ᾿ 

in order toreverse the present trend of U.5. domination, 

The 19th Convention; in the report of the Commmist Party's 

national leader, William Kashtan, advanced tho following program: 

‘"Our position is clear and forthrisht. “Wer- 
call for democratic public control and public 
ownership as the way to decisively curb and 
end U.S. dowination of dur country. At the 

. Same time we will support all intermediary 
' measures and steps which lead to groator 



+ , ᾿ . ~ 5 « 

1 "neasures of democratic Canadian control. 
These include the establishment of a Canadian 
Development Fund dirccted to stinulate inde+ 
pendent :sconomic develoomont, including 
measures: to. produce parts and components for 

, finisned products πὶ a policy whicn would not 
-only moan wore émploynient; but would also 
, bs an important step tovards helping roduce 
the enornous international valance of pay- 
ments. peoblen and lesson our dependency upon 
the U.S.A. 

"Democratic Canadian control sould include 
measures to pravent further tako-overs DY. 
U.S, interests and the establishment of 
Crown Corporations to ensure it. It includes 
reasures to compel U.4. subsidiaries to abide 
by Canadian lars and bo free to trade with 

ων all countrios. They include rieasures to 
a _ gevelop a publicly operated all Cmadian 
Sa, pover. grid end tho (adoption of a truly Cana~ 

dien water policy." . 

This writer, a fraternal dolegato to the Canadian Party 

Convention, soliderized Amrican Communist with the objective of 
- 

a frdo and independent Canada. ‘Ve believe that the program δᾷ- 

vanced by Commpade Kashtan corresponds not only to the national 

interest..of -the Canadian people, put also to the American pemle, 

minus "the big cervorate interest. ᾿ Ε ̓" “τ 

“It is tragic that. so few Avericans aro acquainted with the 

real nature and role of tho big corporations and our government in 

Cenadian affairs.. The nation is learning a lesson the hard way in 

South Viet Ham. “But what is taking place South and North of our 
5 

borders represents robbery and plunder that is reminiscent of the 
“- 

days of the slave traffic sree and the genocidal troatment of 

the Americén Indian. Their policios - the corporate interest, 
+ 

are mécing our nation tim most hated that tie world nas ever knowns 

fais is happening at a time when the exploitation of man by man, 

of race by race, of nation by nation is incapable of meeting the 

demands of a changlag world. Any nation waich refuses to recognize 

this necessity is headed for destruction. 
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ταν αἃ he : . ἃ; ᾿ . : . fner oforea , for fnerican Communist to support the ob joctives 

of a Ganadian people free of exploitation from the United Statos 

in any form is in the best. interest of the American people. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
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Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 6/3/66 ΄ 

M = SAC, CHICAGO (184-46 Sub F) 
Ἔξ 

SUBJECT: . ξ 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated May 
5, 1966. 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and 
CP, USA Reserve Funds in the possession of CG 5824-S*,. Set 
forth below is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of April 30, 1966 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safé deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois $149,580.65 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 26 

Total $149,580.91 

Additions 

solo REC- 38 

R ived 4/66 duri 20th - : _ 
Solo Mission ‘from CB of the 100 ° Y? 50 7|- ΘΟ 9 7 

- - Soviet Union as reimburse-~ neemaacn 
ment of fares for official @q-i0e sem 
CP,USA delegations to the e JUN .g 1986 

\qd{ Soviet Union $2,554.49 “ Ὁ 

Bureau ( RM ) — a 
-New ¥ ork ( RM ) 
{πιο τ θὲ 1) toons . 
1-100-128861) (CP, USA-Reserve Funds) 

Nie Chica - . 
Ju Hpfy 1986 «ον Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



_ - CG 134-46 Sub F 

- τ CP, USA Reserve Funds 

ot Dues payment- received Prague, 
; Czechoslovakia, in Czech koruna, . 

- for JOHN VAFIADES and wife and 
το GEORGE WHEELER: and wife | $ 100.00. 

Disbursements. ΝΞ ΝΞ ᾿ - 

Solo ΠΝ 

ΕΝ ‘On 5/5/66 to JACK KLING, leading . 
functionaxy, CP of Illinois, for ~ a 
miscellaneous expenses, including 
taxes on Indiana farm property. ᾿ 
owned by CP ($150), press conference 
for GUS HALL,. etc, | 250,00. 

an : On 5/7/66 for flowers ordered and τ 
- ς ΕΝ sent on instructions of GUS HALL 

. to latter's wife and daughter for oo 
- Mother ' 8 Day ο΄ 38,00 © ᾿ “ 

᾿ On 5/7/66. for items of clothing and 
other miscellaneous personal items 

. purchased during ‘shopping, trip. of : 
GUS HALL 7 5 00,00 

On 5/8/66 to ARNOLD, JOHNSON: to cover. 
payment of hotel rental, Chicago, 
5/7-8/66, first class. airline 

_ tickets. to NYG for two and other 
miscellaneous expenses _ 220:,00 

On. May "7 ‘and 8, i966; “neals, enter- 
tainment, transportation, - and imis- 
cellaneous expenses for GUS HALL - 
and ARNOLD JOHNSON, etc. . 70,00 

᾿ On 5/12/66. to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 
for medical expenses 200.00 ° 

On 5/14/66 to BELLA WEINSTEIN, - | ᾿ : 
Chicago, for current living expenses - : 
to be deducted from future salary of ΝΕ 
MAX WEINSTEIN . - 600,00 

τὴ. τ 
On 5/19/66 for wholesale cost of 
shoes purchased and sent to Yonkers, 
NY,. for GUS HALL and son 55,55 

- oe 



- Orr, 5/19/66 wholesale purchase 

‘On 5/28/66 to LOU DISKIN, Modetn 
Book Store,” Chicago, for "pooks and - 

GP, USA Reserve Funds 

᾿- 

CG 134-46 Sub F . a 7 

On 5/19/66. as wholesale purdliase - 
price of rain capes and caps for 
HALL's wife, daughter, and wife 
of ARNOLD JOHNSON Ὁ $ 27.00 

τῷ 

price of Bulova Power Pack 
- wrist watch for HALL. οτος Ὁ = .95,00 

On. 5/19/66 wholesale purchase ΝΣ 
price of pocket watch for HALL Ὁ 10,00 

on 5719766 wholesale purchase’ 
price for coffee pot purchased - 
on HALL "5 instructions: for latter’ Ξ 
wife ~ + ᾿ 39.00 

other material purchased, whith Wilt 
ultimately be- sent abroad τον 90..00 

AS reimbursement for $1.00 provided 
HYMAN LUMER, 4/66, Moscow, for - 
reserve funds, in. comiection with * 
trip to Israel 7 τ 106.00 ° 

For HARRY. YARIS : as, reimbursement — 
for money provided him 4/66 in * _ 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, as expensés. 
‘connected with his travel from 
Warsaw,” Poland, to Prague _ - 31.00 

ΗΝ wo Total $1,934.55 

On,’ 5/8/66 40 ARNOLD JOHNSON for 
delivery td HELEN WINTER, NYC, —~ 
as dues payment for JOHN VAPTADES 
and wife and GEORGE WHEELER and ° 
wife, Prague | Oo $. 100, 06: 

‘Grand Total $2, 034,55. 

-3 - 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Balance of funds in possesSion of . 
CG 5824-S* as of May 31, 1966 

Solo - 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit - 
- box, Michigan Ayenue National Bank, 

- Chicago, Illinois 

CP, USA Reserve Funds _ 

Maintained in cash in. safe deposit 
box, Michigah Avenue National Bank, 
-Chicago, -Lilinois. 

Total 

$150,200.59 

286 
$150,200.85 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLocch —-—— 

emorandumROUTEIN ENVELOPE == 
Cantad 
Felt = 

Gale - 

DATE: June 2, 1966 Ww nan 
Tavel Ν 
Trotter νῷ 

wrele. Room 
Holmes 
ὔσπαν meee eenns, 

ERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable co . idential 
informant NY 694-$* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 6/2/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at which time a message, NR 462 GR 70, was intercepted, It is 
noted that six lines of key were not used. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1- Mr. Conrad 
2 -Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1.- Mr. Newpher 
1 -Mr. Paddock 

HS:drv DOo-H)FO 4] - 
(7 See | ποτ RECORDED 

see — σπτ 

\ G5 JUN 10 1258 



Beary OQ ᾿ . ὃ | 

6/2/66 

NR 462 GR 70 6/ 2/66 

32285 13884, 46406 51311 31634 28282 81605 48192 83375 91712 ~ " 

wer 41420 29066 40906 22345 66178 56393 55453 51608 73244 11091 

iceman ail so Toes gy mae? Meena Sg tte pera ΡΟ eee 

ry re a C - * 25519 11914 47439 39844 92694 44442 93094 36514 35803 47771 

85345 05110 32363 67984 90600 08966 94434 98820 61917 98153 

40896 86659 08463 18482 98244 08692 34158 32637 47972 76415 

25606 70489 67944 48287 58970 64150. 04100 80994 05294 73435: 
με 

1 mg eit δ᾽. tne. 
aoe " α΄ "τ και σι ἡ πο τι 10076 73769 32350 61525 01079 77606 84772 05221 93862 15506 

hk “4 

ΤῊΝ το 

Sher Partegermeg eet “ 
tee ann 

* = 

| ΝΗ" 462 GR 70 6/ 2/66 ms, 
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~ ~ » REG. NO. a7 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

4 Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 6/1/66 

FROM 4, SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) 

SUBJECT: on OL “ 

= C 

- κα a ᾿ 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. τῷ 5010~"1a7 
~~, -#MAY 1982 EDITION 

=<. “OSA GEN 

ὃ Fa 

Remylet, 5/4/66 ° 

. The records of the New York Office indicate 
the following transactions wegarding SOLO Fonds from 
May 4, 1966 through May 31, 

Debits 

5/16/66 to HELEN WINTER, Travel ex- $4,000.00 
penses for delegation to Soviet Union. . " 

Total $4,000.00 

᾿ Balance - - - 

j OO ΠΕ 
ἰ (5/4/66 On-hand .-- - - Π᾿ $1.,119,867:.03 
ὶ Less debits 00.00. 

5/31/66 On hand $1,215,867. 03. 

Cy pues u (RM) - 
- Chicago (154=H6-Sub F) (RM 

1 - New York (134-91 
1 - New York tr RorgaRAen ab B)(CP, USA 

RESERVE FUNDS) (42) 
1 ~ New York (41) 

WOM: rmp | es 100-7904|~ 5660 
(6) eg 108 9. JUN § 1936 

ot eel 

ἴων 101 ioe U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



We 100334637. 

᾿ "sess OF SOLO FUNDS -- NEW YORK- OFFICE TERRITORY: ~ 

“Maintained by XY. 69,:- 55 eo ᾿ τὶ ᾿ 

ΝΞ Safe-deposit. box, Chemical ‘Barik-New. ‘York Loe a an 
Trust Company ὁ. eo, ee 
67 Broad Street lye ae a 

~ New York Citys N.Y. . $046, 000. 00 ° . 

JACK BROOKS Regular Checking Account at- τ ᾿ 
Chemical Bank-New York Trust Company oe 

"ΝΕ 20. Pine- Street -  - - 
; New York City, ΕἾ, Ye .. τ * oem 

* "+ Aeeount #1 (992-228919) ΕΣ 88, 5317.03 
- * Agcourit ΕΝ 001.-235 By | 82, 23uB 92 

Account #3 (001-237942 49,20 .08 

᾿ Wy “694~5% persorial checking ᾿βοοοιδᾷ. _ ΝΣ 
‘Chemical. Bank-New York. Frust Company: . ὌΝ 

᾿ς 67 Broad Streét © . ΝΣ 
“New York Citys NY. 0, ΕΝ oo τω §,000:00 - ν᾽ ee 

ἜΝ ΕΣ ο ae Ὑπὸ το μι βῃμεῖο Ὁ Ὁ - $359,867. 03 

~- Maintained by. NYO:FBI:. - . 
του $afe-deposit boxes - | ΝΣ " ΒΝ 

ει το νον ον Manufacturers-Hanover. Trust. Company. ἮΝ 
ae - 69th Street at Third: “yenue eee 
ss . New York City, N.Y. So, 72 2 19756,000.00 

- POTAL- (As of # 5/s1/66) ΝΗ τ | ἀφ: 115,86 7.03 

. ᾿ ΝΣ ε- 

- 2s ° ᾿ 
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| ROUTE IN NV LOPE * on 
FBI "ΝΣ : - .- Date: . 6/2/66- | 

Transmit the. following in 

- 

- 

: * 

t 

"(Type in plaintext or code} τιν 

Vie _ATRTEL
 . ‘ . ᾿ : ἢ I 

(Priority) — :----- 

TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub, B) 

"> 
; SUBJECT’, “SOLO . 

= C 

On 6/1/66 there was received at the LYDIA WHITE 
drop address in Chicago a communication to CG 5824-S* 
fiom WILLIAM KASHTAN ; General ‘Secretary of the Communist 
Party (CP). of . Canada, postmarked 7:30 PM, 5/30/66, at 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, This letter was in. response: 
to a note to. KASHTAN from CG 5824-S* dated 5/27/66, 
which was reported in Chicago airtel dated 6/1/66. Set 
forth below is the text of KASHTAN's letter with’ 
explanatory notes in parenthesis to add clarity. 

“May 80th. 1966. 
"Thanks for your note (letter .to KASHTAN from 

: . CG 5824-S* 5/27/66, reported in Chicago airtel 
1,7 6/1/66) and copy of Claudé’s item (article entitled. 

"19th National Conventiom of the Communist Party of 
-Canada" by ‘CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, a pre publication copy 
of which was sent to KASHTAN,, as reported in Chica go 
airtel 6/1/66) which I thought was. quite good. 

qd. Our affair (cP. of Canada National Corivention) 
went off fairly well, a fine spirit and'a 

χὰ Conticent note. Now it is a matter of translating © 

a δὰ Bureau RM) 
1 - New York (100-134637) (RM) 
1 - Chicago « 

NAp/nes ec: ἃ of! LO - ὍΣ ΣὉ 11- uy blo / 

Cent ΡΝ ninnene 

rere ΜΕΝ a ΒΕ ! 5 AUN g oe - 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 

it in tangible ways’. 

"Thanks very much for the proof of the 
pre-convention article (uncorrected galley proof 
of article entitled "The Communist Party - a 
Review and Perspéctive," by GUS HALL, published 

-in 5/66 issue of “Political Affairs,” sent to 
KASHTAN on 5/16/66, aS reported in Chicago airtel 
5/17/66). It should help stimulate lively 
discussion without freezing anything into a pattern, 
something we should have: done for our own shindig. 
I imagine you lads are quite busy now preparing 
for the big event (δύ᾽ National Convention, CP, USA, 
6/22-26/66). We will See what can be done to 
reciprocate the visit here (by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 
as. fraternal delegate to CP of Canada National 
Convention). 

"Incidently I noticed that Hy (LUMER) is back 
from his sojourn (in Israel) which I am Sure must 
have been quite interesting. If he had a 
moment to apare I would appreciate his impressions 
altho I noticed he was going to write a series on 

- the trip. -J£ there is. anything: in addition to what 
he might write, have him drop me a line. 

- "So much for that. All the best to the lads and 
keep in touch, 

“as ever, 

"8B, (BILL KASHTAN) 

P.S; The old man (TIM BUCK, National Chaixman , GP 
of Canada) went to Czechia (13th Congress of 
CP of Czechoslovakia, 5/31/66, Prague). and from 
there will be going on to Mongolia (15th Corngréss 
of Peoples Revolutionary Party of Mongolia, 
6/7/66, Ulan Bator), Should be back the end of 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

June. Am planning 8, vacation during July 
but have not yet made up my mind as to locale. 
Have a standing invite (to visit USSR as guest 
of CPSU) but am not sure whether I'll be able 
to make it this time." 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAG}, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 6/8/66 

ΠῚ REC--38 

A Director, FBI (100-428091) — 44 C2. 1 = Shaw 

SOLO ST-108 
INTERNAL SECURITY < C 

at 

_ Reurlet ‘6/1/66.. 

Relet advised that 6G 5824=s* recently received, via 
ἃ madd drop, a copy of the 402-page "Brown. ‘Book, War and''Nazi 
Criminals in West. Germany." This book, prepared in English, 
is published by the National Council of tlie National Front of 
Denocratic Germany, Documentation Centre of the State Archives 
Aduinistration of the German Democratic Republic. 

. ‘The Bureau doés not ‘have an English copy of the 
“Exown Book" and would appreciate receiving a copy. It 18 
requested that the copy be forwarded: to. the. Bureau marked 
‘fox the attention of thé Céntral ‘Reseech Unit. oo 

WGS :pah vs 

NOTE: | ΕΣ 
ΝΣ While on Solo Mission 20, CG 5824~S* éonferred in 
East, Germany with Heinz Birch, of the International Department, 
Central Committee, ‘socialist Unity Party of Geérmariy,. On that 
occasion, Birch agreed | to send CG 5824-S* a copy of thé "Brown 
Book." Chicago advised that a copy was not sent to the Bureau 

net since Chicago was unaward aS to whether the Bureau may have 
previously received a4 copy. ‘Supervisor ‘Leon Schwartz, of the 

Ἷ Research-Satellite Unit, has advised that-the Bureau has. the 
German language issue of the "Brown Book" and the English 
language addition would be 2 valuable addition to the library. 

Gale πως... ᾿ " 

Rosen ou. -” é ᾿ 
SUTEIV GT seem hed ᾿ 

Tavel ninemsn " 
Trotter ‘ ~ 

Tele. Room ane 

θέον ‘he Q. ‘od TeLerype vat C1 
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Memorandum 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 6/1/66 
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a) : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) γ 
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CG 5824-S* advised that during the course of the 
20th Solo Mission he held conversations in Berlin, German 
Democratic Republic, with LEO YOUNGBLOOD and HEINZ BIRCH, 
representatives of the International Department, Central 
Committee, Socialist Unity Party of Germany. During these 
conversations held on April 18, 1966, it was agreed that 
they would send him a copy of the 402 page "Brown Book, 
War and Nazi Criminals in West Germany." This book, prepared 
in English, is published by the National Council of the 
National Front of Democratic Germany, Documentation Centre 
of the State Archives Administration of the German Democratic 
Republic, 

On May 13, 1966, CG 5824-S* advised that he had 
just received through a mail drop, the identity of which 
had been given earlier to HEINZ BIRCH, a copy of the above- 
noted "Brown Book." This copy of the "Brown Book" has been 
made available to the Chicago Office. 

In view of the fact the Chicago Office is unaware 
as to whether the Bureau may have received previous copies 
of this "Brown Book," it is not being enclosed herewith. 
However, .if the. Bureau should desire to review this item, a 
copy can be secured and sent to the Bureau for permanent 
retention. 

Σ ὌΝ (ΕΜ) ree. δ / 00 - 428 O q [~ S  LoboQ- < 

RQ ay -~Chicago_ . -- ee ee 

S SS RWH: MDW | 7.108 JUN 8 iB ὦ ἃς Gy of- ° 
ὃ = “ - eet “Ὁ 
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Transmit {πὸ following ins. 
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Ἰ OY) Buréau (RM) ΝΞ <5 a 

‘Approved; 
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ROUTH IN ayVitor 
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(Type ἐπ plaintext or code} 

— ἅσσα AIRTEL 
ΩΣ — . oy 

FROM: “55 CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

suBsEcts © oro . δ΄ 
Is Ξ 

Re recent airtéls from Chicago enclosing letterhead 
menoranda, to which were attached official English translations 
prepared by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
of the speeches. ‘of certain of the fraternal delegates to 
the AXTIL Congress of the CPSU. It was noted in referenced 
airtels. that these spéeches had been, published on: succeeding: 
days: in "Pravda," the morning daily organ of the Central 
Committee, CPSU, and that excerpts may have been published: 
in ‘the public. press; as. well as in. some: instances abridged mt 
versions. had appeared, in "Thé Daily Review; Translations 
from, the Soviet Press," published by Novosti Press Agency , 4 
Moscow, USSR. . 

For ‘the Bureau's information, exceépts from speeches 
of somé of these fraternal delegates have now been. published 

ες dn the May, 1966. issue of the "World Marxist Review," 
official theoretical organ of the world ‘communist movement. 1. 
The. foreward to this issue of the "World Marxist Review" Ἵ, 
also notes that. in subsequent issues, additional excerpts. - 

τ will 66. printed. In this issue’ appear excerpts from the: . 
speeches of the following individuals: 

1 - New York (100-134637) CRM) 
1 - Chicago 

taB/nes REC IG UY τ 50 i. - 

ST-108 

ἀ 

‘remem πασιοι οτος eres 

ΔΤ g JUN 8 5 | 

-Μ -Per . : - Sent 
geht. in Charge 
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WLADYSLAW GOMULKA 
First Secretary 
Polish United: Workers Party 

WALTER ULBRICHT 
First Secretary 
Socialist Unity Party o£ Germany 

‘LE DUAN 
First Secretary 
Party of Working People of Vietnam 

WALDECK ROCHET 
General Secretary 
French Communist Party 

ANTONIN: NOVOTNY 
First Secretary 
CP of Czechoslovakia 

NICOLAE CEAUSESCU 
General Secretary 
‘Rumanian CP 

SANOS KADAR. 
First Secretary 
Hungarian Socialist Workers Party 

LUIGI LONGO 
General Secretary 
Italian. CP 

ODOR ZHIVKOV 
First Secretary 
Bulgarian CP 

ARMANDO HART 
Political Bureau niember and Secretary, 
CP of Cuba 



he «> ὃ 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

TSOL YEN GHEN | τ 
~ - Vice Chairman 

Korean Party of Labor 

YUMJAGIN TSEDENBAL 
First Secretary 
Mongolian. People's Revolutionary Party 

: ALEXANDER RANKOVIC 
. Executive Committee member and 

Secretary, League of Communists 
of Yugoslavia 

μγ 

A comparison of the texts of the speeches of the 
relevant individuals. as they appeared in the "World Marxist ὁ 
Review't and. as they appeared in our letterhead memoranda, 
reveals that in addition to the fact that the "World Marxist 
Review" versions are only excerpts, there are also substantial 
changes in the wording of the translations, 

; The abové is being called to the Bureau's attention. 
for information purposes only. 
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Transmit the following in _ fw: = 
{Type-in plaintext or code} 

REGISTERED MAIL γα. AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBi\ (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO | (134-46 Sub B) 

QoS 
πω 55 Ὁ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
ach and for the New York Office one copy each of the follow- 

jing informant’s\statements: 

1) ΝΎ 'New World nn anf hapa 

2) ΠΥ δῆ Llbertson" rah γ᾽ - 
eee a 

3) "Request From International Department, Centra | 
- Committee, Socialist Unity Party of Germany sf, ἡ 

᾿ for Current Communist Party Publications." <P: 4 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statements was orally furnished on 4/28 and 5/3/66 
by CG 5824-S*,. who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, to'Sas WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. ee! 

| 2 emb> OX are 410 ‘ 
@)Bureau (Enc. 9) (CR -_ ites 

| -f-New York Og 134637) (Enc7~33 (Info) (RH) 
1) 1-Chicago ES ° ; Ὁ 
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| | ᾿ REC-¥6 n Lae Ae ΒΡ τόθ, 7 

DPOF τ, 10] a Seed 6, δι rs ΕΝ 

Exomyt Teete 3, of 
ΞΟ v 

in ̓ ς ὁμα σεῖο of De os THis CUS eX I 
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JESSICA SUITH AND "NEW WORLD Revest," : 
NEW YORK CLIY - 

- In April, 1906, in discussion. with EORIS N. PONOMARLY, . 
- Head of the International Department and.a Secretary of tho Con~ | 
tral Comaittee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 

_-Yeference was made to problems concerning JESSICA SHITH and the 
“New World Review," New York City,- Now York. In this regard. 
it was pointed out that SMITH clains that certain monies promised 
-hor ‘by the Russians had not Been totally delivered ana because 

τς of this failure she may be foreed to close. down the publication, 
It was further noted that Yor the past céveral years the monies 

= for SHITH from the Soviet Union were to have been funneled 
through channels of the CP, USA, and then turned over to her, 
This allegedly has keen dono and in ono certain instance an 
overpayment was riade to SHITH due to a mis undorstanding in 
instructions trom the CPsv.. : . 

In regard to this. patter, PONOMAREV stated ‘that he 
savy no reason why tho CP, USA should even bocome involved in - 
natters of this nature and his recommendation was that the Party - 
sottle with SMITH and got rid.of the problen.. He noted that 
this could be done very casily by having hor make her own con- 
tacts and arrangements for the déelivory “ot this money with the 

“Friendship Organization in the Soviet Union which had comaitted 
Atse1f’ to the subsidy and with the. Soviet. Enbassy- in Washington, 
D.C. In PONOMAREV's view, the CP,. USA was foolish in getting 
itself involved in such things. 

i] Η τ 

πω’ igen κοοὸ 

Tre foregoing was. ‘discussed with GUS “HALL, Géneral 
Secrotary of the CP, USA,in New York City om April 28, 1966, 
and ke stated at the tine that he felt PONOMAREV's suggestion 
was a Good one, - 

\ 
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δ 

i 
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WILLIAM ALBERTSON _ 

in March; 1966, the following letter was received 
by: GUS HALL, General Secretary of the Communist Party, | 
USA (CP, USA), from WILLIAM ALBERTSON of New York City, an 
individual who has beon, expelled fron the CP, USA: 

. Ε "86 West End Aves, = 
τς 5 Brooklyn, N. ¥. +1235 © " 

ee “March 21,1966 ᾿ 

“@us Hall, _ 
. 23. W.. 26 St.; 

' New: York City 

“During the months passed, I have. been in, com- 
-- Jiunieation with Dr. Murray Eden of the Depart=« "Ὁ 
“ment of Engineering at Massachusetts Institute. - 

ς of Technology... I understand that. he was ‘the ° 
chief designer of TX-0, the. "handwriting! con- 
buter about -which I have written you before, 

wy ‘posed some questions to him. . He Was ‘z008 
enough to answer then; ag well as: send me | 

-. Material on; the ‘subject.” . 

thy "quote from two. digzerent letters he sont me... 
᾿ The questions. I posed are obvious fromthe §- ἡ 

- answers given which, themselves, dare very 1... 
juminating: . 

* ᾿ * Regarding your specific question, lian, 
_ quite confident that computer generatéd hand- - - 
π᾿ writing which has. been: modeled on the script 

of-a single pérsgon would be very ‘difficult to 
- distinguish from. the natural handiriting: ὍΣ 
ἐμαὶ person, ὦ 

ee “The TX-O was. designed and constructed by 
‘Lincoln Laboratory, of ΡΤ, αν, under a DEPARTMENT 
OF DEFENSE contract, s6 there was no patent 
“gonsideration. . 

τ ἩΓΕ Phe machine! Β chief interest at MM. τ, ΓᾺ has ‘pean 
the EASE WITH WHICH A USER COULD ATTACH HIS. OWN 
ENPUT/OUTPUT EQ a τ THE gia 

aide Yor SOS) = oy Caf | 
Ν ΜΝ . ΝΣ τ ἧς : aa | : 

SOLOSUR ς΄ πε 
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- at-the request of HELEN WINTER. WINTER desired this letter’ : 
be .given..to. another CP, USA representative who was alréady _ 

. abroad. in order that he could take it up with Russian ~ 

| Gould diiplicate an. individual's handwriting, . 

_ Seientists, that it was theix’ opinion that it .was theoretically 

‘ not. State that that was the situation involved in the ALBERTSON 

that it wag authentic. 

~ 

OPHERE “ARE. SEVERAL “COMMERCIAL, COMPUTERS AVAIL 
ABLE ‘TODAY.,. DESIGNED TO DO. THIS TYPE OF OPERATION: 

Mall emphasis is mine) 7 

ae | repeat my. tequest for reversal of your decision — 
re my réinstatément as containéd in my letters of 
8/7/65 and 9/25/65, or to make the test with the 
ἸΧΟΌ computer as proposed in my. ietter of ΠΣ 

‘Yours truly, 

"78, lim. Albertson 

"Hit. Albertson” ΝΞ 

Α copy ‘of the above-noted letter. was hand carried 
to Moscow, USSR, by HENRY WINSTON, ἃ Vice Chairman, ΟΡ. USA, 

officials,. WINTER's purpose in doing ‘this was to seck an 
opinion from the Russians as to. whether such a computer 

a In. Line. with, ‘the foregoing, the matter of computer 
Aahdwriting, referred. to in ALBERTSON's letter, was taken ἡ 
up with representatives of the North and South American Section, 
‘International Department, Centra Committee, Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union: (CPSU), a¢ well as with representatives of 
the.  Beounlty Branch of the Central. ‘Comnittee, CPSU. 

All of these. individuals. noted that ‘after - “having ° made} 
sone inquiry regarding handwriting ‘by computer with Soviet . 

possible in an era such as this, but they could not and. would 

matter. They also reminded that-while Soviet. experts had 
examined tie. original handwritten document allegedly that of τα 
ALLENTEON, they had never given one hundred percent conclusion: 



REQUEST FROM ἸΝΤΕΠΗΛΤΊΟΝΑΙ, DEPARTHENT, . CENTRAL, _ 
COMMITTEE, SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY,. 
FOR CURRENT COMMUNIST PARTY PUBLICATIONS _ 

In a discussion held in April, 1966, with HEINZ 
BIRCH, a representative of the International Dopartment, 
“Central Committee, Socialist. Unity Party of Germany (SUPG), 
‘who is in. charge of relations ‘with the Communist Party, 
USA (CP, USA), he: requested. that certain air mail subscrip- 
tions specif ically for the Midweek edition of "The Worker," 
and the "People's World" be sent to him in Berlin, German 
Democratic. Republic. - In addition, this individual also 
requested that he be placed on the mailing list for current. 
books being issued by the American Institute for Marxist. 
Studies in New York City. 

In mid-May, 1966, the foregoing request of BIRCH 
was turned over’ to 3 representative of the Py, USA in New 
York City. 

ay 
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a ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
aa 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York. Office one copy of an informarnt's 
statement captioned, Sot of Document to Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union Es erican Internationalists Party.‘ 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statement was orally furnished on 4/28/66 by CG 5824-s*, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs 
WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

Chicago indices have been checked regarding the 
American Internationalists Party and no information con- ; 
cerning it was located. vi 
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TEXT OF DOCUMENT-TO COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION FROM AMERICAN INTERNATIONALISTS 
Ῥ ! 

7 os 
“ 

' During the coursé of the XXIII Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held March 29 
through April 8, 1966, Hoscow, USSR, ἃ representative of 
the North and South American Section, Interriational De- 
‘partment, Central Committee, CPSU, turned over to. a repre 
sentative of the Communist Party, USA (CP; USA) a letter 
.Yeceived April 5, 1966, This letter was accompanied. by 
a note which read "To tho Communist Party, of the Soviet 
Union, on its 23rd Congress, From the American Interna- 

tionalists, Party." The text of this document was as 
foliows: 

"Chicago 111, 3/24/1966. 

“Saluting with you, in honor to the hdnestly 
working ones, dead or alive, for the given 
privilege to ug, as Socialists, or as connuniats; 
to meet, to taik to plan and decide, in order to. 
dntroduce dursélves as your friends, thus we fecl 
confortable calling you, ‘Fellow, Conbatants*, 
with-hearf ind-mind the people of thé Anerican 

' Tnternationalists Party, (A.1.P,) we greet you, 
on the historic day of the Party's Congress 23rd, 

"Looking forward, witha complete cdnfigence on 
the-Comnunist Party and-people 6% the Soviet Union, 
45 leading Social source, for a world of real 
good relations, among peoples ag individuals and 
as groups, with heartfelt dispositions and great 

- @nthusiasn the people of the A.1.P.., we salute 
the Russian people on δύσῃ fruitful historic days. 

“With deep respect for the contributing ones, dead 
and alive, to reach the promising stage for this 
high humanitarian ideal to become tric, remiriding 
to the Party's conproéss 23rd people, the thought~ 
ful advise of the great leader Lenin, that. ‘the 
Party ndver to pormit conceit and complacency, to 
see the shortcomings in the work as woll as the 
successes, and to concentrate efforts on the -golution 
of unsolved problems’, been Sure; that new humanitarian 
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"plans and decisions, 124 be made by the 23rd 
Congress of the Party, we sincerely bow to the 
thonéstly working people to offer us the basic 
factors. for this power of optinisn. 

“sincerely, all riembers of the A: I.P; - 
we, through the excellent, in reading, 
material, paper- 'Hoscow News', 

salute the Russian péople,” 

The ahove document was turned over by the epsu ‘to 
the CP, USA for information. dnd without any specific commént 
ΘΕ Ὶ the CPSU. - . 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
each and for the New York Office one copy each of two infor- 
mant's statements captioned as aX 
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| vA 
"Dues Paymen George and Eleanor eler and WER 

afiades, Prague, Czechoslovakia" 
‘wind - αδασο που «παν οΕοὁο ΡΝ : 4 ΞᾺ 

᾿ "James West and Preparations for Travel to Con- ἢ IND 
gresses of Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and ΠΝ 

τς Mongolian Péople's Revolutionary Party, June, 
1966" 

| The information appearing in the enclosed infor- 
| mant's statements was orally furnished on 4/28; 5/9 and 25/66 
. by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in the 

past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD ‘VW. HANSEN, 
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5. BAYMENT OF GEORGE AND ELEANOR WHEELER AND 
SOHN AND EVELYN VAFIADES PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

In April, 1966, George and Eleanor Wheeler; tornet 
Americans who now reside and work in Prdgue, Czechoslovakia, 
met with a representative of the Comiunist Party, USA (ΟΡ, 
USA), At this time, the Wheelers turned over a dues payment 
representing payment oftheir dues to the CP, USA, through 
May, 1966. 

Also, at this.same time, John Vafiades, another- 
‘former American who now resides and works. in Prague, turned 
over a dues paynént for himself and his. wife Evelyn. This. 
dues payment of the Vafiadéses covered their dues through 
June, 1966, 

- The above-=noted dues paymerits. were nade in Czech 
Koruna and when exchanged, for U.S. dollirs at official rate. 
‘wore equal to $100. This $100 Was returned to the U.S. and. 
in early May, 1966, transmitted through a CP, USA representa- 
tive to Helen Winter ihn. New York City for’ recording. 
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JAMES WEST AND PREPARATIONS FOR TRAVEL - 
TO CONGRESSES OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND MONGOLIAN PEOPLE'S 
REVOLUTIONARY. PARTY, _JUNE, 1966 _ 

Based on a deciston of the National Office, 
Communist Party, USA, JIM WEST, a member of the National 
Committee and National Board, Communist Party, USA, who 
resides in Chicago, Illinois, was designated to attend 
the 13th Congress of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakda 
scheduled to open in Prague, Czechosloyakia, on May 31, 
1966, and the 15th Congress of the Mongolian People's 

- Revolutionary Party scheduled to open in Ulan Bator, 
Mongolia, on. June 7, 1966, as a Efaternal delegate from 
the Communist Party, USA, 

- ingreparation for his attendance at these Con- 
‘gresses, briefing sessions were held with him in New York 
City. on May 24-25, 1966, In the course of these briefings 
WEST was furnished with eredéntials of the Comunist Party, 
USA, signed by GUS HALL, General Secrétary, Conminist Party, 
USA, which identified WEST as the officidl fraternal repre- 
sentative of the Communist Party, USA. WEST was also. pro~ 

- _ vided at this time with some 14 karat gold Cross pens which 
were to. be presented to ANTONIN NOVOTNY, First Secretary, 

' Conmunist Party of Czechos lovakia, | and to. Y. TSEDENBAL, 
First Secretary, Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party, 
as- personal gifts from GUS HALL. WEST, at this time, was 
also given instructions relative to his conduct and activi~ 
ties while a guest of the Czech and Mongolian. Parties. In 
addition, WEST was provided with specific instructions to 
present a formal request to the Communist Party of Czecho- 
Slovakia for reimbursement in the amount of $432.00 as 
cost of fare. for trayel from New York City to Prague, which 
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia had previously agreed 
to. BAY: - 

In connection with his travel plans, it was ‘learned 
- that -WEST planned to depart Kennedy International Airport, 

New York City, 9:00 p.m,, May 27, 1966, on Pan American 
. Flight #76 which was scheduled to arrive in Prague at 11430 
_a.m., Saturday, May 26, 1966. Since WEST had no vica for 
entry into Czechoslovakia , he had purchased ἃ ticket showing 
his ultimate destination as Zurich, Switzerland, which would 
piace hin in a transit status. and eliminate suspicion or 
problems as td why he was passing through Prague. WEST 

contemplated a stay of approximately one week in Czechoslovakia 
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and then would proceed to Mongolia vid-Hoscow, USSR. After 
‘attendance at the Mongolian Congress, he would return ‘to -' 
Moscow and spend a brief period there. As of May 25, 1966, 
his” plans were to réturn to New York by June 20; 1966, which 
would have hin back in time to attend the 18th National Con- 
vention of the Conminist Party ; USA. 

; As WEST undoubtedly would be in contact with repre- 
séntatives of the North and South American Section, Interna~ 
tional Departnient,. Central ‘Committee,. Communist Party of ‘the 
Soviet Union; during his stop in Moscow, he was given a. 
hessage which hé was to deliver to IGOR. ‘MIKHAILOV ,. Assistant 
to the Head of the Department, ‘This message concerned ‘the: 
fact that HY LUMER, while abroad, had lost his. camera ‘and 
thit LUMER would now like 80 rublés which he has on deposit. 
in a Moscow bank withdrawn: and: a new Zenith ‘No. 2 Camera 
purchased for him and sent back ‘to. the U. S. with WEST er gone 
other Feturning comrade, 

--was.- “to. ‘deliver to MERDSLAV SIRASKA who is presently recovering 
from a hernia operation. . JIRASKA is also ar employee of the. 

- International Department; ‘Comhunist, Party of Czechoslovakia. 
" WEST was also given a number of Parker ballpoint, pens or multi- 
“eOldr ballpoint pens. which he was to deliver to certain desig- 
nated individuals on the Central Committee, Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia, and to. individuals at the headquarters. of the 
“Wordd Marxist Review" in Prague, - 
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ReCGairtel dated 3/16/66 and enclosed informant's \" 

statement captioned, "Instructions of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, ‘Communist Party, USA; on Certain Matters. to ὍΘ £ {4 a 
Taken Up Abroad with Representatives of Various. Communist ΒΝ 
Parties." 

Enclosed herewith for the Buredu are three copiés. 4} 
|. and for the New York Office one copy Of an informant's ~ 

statement. entitled, “Response of Representatives of Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union to Request of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, for Long Term Halt Million 
Dollar,. Interest Free Loan." 

, The information appearing in the enclosed inforrmant's 
statement was orally furnished on 4/28 and 5/3/66 by CG 5824-S*,) 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs ᾿ 
WALTER A. BOYLE. and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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RESPONSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF. “COMMUNIST PARTY 
: OF THE SOVIET UNION TO REQUEST OF GUS HALL, 
GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST: PARTY, USA, FOR 

LONG TERM HALF MILLION. NOLLAR, INTEREST FREE 
- LOAN 

It will be recalled that a humber ‘of months ago 
Gus HALL, Genéral Secretary of the Communist Party, USA . | 3 " 
(CP; USA), ‘stated that the Russians should be requested ἡ ᾿ 
to grant the ‘CP, USA a. long term, interest free loan of . 
ἃ half million dollars. in making this: request, thé. Russians - 

investment purposes in order to make noney for the Party. 

“In dine with HALL’s. instructions, “the foregoing 
Was placed in. writing and: then subsequently discussed in 
April; 1966, with EORIS N. PONOMAREY, a member of the 
Secretariat and Head of the international Department, ‘Central | 
Committee, Communist Par ty of the Soviet Union’ (CPSU). When 
the request was made and the reasons présented for it, 
PONOMAREV remarked, "What do you want such businesses for, « 
Why don't you spend the noney we provide?". From PONOMAREY's 
remarks, at this time,. it was clearly: evident that, PONOMAREV ΄. 
did not. agree with the idea of GUS HALL investing. in businesses -. 

. for the purpose of making - money which would ultimately result 4 : 
“in complete financial independence of the CP; USA. However, cee 
regardless of his own feelings on: this matter, | PONOMAREV _ 

- did not reject totally HALL's requést. Later, both NIKOLAL 
Vv. MOSTOVETS and IGOR MIKHAILOV of thé North and South Anetican 
Section, International Departnent, Central Committee, CPSU, 
hinted that since GUS HALL would be coming to-the Soviet. Union , 

- during the Summer of 1966, there could be some additional dis- ° 
cussion held regarding this Loan and a final decision will be - 
withheld until ‘that time. . 
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